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Abstract:  In India, the 1.7 million speakers of Tulu, a language mainly spoken in the
South Kannara region of the South Indian state of Karnataka, have largely been
linguistically subsumed by the larger number of Kannada speakers (38 million) around
them.  In February 2005, Namma TV (‘Our TV’), a new television channel started
broadcasting local programs in Tulu in the region. The channel represents one of first
instances where Tulu is used by the media in the region. This study looks at how the
channel, by consciously choosing to broadcast largely in Tulu, can potentially change
language attitudes in the region. From being a language that was used only in family
settings at home, Tulu is now, potentially, seen as being capable of use in non-personal
xi
settings. This study looks at the impact of the channel on the language politics of the
region and also at how the channel by stressing on Tulu language and culture
reinvigorates and sustains the ideal of the land of Tulunadu (the land where Tulu is
spoken). More specifically, this study looks at the interactions on a Tulu call-in TV show
called Pattanga where callers call in with their opinions on a chosen aspect of Tulu
culture and language. This study is the result of fieldwork in the Tulu-speaking South
Kannara region over a period of two years from 2005 to 2007 and is based on recorded
episodes from the show, interviews with audience members who watch and call in to the
show, and with the moderators of the show. Through a linguistic analysis of the
interactions on the TV show, I look at how the media is used by Tulu-speaking elites in
the construction of a Tulu identity. I also look at how narratives on the call-in show are
used by callers, not only to construct gender, caste, and social class identities, but also to
de-construct and de-center those identities. Finally, based on the view that culture and
society is constituted through interactions between participants in particular contexts, I
examine how the interactions on the show evoke the socio-cultural worlds Tulu speakers
live in and draw conclusions about the potential impact of the show on language attitudes
and practices.
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1Chapter 1: Introduction
This study is based on the view that culture and society is constituted through
interactions between participants in particular contexts. My main interest in this study is
to look at how interactions can be used as loci for the construction of identities among
Tulu speakers living in the South Kannara region1 of South India. My objective is to
demonstrate how, by closely examining particular interactions and narratives on a Tulu
call-in show, we can understand the nature and constitution of larger social constructs
such as caste, gender, and social class and, how also, these interactions and narratives can
be zones where these constructs are challenged and confronted.
This study combines ethnographic research with methods of narrative analysis
and discourse analysis. First, I focus on how a Tulu identity is consciously sought to be
constructed through interactions on a Tulu television call-in show called Pattanga. I look
at how theories of identity and identity construction can inform the detailed analysis of
interactions and point towards how participants in interactions can construct their own
identities and that of those around them through certain lexical choices. Second, I look at
the role played by language ideologies in the construction of language hegemony and
                                                 
1 The South Kannara region was divided into the Dakshina Kannada district and the Udupi district in 1997. However,
for the purposes of this study, I will refer to the region as the South Kannara region.
2look at how this hegemony can assert itself at different levels even among dominated
groups. Third, I use narrative analysis to look at how narratives can be used not only to
tell stories and convey authenticity, but can also be used as tools in identity construction.
Finally, I look at how participants telling narratives, while ostensibly making use of
traditional forms and story lines, can also use narratives as a means to question and
challenge certain social constructs.
My approach in this chapter is based on the view that identity emerges during
interactions. Interactional elements do not merely represent existing identities; these
interactions themselves play a role in the construction of identity. In other words, I look
at the situational and contextual emergence of identity during interactions and through the
telling of narratives. Based on the view that a call-in TV show is a fertile site for studying
interactions between speakers from different parts of the community who call in to put
forth their opinions on and interpretations of certain aspects of Tulu culture, this
dissertation investigates how Tulu speakers use language via the medium of the television
call-in show Pattanga to construct and negotiate a linguistic and cultural identity.
Claiming a homogenous Tulu identity is an act with potentially important
ramifications in the region.  The claims of a ‘Tulu’ identity could potentially be
appropriated by groups whose goal is the projection of the community as a viable group
and, potentially, lead to the recognition of the Tulu language as an official language by
3the Indian government. As I will discuss later, ‘official’ recognition of a language is very
important in the Indian linguistic context.
Methodologies and Issues
This study is based on fieldwork in the South Kannara region over a non-
continuous period of two years from 2005 to 2007. As a member of the community and a
native speaker of Tulu, I use my position as a native ethnographer and use my knowledge
of local practices and ideologies.  During fieldwork, I engaged in daily participant-
observation in a range of local activities. I then recorded and transcribed some of these
activities. While I recorded most events that I was present at during fieldwork in the
South Kannara region, I transcribed those interactions that I thought would be
representative of the process of identity construction that I am discussing in this study. As
with all transcriptions, I selected those elements of the data that I wished to highlight,
always recognizing, however, that transcription, by its very nature, is a biased process
(Ochs 1979) and does not do justice to the vibrancy and detail of actual interactional
discourse.
I also recorded episodes of Pattanga from television. My interpretation of this
recorded data is supplemented by my observations during a live airing of the show at the
4studios of Namma TV, and by semi-structured ethnographic interviews with audience
members, with the director of the channel, and with the moderators of the show Pattanga.
The experience of doing research within my own community came with its own
set of advantages and pitfalls. As a Tulu speaker who grew up in the city of Bombay2 and
whose family continues to maintain a home and strong ties to the region, I am, at the
same time, an insider and an outsider. While my knowledge of the language and of the
cultural mores of the research area enabled me to have access into several households and
situations into which I would otherwise not have had access, my status, as a member of
the Bunt community, also meant that I could not engage very easily in interactions with
members of the other caste and occupation-based communities in the region. Also, my
status as a female member of the community meant that I could not engage in interactions
with male members without a male relative present who would have to initiate the
meeting and the conversation and explain my position as a researcher.
While I was for all purposes a member of the community whose behavior was
governed by the expectations of how a younger, female member of the community had to
conduct herself, I was also paradoxically in a position, because of my overseas-educated
                                                 
2 The name of the city of Bombay was changed to Mumbai in 1995 by the, then ruling, regional Hindu party, the Shiv
Sena. ‘Bombay’ was held to be a British colonial corruption of the Marathi name ‘Mumbai’ for the city. The renaming
of Bombay was part of a larger movement to strengthen Marathi identity in the region. I will, in this study, for both
personal and political reasons, continue to use the name ‘Bombay’.
5credentials, to ask questions of people, whose status, either as male members or as
members whose status in terms of class and caste was different from my own, would
have otherwise made it socially unacceptable for me have an interaction with them. As
Narayan, writes while discussing the notion of the ‘native anthropologist’, we are often
distanced by factors as varied as education, class, or emigration from the societies we are
supposed to represent (1993: 677).
The difficulties of a inter-caste and inter-gender face-to-face interaction that I
have tried to give some sense of in the above paragraph, however, seem to be surmounted
by the call-in show Pattanga on which people from different castes and genders are able
have a conversation with each other, through the medium of a telephone line, relatively
unconstrained by local social, gender, and caste restrictions. The callers to the show come
from different caste and class backgrounds. In a social situation where there is little, if no,
intermingling of the various castes, the TV show, through the mediation of technology,
enables people from different backgrounds to have a dialogue with each other. Women,
who do not usually speak in public forums, except in specific ritual contexts, call in
frequently. An important aspect of the show is that female viewers feel emboldened and
empowered enough to call in through a non face-to-face medium and share their views,
knowledge, and experiences.
6The TV show, Pattanga, provides a forum for people in the community to call in
and narrate their version of a certain folktale or song or myth. By analyzing these
narratives, I look at how the shared knowledge of the use and impact of certain linguistic
features of the language are used as resources for achieving certain communicative goals.
I study how callers to the talk show Pattanga put forth their opinions, knowledge, and
experiences about the topic being discussed and how their interactions with the
moderators become a site for identity construction. The study looks, for example, at how
the moderators of the talk show recurrently assess the way the caller speaks Tulu and
always thank the caller for sharing, what they see as, important information. There are
also recurrent referrals to the land of Tulunadu (the land where Tulu is spoken). Such
interactional data provide an ideal corpus for examining how identity is constructed in
discourse, how cultural hegemony can, potentially, become entrenched through language
use, and how social constructs like gender, caste, and social class can be constituted as
well as reconstituted through language.
Outline of the study
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the
ethnographic setting and the political backdrop to the study. Chapter 3 looks at how the
interactions on the show are used to construct, negotiate, and project a cohesive Tulu
7identity. Chapter 4 looks at how narratives are used on the call-in show Pattanga to
construct a Tulu identity, but are also, at the same time, used by callers to the show to
confront and challenge gender, caste, and social class roles and identities. Chapter 5
examines how a Tulu socio-cultural world is reflected in the interactions on the show and
how callers to the show use traditional narrative forms to convey non-traditional stances
and attitudes. Chapter 6 ends with the significance and the conclusions of the study.
Transcription conventions
In sections of transcripts from interactional data, I provide three lines for each
speaker’s utterance:
1st line: shows the Tulu words.
2nd line: an interlinear gloss shows a literal translation of the Tulu utterance.
3rd line: in italics, provides a free translation in English.
I use the following abbreviations and transcription conventions (adapted from Keating
1998):
[ ] overlapped speech (two or more speakers speaking at the same time).
NS, GS etc. capitalized initials indicate the names of the participants.
8(  )   author’s comments.
→ highlights a portion of the transcript for the reader.
(hon) indicates the honorific form of the noun or verb.
(non hon) indicates the non-honorific form of the noun or verb.
she.said the period between the English words in the interlinear gloss indicates that
the Tulu word is made up of a number of concepts that in English would
have to be rendered separately.
9Chapter 2: Background to the Study
             Tulu belongs to the Southern branch of the Dravidian language family
(Krishnamurti 2003). In India, the Dravidian languages are spoken chiefly in the southern
and central states of Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, and Karnataka and in parts of
neighboring states like Maharashtra, Bihar, and Orissa. There are around 26 languages in
this family and these have been grouped into four sub-groups: Northern, Southern,
Central, and South Central. The Southern group includes Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada,
Kodagu, Tulu, Toda, Kota, and Irula (Krishnamurti 2003). Tulu’s closest relatives are
Kannada, Tamil, and Malayalam. Tulu is spoken by approximately 1.7 million people
(Census of India 2001) in the South Kannara region of the Indian state of Karnataka and
in the northern part of the Kasargod region of the state of Kerala (Kekunnaya 1994). Tulu
coexists in the South Kannara region with Kannada, another Dravidian language.
Kannada has approximately 38 million speakers nation-wide (Census of India 2001) and,
unlike Tulu, has a well-developed literary history, with earliest written inscriptions of the
language dating back to 9th century AD. The earliest written evidence of Tulu dates back
to 17th century AD (Upadhyaya 1996), but Tulu does not have a script in current usage.
The lack of formal instruction in Tulu and the economic and social predominance of
Kannada in the region have, over the centuries, led to the loss of the Tulu script
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(Kekunnaya 2000). While the Kannada script is sometimes used to write Tulu, Tulu is
now, exclusively, a spoken language.
Sociolinguistic Situation
Tulu is widely spoken in South Kannara, and the region is often referred to as
'Tulunadu' – ‘the place where Tulu is spoken’. The South Kannara region has a total
population of around 3 million persons. The region has 602 villages and two main urban
areas: Mangalore city (population 0.4 million) and Udupi (population 0.1 million)
(Census of India 2001). The following map indicates the location of the South Kannara
region in the Indian state of Karnataka in South India:
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Illustration 1: Location of South Kannara in India and in the state of Karnataka
                           .
     South Kannara region in the state of
      Karnataka
India’s states were reorganized on a linguistic basis in 1956, and the language
with the most speakers in the state became the official language of the state. In the case of
Karnataka, this language was Kannada. Besides Tulu and Kannada, some of the other
languages spoken in South Kannara are Konkani, Kodagu, and Mapila Malayalam
(Census of India 1991). Tulu speakers in South Kannara are generally bilingual in Tulu
and Kannada. Tulu is usually the first language a native Tulu speaker is exposed to in the
region. Kannada is often learned later, formally, in school. There are no Tulu schools, nor
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is Tulu taught as a subject in schools. The Kannada script is often used to write Tulu, and
many Tulu speakers use the Kannada language itself when they need to write, for
example, letters to distant family members. Tulu speakers in the region are constantly
exposed to Kannada and to Hindi on television, in films, and over the radio. Hindi, Urdu,
and English are the other languages taught in schools in the region. While Hindi has
started making inroads because of the increasing popularity of Hindi films and songs,
knowledge of English is rapidly gaining importance as an important qualification for
obtaining employment in non-agricultural jobs in the town of Udupi and in the port city
of Mangalore in the region.
Given the sociolinguistic situation in South Kannara, current research on language
maintenance and language shift would predict that economic and social pressures would
cause speakers of minority languages like Tulu to gradually give up their native
languages and to switch to more dominant languages like Kannada. According to
Paulston (1994), maintained group bilingualism is unusual if opportunity of access to the
dominant language is present and incentives, especially socioeconomic, motivate a shift
to the dominant language. Previous studies (Shetty 2004) have shown, however, that Tulu
has survived in South India despite sociopolitical reasons for its speakers to shift to
Kannada, a larger and more economically viable language. Since Tulu is not generally
learned by persons who did not grow up in Tulu-speaking households, or by those who
were not exposed to the language at an early age, the language is a significant indicator of
13
group membership. While there is borrowing from Kannada, there is no Tulu-Kannada
codeswitching. The lack of codeswitching between the two languages in contact is also
one of the reasons why Tulu is maintained in the region (Shetty 2004). Tulu is usually the
language of the home and is, largely, spoken with family members and friends. Kannada
is the language of the schools, courts, and other commercial and non-commercial
institutions. Even though Tulu and Kannada are, largely, spoken in different domains,
there is considerable overlap between these domains. Even in non-institutional contexts,
Kannada is used with people with whom one is not very familiar or with whom a Tulu
speaker wishes to maintain his or her class or status distance. Similarly, in institutional
contexts, a Tulu speaker may switch to Tulu as the language of interaction if he or she
feels sufficiently equal, in terms of class and status, with the person with whom he or she
is having a conversation.
Caste and class distinctions
Tulu speakers come from distinct caste-based communities such as the Brahmins
(a member of the priestly class - the highest caste), the Billavas (a caste-based group that
used to be largely engaged in martial arts (garadi) and toddy3 tapping), the Mogaveeras (a
group whose main occupation is fishing), the Bunts (the farmers and the land-owning
                                                 
3 A popular alcoholic beverage produced by fermenting the sap of the palm tree.
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community), and the Adivasis (people belonging to the so-called ‘indigenous’
communities that live largely outside the mainstream, for example, the Koragas, who
have been identified as belonging to the Scheduled Tribes of the country by the Indian
constitution. The Scheduled Tribes constitute 3.4% of the population of the region.
(Census of India 2001).
Each caste is traditionally associated with a particular occupation. The Brahmins
were usually priests and scholars; the Billavas were traders, businessmen, and toddy
tappers; the Mogaveeras largely made their living out of fishing; the Bunts were farmers,
landowners, and ran businesses; the Adivasis like the Koragas, for example, were basket
makers. These traditional occupations that are associated with each caste are, however,
not unchangeable. Members of all castes, except the lowest castes, start local businesses
and pursue other non-traditional occupations. Moreover, the caste hierarchy is not static
and is influenced by local factors. For example, a Billava whose occupation used to be
toddy tapping could have given up toddy tapping to open a gas station near the highway
at the outskirts of his village. In this case, he would occupy a higher social position. As
Srinivas (1987: 85) writes, since local factors may change over a period of time, the caste
hierarchy is also dynamic. Thus, in the village of Katapadi, where I conducted most of
my ethnographic research, even though the Brahmins are the highest caste, the Bunts,
followed by the Billavas, are the dominant groups that wield political and economic
power. This hierarchy holds good for the South Kannara region as a whole as well. The
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dominant caste groups have command over local resources, organize local festivals and
rituals, and they dominate the traditional village council or panchayat. As Srinivas writes,
a caste may be said to be ‘dominant’ when it wields preponderant economic and political
power. A large and powerful caste group can more easily be dominant if its position in
the local caste hierarchy is not too low.
According to Srinivas (1987), here is also a hierarchy in diet that is associated
with one’s position in the caste hierarchy. Vegetarian food is considered to be superior to
non-vegetarian food and the drinking of alcoholic drinks is considered to be a lower-caste
trait. Thus, the Brahmins, traditionally, are vegetarian and do not touch alcohol.
Occupations also form a hierarchy. Working with leather, butchery, and fishing are
considered to be lower-caste occupations. Toddy tapping is also considered to be a low-
caste occupation and toddy drinkers are usually from the lower castes. However, the
drinking of western alcoholic drinks like beer and whisky are considered to be drinks that
the wealthy consume and such indulgences are not considered to be a lower caste trait
(Srinivas 1987: 81). There is also a caste hierarchy that is, very often, observed
irrespective of class distinctions when it comes to eating food at temples and some other
public spaces. For example, my family (who are Bunts) had once conducted a ritual at a
local temple in Katapadi. The ritual was followed by a lunch for all those present. Even
though, my family was paying for the lunch that was prepared, we along with the other
non-Brahmins who were present at the occasion, had to wait outside the temple while the
16
Brahmins finished their meal within the temple. Only after the Brahmins finished their
meal, were we served food, not within the temple like the Brahmins, but outside the
temple.
 Thus, while caste lines in urban-India have become relatively diffused, in rural
India, the hierarchy between the various castes is still very salient. Intermarriage between
the various Tulu-speaking castes is very rare (Shetty 2003). Tulu and Kannada speakers
can belong to the same caste or occupational community. For example, Bunts can be Tulu
speakers or Kannada speakers. Within the same community, marriages between Tulu and
Kannada speakers do take place. In such a situation, Tulu speakers usually accommodate
to their Kannada-speaking spouses, and Kannada becomes the language of the home.
The conception of a village, is thus, as Srinivas writes, not a social reality. “In
contrast to the village, caste has ‘social reality’. The village is only the dwelling-place of
diverse and unequal castes” (1987: 21). Srinivas also questions the use of the word
“community” when used in relation to the Indian village and says that, very often, the
term is used to ignore inequality. Caste, and occasionally, factional divisions, he writes,
are so fundamental that they make a local community impossible (1987: 40). In an inter-
caste context, Srinivas writes, identification tends to follow caste lines (1987: 47).
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Sen (2005) points out that class, caste, and gender do not act independently in
creating and reinforcing inequality.  No other source of inequality, he writes, is fully
independent of class (2005: 207). Thus, even though being lower caste is a separate cause
of disparity, its impact is all the more greater when the lower-caste families also happen
to be very poor. Similarly, gender, which is an additional contributor to societal
inequality, does not act independently of class. It is the interactive presence of two
features of deprivation – being lower caste and being female - that can massively
impoverish women from the less privileged classes. Thus, the impact of caste, like that of
gender, is substantially swayed by class (Sen 2005: 207-208).
Tulu speakers come from different class backgrounds, ranging from landowners
to day-wage agricultural workers. According to Damle (1993), the class structure
involved in agriculture in the region consists of five social strata:
(i) Traditional landlords who own large areas of land ranging from fifty to a
few hundred acres. These traditional landlords belong to the Bunt and
Brahmin castes and to the Jain community. They live in big houses
surrounded by large estates. Though partly self-cultivators, most of these
landlords lease out their lands to a large number of tenants. These big
landlords are also the local moneylenders and are the chief sellers of
agricultural produce. They head the local temples and bhuta-stanas (small
temples that house the spirit deities) (Damle 1993: 95).
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(ii) Rich landowners who emerged from the splitting of joint families of the
traditional landlord class. They own holdings between ten and fifty acres.
Some of them lease out their lands to tenants for cultivation; others self-
cultivate their lands.
(iii) Peasant proprietors who consist of medium, small, and marginal
landowners who hold less than ten acres of land. They use mostly family
labor to cultivate their lands, though they also, occasionally, use hired
labor.
(iv) Tenants – these are landless laborers who entered into tenancy by leasing
paddy fields from the traditional farmers or from the rich landowners.
According to Damle (1993: 101), these tenants are obliged to give priority
to the work on the farms owned by the landlord and only then attend to the
work on the plots they have leased.
(v) Landless agricultural laborers who are at the bottom of the agrarian
hierarchy. They usually belong to the lower castes and often live in homes
provided to them by landowners or built by themselves on plots owned by
their employers. They usually work on a daily-wage basis.
Besides the classes involved in agriculture, other traditionally caste-based
occupations in the villages include artisans, traders, potters, barbers, and fisher folk.
Many educated young people (usually from the higher castes) from the villages go to the
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cities in search of jobs and are employed as salesmen, lawyers, bank clerks, medical
assistants etc.
Caste and class hierarchies in the South Kannara region play a large role in
influencing the relationships and interactions between the people who live in the region.
On the call-in show Pattanga, however, these hierarchies seem to play a relatively less
significant role.  People from all castes and classes seem to call in to the show. However,
since participating on the show requires access to a television set, most of the callers to
the show are, by default, people who can afford a television or people who have access to
television, usually, by watching the show at a neighbor’s house. Also, given that the call-
in show is conducted in the Common dialect of the language, most of the callers to the
show speak the Common dialect. The following section discusses the distinctions
between the various Tulu dialects.
Dialect distinctions
Bright (1990: 3) writes that dialect differences in the languages of India may be
thought of in a three-dimensional framework: in addition to the horizontal distribution of
geographical dialects, in India, there are dialects which are spoken in the same area, but
which may be arranged in a vertical scale correlated with social class. These are the caste
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dialects. Thus, in the South Kannara region, the lack of social interaction between the
castes has led to each caste developing its own social dialect. Besides regional dialects,
Tulu speakers also speak different social dialects such as:
(i) the Brahmin dialect spoken by the Brahmins. This dialect includes the
dialects of the Shivalli Brahmins.
(ii) the Jain dialect spoken by the Jain community who are followers of
Jainism.
(iii) the Common dialect spoken by the Bunts, Billavas, and the Mogaveeras.
(iv) the Adivasi dialects spoken by the so-called indigenous groups such as the
Koragas.
(v) the Dalit4 dialects spoken by the Mera and Mansa communities among
others (Kekunnaya 1994:5).
What is referred to as the ‘Common dialect’ is a group of community-based
dialects, such as the Bunt dialect (the dialect spoken by the Bunts, the landowning class),
the Billava dialect (the dialect spoken by the farmers), the Mogaveera Dialect (the dialect
spoken by the fisher folk) (Kekunnaya 1994: 6). The Common dialect is the dialect used
in public meetings, speeches, and contains fewer borrowed words from Sanskrit than the
                                                 
4 Dalits are people belonging to one of the castes identified as Scheduled Castes, i.e. castes that have been identified as
socially and educationally backward by the Indian constitution. According to the Census of India (2001), the Scheduled
castes make up 6.60% of the population of the South Kannara region.
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Brahmin dialect. The oral poetry of the region (Paddana) is also composed in the
Common Dialect. Journals, Tulu writings, novels, dramas, and poems are also generally
written (using the Kannada script) in the Common dialect (Kekunnaya 1994). The
Common Dialect is the dialect used on Namma TV.
            The Tulu Brahmin dialect is strongly influenced by Kannada (Krishnamurti 2001:
51). According to Kekunnaya (1994:5), the dialect directly borrows several words from
Sanskrit, and Brahmins make a conscious effort to pronounce the borrowed words in their
original form. The strong influence of Sanskrit in this dialect, according to Kekunnaya
(1994), is the result of the Brahmin community’s centuries of education and the influence
of Sanskrit religious texts. Similarly, Bhat (1998: 173) writes that Brahmin dialects differ
from the other Tulu dialects in having more Sanskrit borrowings. The following table, for
example, shows some of the lexical differences between the Tulu Common dialect and
the Tulu Brahmin dialect:
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Table 1: Lexical differences between the Tulu Common dialect and the Tulu  Brahmin
dialect
Brahmin dialect (words
borrowed from Sanskrit)
Common dialect Gloss
[ram\¯ˆ] [boÀ´∂ˆ] wife
[p¨r¨Í´] [k\¯Àanˆ] husband
[v\s†ra] [k¨¯ˇ¨] cloth
(based on Bhat 1998)
One of the phonological differences between the Brahmin dialect and the
Common dialect, according to Krishnamurti (2001: 51), is that the alveolar trill [r] of the
Common dialect, in some cases, becomes the retroflex tap [ö], as in the following
examples:
      Table 2: Phonological differences between the Tulu Common dialect and the Tulu
Brahmin dialect
Common dialect Brahmin dialect Gloss
[korˆ] [koöˆ] fowl
[p¨rˆ] [p¨öˆ] worm
(based on Krishnamurti 2001)
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The two dialects also have certain grammatical differences. For example, Bright
(1990:41) reports, quoting Ramaswami Aiyar (1932), that the Brahmin dialect of Tulu
has a single third person honorific pronoun [a:r¨], whereas the Common Tulu dialect
retains a distinction between [a:r¨] (he (honorific) there), and [me:r¨] (he (honorific)
here).
The Jain dialect spoken by the Jain community also has a few distinct features.
The voiceless dental fricative [†-] and the voiceless alveolar fricative [s-] of the Common
dialect become the voiceless glottal fricative [h-] sound in the Jain dialect word-initially.
For example:
Table 3: Differences between the Common dialect and the Jain dialect
Common dialect Jain dialect Gloss
[†\r´] [h\r´] head
[†\pu] [h\pu] leaf
[sa:∂î] [ha:∂î] path
(based on Kekunnaya 1994)
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Many Adivasi and Dalit Tulu speakers, according to Kekunnaya (1994), have
adopted the Common dialect. Similarly, Bhat (1998: 159) writes, that there is a tendency
among Adivasi and Dalit Tulu speakers to abandon their own caste dialect and adopt the
common variety of their area. The Adivasi and Dalit speakers who live in the southern
part of the region, however, speak a dialect in which one of the dialectal differences is
that the voiceless palatal affricate [c‡] sound is used both word initially and word medially
instead of the voiceless dental fricative [†] and the voiceless alveolar fricative [s] of the
Common dialect:
Table 4: Differences between the Adivasi/Dalit dialect and the Common dialect:
Common dialect Adivasi/Dalit dialect Gloss
[†\r´] [c‡\r´] Head
[†\pu] [c‡\pu] Leaf
[sa:∂î] [c‡a:∂î] path
[øn\s¨] [øn\c‡¨] meal
                                                                           (based on Kekunnaya 1994)
The various dialects of Tulu are mutually intelligible and are often used as
markers of the caste or social group one belongs to. However, socio-economic aspects
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also play a role in determining dialect choice. Bhat (1998: 159) writes, that Brahmins,
generally, maintain their distinctive caste dialect, and use Common Tulu only for
communicating with non-Brahmin Tulu speakers. I noticed, for example, during
ethnographic research in the region, that a Tulu speaker from the Brahmin caste would,
very often, accommodate to the non-Brahmin, Common-dialect speaking Tulu speaker he
or she was speaking to and speak largely in the Common dialect, with a few lexical
differences. Thus, like the situation in Kupwar village, described by Gumperz and Wilson
(1971) where four different languages (Kannada, Marathi, Urdu, and Telegu) are spoken,
local norms or values require strict separation between public and private (intra-kin
group) spheres of activity. While there is interaction with members of other groups at
work or in other public areas like the market etc, a person’s home is largely reserved for
members of the extended family and for close friends who usually tend to be relatives.
The separateness of the home environment and of the home-group is symbolized in
language (1971: 153). In the South Kannara region, the caste dialect of Tulu one speaks
is largely reserved for conversations with other members of one’s family, caste or
friendship group. In intra-group situations, depending on the caste composition of the
group, the Common dialect, with a few lexical variations, is usually used. I also observed,
for example, that on the call-in TV show Pattanga, Brahmin Tulu speakers would call in
and speak in the Brahmin dialect only when the person he or she was speaking to also
spoke the Tulu Brahmin dialect. In this case, the episode of Pattanga featured a guest
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who was speaking the Shivalli Tulu Brahmin dialect of the language who was,
specifically, asked to talk about the dialect by the moderators of the show.
Regional dialectal differences
According to Bhat (1998: 158), the Netravati river that divides the Tulu-speaking
region into nearly two equal parts, has produced distinct north and south dialect areas. In
the north, according to Bhat, Common Tulu is used more as a lingua franca than in the
south. In the south, he writes, Kannada is preferred for communication among the
educated. However, according to Bhat, the Common Tulu of the north appears to be
emerging as the standard throughout the region. Thus, within the social dialects there are
also variations depending on which part of the region a Tulu speaker is from. The
following table outlines some of the regional differences between and within the
Common dialects and the Brahmin dialects spoken in the North and South of the region.
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       Table 5: Regional differences within and between the Common dialect and the Brahmin
dialect:
Southern
Brahmin
dialect
Southern
Common
dialect
Northern
Brahmin
dialect
Northern
Common
dialect
Gloss
[¨c‡u] [¨c‡u] [¨c‡ˆ] [¨c‡ˆ] snake
[´nc‡ˆna] [´nc‡ˆna] [´nc‡ˆna] [´jˆna] what
[øn\s¨] [øn\s¨] [as\na] [vøn\s¨] meal
[k\r†\l´] [k\†\l´] [k\s†\l´] [k\†\l´] darkness
(based on Kekunnaya 1994)
The dialect of Tulu one speaks, thus, is a strong indicator of one’s caste, social
group, and also of the part of the region one hails from.
Tulu social life
Tulu social life, in the South Kannara region, is largely structured around
agricultural activities. Rice is the main agricultural crop and forms the staple diet of the
people living in the area. Coconut and betel nut are the other main agricultural products.
Fishing is another major occupation due to the existence of several rivers and the
proximity of the region to the Arabian Sea. According to Rai (1996), Tulu culture is
structured mainly on the ideology of agriculture of the region. Tulu oral literature
(folktales, myths, legends, proverbs, and riddles) is focused on rice, betel nut, and
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coconut cultivation, and the various rituals and ceremonies associated with the cultivation
of these crops.
Illustration 2: Transplanting rice in the rice fields
Religion and social customs
As indicated in the above sections, Tulu society is divided into hierarchically
ranked status groups or castes and the caste and social class one comes from governs
social interactions.  The main criteria on the basis of which Tulu society is divided are
caste, social class, age, gender, and also religion (i.e. whether one is Hindu, Muslim, or
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Christian).  The following table gives the break down of the various religious groups in
the South Kannara region:
Table 6: Religions in the South Kannara region
RELIGIONS NUMBER OF
PERSONS
(in millions)
% of TOTAL
Hindus 2.2599 75.08
Muslims 0.5019 16.68
Christians 0.2206 7.66
Sikhs 0.0006 0.02
Buddhists 0.0006 0.02
Jains 0.0150 0.50
Others 0.0003 0.01
Religion not stated 0.0008 0.03
TOTAL 2.9997 100.00
Source: Census of India 2001
Many Tulu speakers live in matrilineal societies. Several non-Brahmin
communities in the Tulu- speaking region follow a system of inheritance to family
property known as Aliya Santanakatu in which succession is followed along the female
line.  Many versions about the origins of this practice exist in the region, but the most
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popular local legend goes that there was a king called Deva Pandya who wanted to send
valuable cargo out to sea.  The king of the demons, Kundodara, demanded the sacrifice
of the king’s son for protection of the valuable cargo. The king’s wife refused to part with
any of her seven sons, but the king’s sister offered her own son for the sacrifice.  The
demon Kundodara was impressed with this sacrifice.  He not only spared the young boy
Bhutala Pandya’s life, but also sat him on the throne instead of the king’s son. Since that
day forward, according to local legend, succession to a family property passes on from a
man to his sister’s son.
Although a Tulu woman leaves her matrilineal home when she gets married and
lives with her husband’s family, she maintains strong ties to her natal home. She and her
children return to live there when her husband dies. The ties to her natal home thus
remain strong throughout her life and her children have higher status than the children of
her brother. The link between a brother and a sister is also strong. A brother has to make
sure that his sister is provided for and that her children are taken care of (Claus 1991:
140). While the status of Tulu women should, because of the system of Aliya
Santanakatu, be considered to be equal to that of Tulu men, in actual practice, men are
given preferential treatment in daily family life and interactions. Most families in the
region, even those from the higher social classes, until recently, for example, only sent
their male members to be formally educated. Female members received little, if no
formal education.  Even today, women from the lower social classes in the region do not
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have the benefit of a formal education. Tulu women from all social classes, also do not,
as a general practice, speak up before older male members or speak to male members
whom they do not know.
The Tulu-speaking community, like other communities in the region, has seen
extensive migration to urban areas like Bombay (approximately 1000 miles away) in
search of better jobs.  Many families, especially those from the higher castes and classes,
have at least one of their members living in Bombay. The city of Bombay now has
approximately 200,000 Tulu speakers, according to the Bunts Sangha, a social and
cultural organization of the Bunt community of Tulu speakers in Bombay. The new
Konkan railway trains linking the South Kannara region to other parts of the country have
made the areas connected by the trains more accessible. As a result, there are now many
people from outside the region who come to the region in search of work on the farms.
There has been an influx of people from drought-prone regions, such as migratory
workers from the adjoining state of Andhra Pradesh, and from areas like the Bijapur
district in Karnataka. These migrant workers, very often, do not speak the local language
and are willing to work for less than the normal local daily wage.  The situation has led to
some tensions in the region. People, who I interviewed for this study, told me of instances
of how these workers were taking away jobs from the local farm workers. According to a
report in South India’s largest English-language newspaper The Hindu, farm laborers
from Andhra Pradesh were migrating to neighboring States like Karnataka and were
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taking up work for about Rs. 40 (0.93 dollars at current exchange rates5) a day as against
Rs. 60 (1.40 dollars at current exchange rates), which is the normal wage. The situation
has resulted in protests by local leaders against the influx of laborers from Andhra
Pradesh into Karnataka. (Financial Daily from The Hindu group of publications, Nov 29,
2002).
Tulu oral traditions
The various Tulu-speaking communities share an oral tradition of narratives, folk
songs, and poetry and a set of rituals and practices. Tulu has a strong oral tradition of
poetry (Paddana), folk-epics (sandhi6), folk songs ( kabita), proverbs ( gaade), riddles
(edur kate), and folk tales (ajjikate). There are also several songs related to occupations,
crafts, kinship, the caste system, agriculture, festivals, sports, and religious rituals.
According to Rai (1996: 164), the practice of telling folktales is diminishing in the
region, and, currently, genres like folktales, proverbs, and riddles are not as vital a part of
the living tradition as they were, say, fifty years ago. However, compared to these forms,
the genres that make up Tulu oral poetry are still a vibrant part of Tulu life. These include
paddanas (folk epics or ballads), along with songs sung in different contexts such as
                                                 
5 The exchange rate on June 30, 2008 was 1 US dollar (USD)  = 43.055 Indian Rupees (INR) (Source:
http://www.bloomberg.com/invest/calculators/currency.html)
6 Claus (1991: 175) believes that the word sandhi is unrelated to the Sanskrit word, but is derived from a Dravidian
root and is related to words such as the Tulu word sanduni (“to pass the time”, “ to pass from this world”).
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while planting the rice seedlings, grinding, plowing the fields, drawing water from the
well, as well as songs sung at different social and religious ceremonies. Theater and
dance forms such as the Yakshagana are also very popular in the region. Besides the gods
of the Hindu pantheon, Hindu Tulu speakers also worship local animistic spirit-gods
(Bhutas) such as the serpent, the tree, and legendary heroes who met with tragic ends and
thereby attained divinity (Upadhyaya 1996: 201). The bhutas or spirit deities are believed
to be responsible for protecting the lands, crops, and also the people of the region (Rai
1996: 163). According to Gowda (2005: 18), there are more than 350 bhutas worshipped
by the Tulu-speaking people of the South Kannara region, and there are differences in the
degree of importance of each bhuta. Some bhutas are of purely local importance, while
others are worshipped throughout the region.
Rituals (Bhuta kolas) associated with this spirit worship involve the singing of
folk epics or ballads called Paddanas. These paddanas narrate the stories of these spirits
and often involve dancing by priest-impersonators wearing costumes and masks who
during the ritual become the medium for delivering messages from the spirit to the
audience. These male impersonators usually come from specific caste-based Tulu
communities such as the Pambadas, Paravas, and Nalkes. These communities constitute
some of the lowest castes, otherwise known as the ‘Scheduled castes’ or ‘Dalits’ who are
identified as socially and educationally backward by the Indian Constitution (1950).
Members of these caste-based groups are specialists in the ritual performances (Claus
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1991:165). Gowda (2005:23) writes about how, the paddana, which is sung during the
ritual worship of the spirit deities or bhutas, very often, expresses the exploitation of the
lower castes and classes in a hierarchical society. According to Gowda, however, the
actual ritual, with its masks and costumes, is a world of illusion and that the protests that
are expressed through the paddanas in the actual ritual, get nullified in the world of
reality (2005: 26). Women also sing these paddanas, but usually sing them in the fields
while planting or harvesting with groups of other women. Women relatives of the
impersonators performing the rituals during the Bhuta kolas are sometimes asked to sing
the paddanas during the ritual performances (Claus 1991:165). These rituals are
performed in Tulu.
Illustration 3: A bhuta kola in progress
Picture source: <www.buntscommunity.com>
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Paddanas can be of varying lengths. Some paddanas can take the whole night or
even ten nights to narrate. Others can be narrated in less time. They are narrated in free
verse forms or in prose forms to the accompaniment of the beating of a small drum called
tembere. The three main stories that are discussed in this study and that are featured in
the recorded episodes of the talk show Pattanga, are those relating to the spirit deities
Babbuswami, Jumadi, and Guliga. The following paragraphs give a brief synopsis of the
stories of these three spirit deities. While different versions of these stories exist in
different parts of the region, the following summaries are based on Upadhyaya &
Upadhyaya (1984):
Babbuswami
Babbuswami is also known as Kooddabbu, Kooteda Babbu, Kori Babbu, or
Babbu . He was a lower-caste boy who met with a tragic death due to social
discrimination and was later transformed into a spirit. Babbu had a miraculous birth, but
lost his parents early and was brought up by his guardian. He had a special talent for
soothsaying and divination.  A jealous landlord did not like the rise of this low-caste boy
into social prominence, so he pushed him inside a well and sealed it off with a flat stone.
Tanamaniga (also known as Tanimaniga, or Maniga), a woman of a community called
the Mugeras, heard his cry and, through her miraculous powers, broke open the stone
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slab. She lowered the corner of her garment into the well to enable Babbu to come out,
but asked Babbu to promise not to look up until he completely came out of the well.
Babbu, however, broke his promise and looked up. Tanamaniga cursed him and
demanded that he should beat his head sixteen times with a sword and offer the blood to
her.
During the rituals, the impersonator of the spirit of Babbu hits his head with a
sword until a few drops of blood fall on the ground.  Both Babbuswami and Tanamaniga
are worshipped as brother and sister spirits. One impersonator wears a male costume and
takes on the role of Babbuswami; the other wears a female costume and takes on the role
of Tanamaniga. The Babbu impersonator wears a big square-shaped headgear and
performs different dances along with the Tanamaniga impersonator.
Guliga
Two haughty sisters wanted to beget children by the God Narayana. Narayana
asked them to come the next day. The younger sister who wanted to appropriate the
blessings of Narayana for herself went to him alone when her older sister was sleeping.
Narayana gave her a boon of twenty-four children. The elder sister was so angry with her
younger sister that she cursed her children. Twenty children died and four children who
were called Guliga, Jattiga, Chaundi, and Rahu survived.  They went up to heaven and
demanded that Narayana quench their thirst.  Lord Narayana transformed them into
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spirits. He gave a burning torch to Guliga and asked him to wander about in the night to
control the movements of ghosts. The Guliga spirit is believed to be ferocious, and if
displeased, he is believed to cause great harm to people.
During the rituals, the Guliga impersonator is dressed in a palm leaf gown
flowing from his neck and shoulders. His face is made up in red and black colors. While
performing a frenzied dance, he tries to run away from the arena and spectators stand
around him in a circle to prevent him from running. Pregnant women are usually locked
up inside a room, because it is believed that they could get possessed by the spirit. During
the ceremony, the impersonator severs the neck of the sacrificial rooster and swallows
raw pieces of flesh. In certain shrines, goats are offered.
Jumadi
Jumadi is a popular spirit worshipped throughout the Tulu-speaking area.  Jumadi
is considered to be a half-female, half-male spirit. The idol of Jumadi has a moustache as
well as breasts. The costume of the impersonator also reflects this male-female
dichotomy. In certain shrines, only a breastplate is worshipped. Jumadi had a miraculous
birth from the womb of Parvati, the daughter of the God of the mountains. Soon after
birth, Jumadi started exhibiting a great thirst. The toddy tappers refused to give a drink to
this exotic black child. Their toddy was converted into a mass of blood. Jumadi flew to
heaven and demanded that God Narayana quench her/his thirst.  Narayana wanted
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Jumadi to get back two objects that were stolen from him by Brahma (one of the gods of
the Hindu trinity): a life belt and a rosary of beads that enable the possessor to move
about incognito and to obtain desired objects. Jumadi goes to the abode of Brahma in the
guise of a Brahmin boy and succeeds in catching Brahma’s attention. Brahma asks him
to go to his house and demand alms from Brahma’s mother. Jumadi asks Brahma’s
mother to hand over the life belt and the rosary to him. When she refuses to give him
those objects, Jumadi cries out from a distance that she has refused. Brahma, presuming
that the Brahmin boy was asking for food, shouts to his mother, from a distance to give
the boy what he asks. Brahma’s mother gives Jumadi the two objects. Jumadi, in turn,
gives them to Narayana.  Narayana is pleased and offers Jumadi the waters of many
sacred ponds. Jumadi’s thirst was not quenched even with this enormous amount of
water. The royal elephant was sacrificed, but even its blood could not satisfy Jumadi.
Narayana finally cuts his own little finger and offers the blood to Jumadi, but Jumadi’s
thirst is still not quenched. Narayana then advises Jumadi to go down to earth and
receive offering from devotees and, in turn, grant them prosperity and protection. Jumadi
comes down to earth and descends into the fort of another spirit, Babbuswami, who
welcomes her/him and satisfies her/his thirst by the water of a tender coconut. Jumadi
extends a hand of friendship to Babbu who reciprocates it. The rituals related to Jumadi
are performed throughout the region and a rooster, tender coconut, rice, and other objects
are offered to the spirit. The impersonator dances with a square-shaped headdress.
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The Tulu oral tradition also contains several long epics. The two main Tulu epics
are the Siri epic and the epic of the twin brothers Koti and Chennaya. The Siri epic is a
long oral epic that takes approximately 25 hours to narrate (Rai 1996: 168).  The epic
narrates the life of Siri, a woman, and covers three generations of women in her family
(Honko 1998). The Koti-Chennaya epic describes the heroic feats of the twins Koti and
Chennaya, and their deification as local deities. It is these oral traditions and ritual
practices that are emphasized on programs on Namma TV like Pattanga and Namma
Chavadi  (‘Our Porch’ - a pre-recorded program presenting scenes illustrating Tulu
culture that airs just before Pattanga on Sunday nights).
Political Background to the Study
The Government of India currently recognizes, what it calls, 22 'Official
Languages' in the Eighth Schedule of the Indian Constitution (1950) (Census of India,
2001). India, according to the Census (2001), has 122 languages (only those languages
with more than 10,000 speakers each were counted), and 234 ‘mother tongues’ (‘mother
tongue’ refers to what speakers say they speak; if these languages are regarded as
dialects, they are grouped under the official name for the language). The following table
gives the break down of the various official languages (including mother tongues), and
their number of speakers:
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Table 7: Languages specified in the Eighth Schedule (Official Languages)
Languages No. of speakers (in
millions)
% of the population of India
(India’s population 1028.70
million)
1. Assamese 13.17 1.28
2. Bengali 12.79 1.24
3. Bodo 1.30 0.13
4. Dogri 2.30 0.22
5. Gujarati 46.09 4.48
6. Hindi 422.05 41.03
7. Kannada 37.92 3.69
8. Kashmiri 5.50 0.53
9. Konkani 2.50 0.24
10. Maithili 12.18 1.18
11. Malayalam 33.07 3.21
12. Manipuri 1.50 0.15
13. Marathi 71.94 6.99
14. Nepali 2.87 0.28
15. Oriya 33.01 3.21
16. Punjabi 29.10 2.83
17. Sanksrit 0.01 0.00
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Languages No. of speakers (in
millions)
% of the population of India
(India’s population 1028.70
million)
18. Santali 6.40 0.62
19. Sindhi 2.50 0.24
20. Tamil 60.79 5.91
21. Telegu 74.00 7.19
22. Urdu 51.53 5.01
TOTAL 922.52 89.66
Source: Census of India 2001
As the above table illustrates, numerical strength is not the only basis for the
official recognition of languages. Very often, the political influence of its speakers is the
reason behind a language obtaining official status. Speakers of the non-scheduled i.e.
'non-official' languages constantly vie to be part of the Eighth Schedule because the
Central Government provides funds to the states and union territories for the educational
and cultural development of these languages. Also, the Government-run radio and
television stations (All India Radio and Doordarshan respectively) encourage programs in
the languages included in the Eighth Schedule (Krishnamurti 1995). In the South
Kannara region, there are several groups such as the Karnataka Tulu Sahitya Akademi
who have been lobbying the government for the recognition of Tulu as an official
language (Indian Express, Bangalore, January 19, 1999).
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Whether one's native language is an 'official language' very often determines
whether one is educated in that language in school, or whether that language is even
taught as a subject in schools. Official status of a language determines whether one can
take an exam in the language in which one is most fluent. It also determines the
language(s) one hears over the local media. As Gupta & Abbi (1995) write, the Eighth
Schedule, by selecting languages, empowers the speakers of these listed languages and
marginalizes speakers of other languages. Pandharipande (2002) points out that many
Adivasi languages, speakers of which constitute 7.08% of the population of India, are put
into the minority language category, while Sanskrit which is perceived to be part of the
country’s cultural heritage, but is not spoken natively in any Indian state, is one of the
‘official languages’.  Thus, as Bourdieu (1991:6) writes, the policies of the state favor
those who already possess the official languages as part of their linguistic competence,
while those who know languages outside these official languages become part of a
political and linguistic unit in which their traditional competence is subordinated and
devalued. Moreover, Bourdieu writes, the official language is the state-sanctioned
language. Obligatory on official occasions and in official places (schools, public
administrations, political institutions, etc.) this state language becomes the theoretical
norm against which all linguistic practices are objectively measured (Bourdieu 1991: 45).
Another reason why Tulu is not taught in schools, is the 'three-language formula'.
According to the formula, people from non-Hindi areas study their regional language,
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Hindi, and English. In Karnataka, Kannada, Hindi, Urdu, Telugu, Tamil, Marathi, Hindi,
Sanskrit, Malayalam, and English are some of the languages in the formula. For minority
languages like Tulu there is thus no instruction in schools. The lack of formal instruction
in Tulu necessarily means that the language is learned only in non-formal settings at
home.
As per the 1991 Census of India, there has been a decrease in the percentage of
Telugu, Marathi, Tulu, Konkani, and Kodagu speakers, and an increase in the percentage
of Urdu, Tamil, Hindi and Malayalam speakers. According to Mallikarjun (2001), the
increasing languages (other than Urdu) are, generally speaking, the migratory minorities,
and the decreasing ones are, generally speaking, the indigenous minorities. There is a
proportionate decrease in the number of speakers of Tulu and Kodagu, who do not have
any geographical base outside Karnataka and are, largely, concentrated in a compact
geographical area of the state. As Hinton (2002) writes, the languages of indigenous
groups have, usually, not fared well under the government of the nation that has
enveloped them. Even without overt repression, minorities may shift to the dominant
language and a group that does not speak the language of government and commerce is
disenfranchised and marginalized with respect to the economic and political mainstream.
In summary, the language policies of the state play a large role in determining which
language speakers are given importance and which language speakers are ignored and
sidelined. In a multilingual situation such as in the Indian sub-continent, this state policy
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has the effect of pitting different language speakers against one another. In the South
Kannara context, for example, Tulu speakers feel overlooked because Konkani, another
language spoken in the region, was granted official language status in 1992. The
inclusion of Konkani has led to a greater mobilization of the efforts of groups working
towards recognition of Tulu as an official language7. The long-lost script of Tulu has
been found, and there have been attempts to popularize its use. There is recognition that
having a written language can lead to the language being accepted in schools and in other
places of higher learning.  As Woolard & Schieffelin (1994) write, having a written form
is often used as an argument for diagnosing a ‘real’ language.
Television in India
    Television in India began in 1959 with the state-owned television,
Doordarshan, broadcasting its first programs in the capital, Delhi. By May 1995,
Doordarshan, covered 85 percent of the population of the country and over 67 per cent of
the country’s area (Saksena 1996:4).  An all-India television transmission (The National
Programme) was introduced by Doordarshan in 1982, in order to present, “a correct
national picture and perspective of India’s cultural heritage and diverse thinking”
(Saksena 1996: 68). It is telling that the programs on this station were largely in Hindi
and English. In other words, India’s ‘cultural heritage’ did not have room, at least on the
government channel, for the cultural heritage of speakers of languages other than these
                                                 
7 Indian Express,” Demand for Official Language Status,” January 19, 1999.
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main languages.  As Mankekar (1999:67) writes, the irony of the National Programme
was that while national programming linked various part of India with a central network,
these programs reflected the will of policy makers to homogenize local narratives into a
central, hegemonic, pan-Indian national narrative.
India currently has 28 states and seven union territories. Each state capital has a
television station for creating and broadcasting local (state-level) programs. The
programs from these state-level stations are beamed to viewers throughout the state and
are produced in the regional ‘recognized’ languages of the state. Since the Kannada
language is the official language of the state of Karnataka in which the South Kannara
region is located, local television programs are largely in Kannada.
Cable television began unofficially in India in 1984, originally spreading through
tourist hotels, then apartment blocks, and finally individual households (Ganti 2004). By
1991, cable networks had become equipped with satellite dishes and gained access to
STAR TV, BBC, and CNN. STAR TV started beaming into India in 1992 and ZEE TV,
India’s first private Hindi language and most successful satellite channel, was also
launched in 1992. Other satellite channels followed soon after, and the experience of
television for Indian viewers was transformed from watching the single-channel state-
broadcasting network, Doordarshan, to having an option of 10-50 channels (Ganti 2004:
35-36).  By 1999, according to Gokulsing (2004: 21), there were 10 general
entertainment channels in Hindi, about 30 general entertainment channels in regional
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channels, and more than 50 thematic channels (i.e. news, sports channels etc). The target
of these television channels were 362 million people who by April 1999, had television in
their homes and a further 120 million who watched television in their neighbors’ homes
or in community centers (Gokulsing 2004).
The situation in South India changed in 1993 with SUN TV beaming programs
exclusively in the Tamil language. In South India, especially, the state-owned
Doordarshan channel was generally perceived as promoting Hindi at the expense of
regional languages (Gokulsing 2004). The success of SUN TV led to other channels in
regional languages: Raj, Vijay, and Jaya TV in Tamil. Eeenadu in Telegu, Kaveri,
Suprabatha, Udaya, and Eeenadu in Kannada.
However, not everyone in India owns a television set. As of 2001, out of the 192
million households in the country, only 31.6% owned a television set.  In the state of
Karnataka, only 37 per cent of households own televisions.  In the rural areas of
Karnataka, of which the South Kannara region is a part, only 21 per cent of households
have television (Census of India 2001). While it is difficult to find actual figures on the
number of households reached by cable television in South Kannara, given that there are
a number of small cable operators who connect the small towns and villages in the
region, I noticed that everyone with a television set, in the homes I visited, had cable.
Namma TV is just one of the many cable channels that viewers in South Kannara have
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access to. Cable television brings the latest movies, music, and access to most of the
satellite channels to homes all across the region. Many of the satellite channels are
largely dependent on Hindi films, film music, film industry news, celebrity gossip, film
awards shows, and stage shows featuring film stars for their programming content.  Even
MTV, the symbol of global youth culture, is heavily reliant on Hindi film music and stars
for the bulk of its programming in India (Ganti 2004). In South Kannara, many of the
local cable channels also show programs related to Kannada films and film songs. Music
competitions featuring singers who are judged on their renditions of film songs are
common. During the time I was carrying out the fieldwork for this study, Namma TV was
broadcasting a Namma TV Super Singer show where members of the audience had to call
in and vote for the person they thought was the best singer. Cable networks in the region
thus, besides giving access to local language channels, also bring in Indian programs in
Hindi and English and foreign programs from overseas, whose program formats are often
copied and transformed into more local versions.
The people of South Kannara watched television programs in Kannada, Hindi, or
English until the advent of local cable television channels run by private operators. One
of the first local channels that started in the region was Namma Kudla (Our Mangalore)
that started broadcasting local news in Tulu for viewers who lived in the largest city,
Mangalore, in the region. Namma TV represents the first channel that exclusively
broadcasts in Tulu that can be viewed in most parts of the region. In 2005, with the
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advent of Namma TV, many Tulu speakers heard and saw their language being used on
the media for the first time.
The call-in show ‘Pattanga’
One of the programs on Namma TV is a Tulu call-in show called Pattanga.
Pattanga refers to the informal discussion of small groups of people (usually only men or
only women) who get together under a tree or on the porch of a house, perhaps after
dinner or after the tasks of the day have been completed. The show is a live show that is
broadcast on cable television networks from the studios of the Namma TV channel
located in a place called Kulai, close to Mangalore city. The director (programming) of
the channel, Dr. Shiva Sharan Shetty (he used to be a practicing dentist), informed me
during an interview (May 17, 2007), that the motivation behind starting Namma TV was,
initially, purely commercial. He and the founders of the channel saw, what he called, a
‘niche’ for a Tulu language channel since there was no such channel in the region. The
show Pattanga, he said, was conceived in conversations with the present moderators of
the show, Kadri Navaneet Shetty, who works at the local offices of one of India’s largest
English-language dailies in Mangalore city, and Dr. Ganesh Amin Sankamar, a professor
at a college in Mangalore city and a member of the Karnataka Tulu Sahitya Academy.8
                                                 
8 The Hindu, “Nominated members of various academies”, March 24, 2005.
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One of goals of the Academy is to work towards the inclusion of Tulu in the Eighth
Schedule of the Indian Constitution9. During interviews, the moderators of the show
informed me that one of the aims of programs like Pattanga was to promote the use of
Tulu among the community, especially among young people. The moderators do the
show gratis, i.e., they receive no compensation from the channel for moderating the show
(Interview, May 20, 2007).
Illustration 4: The call-in show Pattanga
                                                 
9 The Hindu, “Tulu academy yet to realize it’s goal”, November 13, 2004.
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The show is, largely, managed by its moderators, and they decide on the topics to
be covered during each episode (Interview, May 20, 2007). I observed, during fieldwork,
that trying to call in to the show (the lines were usually busy) and watching the show
served an important social function for Tulu speakers to display their knowledge of local
cultural rituals and myths. One of my informants in Katapadi (a village of around 540
residents in the South Kannara region) told me, for example, that while watching one of
the episodes, he had noticed that what was being discussed on the show was, in his
opinion, factually incorrect. He tried to call the moderators on the live show to give them
what he considered to be the correct version, but could not do so because the lines were
busy. The show thus gives an opportunity for speakers to call in (when they can get
through) and share their knowledge about the topic being discussed. It is also an
opportunity for speakers to learn more about the various rituals, myths, and stories. Many
informants in Katapadi expressed the view that they liked to watch the show because it
was educational, and that they “learned so much about our Tulu history and culture”. The
majority of the callers to the show are people who do not, in usual ritual contexts,
because of caste and gender reasons, produce some of the narratives that they do produce
on the show. The narratives are now, thus being produced by persons who do not ritually
perform them, but who have knowledge of them based on their presence at these rituals.
The moderators informed me that the show has increased their own popularity in
the region. People now recognize them in most places in the region and each moderator
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has his own fan following. Spitulnik (1997), in her study of radio broadcasting in Zambia
talks about how people’s active engagements with mass media along with the social
circulation of media discourse are key components in the construction and integration of
communities. However, she writes, it is not enough just to have common exposure,
reference points, simultaneity, and frequency of consumption to ensure that mass media
will contribute to the formation of a community. “The mass mediation of large-scale
societies requires that some experience of belonging and mutuality be generated as well”
(Spitulnik 1997:163). The following chapters in this study look at how a sense of
belonging to a common Tulu-speaking community is sought to be constructed by the
moderators of the show among the viewers of Pattanga in South Kannara.
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Chapter 3: The Interactional Construction of Tulu identity
Introduction
Social and cultural identity is seen as largely being established and maintained
through language (Gumperz & Cook-Gumperz 1982: 7). Conversation plays a vital role
in establishing and maintaining cultural habits of individuals and communities –
identities, subjectivities, ideas, categories, attitudes, values and more (Keating & Egbert
2004: 169). In this chapter, I examine how social and cultural identities are created and
negotiated through language by looking at how a Tulu identity is sought to be
consciously constructed through interactions on the call in show Pattanga.  I begin by
looking at current linguistic research on language and identity and then go on to examine
the role played by ideology in the conception of the call-in show. I, subsequently, look at
specific interactional excerpts from the show to demonstrate the relationships between
language and the interactional construction of Tulu identity.
Theoretical approach
Based on the premise that language use is best studied as it is used in its context
of production, I use discourse analysis to analyze data that consists of recordings from the
Tulu talk-show Pattanga made over a two-year period from 2005 -2007 during fieldwork
in the Tulu-speaking South Kannara region. In particular, I use the approach to discourse
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known as ‘Interactional Sociolinguistics’ (Gumperz 1982; Goffman 1974, 1981).
Interactional sociolinguistics is a framework in which utterances can be analyzed as
indicators of social, cultural, and personal meaning. It focuses on the social and linguistic
meanings created during interaction. Language, in this approach, is seen as a socially and
culturally constructed symbol system that is used in ways that reflect macro-level social
meanings (e.g. group identity, status differences) and create micro-level social meanings
(i.e. what one is saying and doing at a moment in time) (Schiffrin 1994: 12, 102, 407).
Interactional sociolinguistics, thus, focuses on communicative practice where societal and
interactive forces merge (Gumperz 2001: 218).
I investigate how speakers attempt to construct themselves as a cohesive group
based on language and by indexing certain cultural practices. A discourse-analytic study
of the interactions on the TV show helps understand relationships between the use of
these linguistic resources by speakers and the construction and negotiation of social
meanings that these uses carry in the given context. Such acts of identity building are
situated within the language politics of the region and have important repercussions on
language attitudes, language practices, and on the future status of the language in the
larger context of the nation. In particular, I focus on how group identity is represented
and negotiated through the interactions on the call-in show.  As Pavlenko and Blackledge
(2004: 19) write, identities are social, discursive, and narrative options offered by a
particular society in a specific time and place to which individuals and groups of
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individuals appeal in an attempt to self-name, to self-characterize, and to claim social
spaces and social prerogatives.
Indexicality
I draw on linguistic anthropological perspectives on indexicality (Silverstein,
1976; Ochs, 1992), to understand the deployment of certain forms and their role in
creating and maintaining certain social meanings. Linguistic forms are resources for
conveying a range of social meanings. Indexicality, according to Ochs’ model, is the
property of speech through which cultural contexts such as social identities (e.g. gender)
and social activities (e.g. a gossip session) are constituted by particular stances and acts
(Duranti and Goodwin 1992). Silverstein, who builds on Pierce’s (1931) trichotomy of
signs, defines ‘indexicality’ as the property of the sign vehicle that signals the contextual
‘existence’ of an entity (1976:29). Indexes can be referential, as in the case of ‘shifters’
like demonstrative and personal pronouns, where the denotation of the term depends on
the context of its utterance, or non-referential, i.e. linguistic forms that evoke social
meanings (Johnstone et al 2006: 81).  The knowledge of the meanings of certain
indexical forms gives us an idea of how members of a particular group construct their
socio-cultural world. As Ochs (1996: 418) writes, the indexical potential of a form
derives from a history of usage and cultural expectations surrounding that form.
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Language and Identity
In this study, I follow the social constructionist approach (Davies and Harré 1990;
Harré and van Langenhove 1999) to language and identity where identity is
conceptualized as an interactional accomplishment, produced and negotiated in discourse.
In this approach, identity does not simply emanate from an individual, but results from
processes of negotiation and entextualization (Bauman & Briggs 1990). Identities, in this
approach, are thus not stable and independent of language, but are constantly negotiated
in the course of interactions.  This approach goes against traditional sociolinguistic
approaches that link already established social categories with language variables.  It
gives more agency and choice to the individual who chooses from a variety of acts in a
given social situation. Barrett, for example, in his study of African American drag queens
uses the term ‘polyphonous identity’ (1999: 318), to convey the idea that linguistic
displays of identity are often multivoiced, and that speakers may index a multilayered
identity by using linguistic variables with indexical associations to more than one social
category.  In this study I argue, for example, that speakers attempt to establish group
identity through the performance of certain linguistic acts such as the act of praising, the
act of using kin terms, and the act of evoking common cultural practices. As Hall (1996:
4) writes, it is precisely because identities are constructed within, not outside, discourse
that we need to understand them as produced in specific historical and institutional sites,
within specific discursive formations and practices, by specific enunciative strategies.
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Goffman’s concepts of ‘footing’ and ‘face’ are important for gaining insights into
how participants manage a multiplicity of identities in the course of an interaction.
Goffman defines ‘footing’ as the alignment we take up for ourselves and the others
present as expressed in the way we manage the production or reception of an utterance
(1981:128). He points out that participants, over the course of their speaking, constantly
change their footing and these changes are a “persistent feature of natural talk” (1981:
128). ‘Face’, as defined by Goffman (1967: 5), refers to the positive social attributes that
a person claims for himself or herself in the course of social interaction. A person tends
to conduct himself or herself during an encounter so as to maintain both his own face and
the face of the other participants (1967: 11). Goffman’s work points towards the concept
of interaction as a collaborative activity and focuses on how reciprocity is an important
element in conversations. The presenting of a positive face to others can determine, for
example, one’s choice of address terms or the telling of narratives from a particular point
of view.  An analysis of how participants index identities in talk thus needs to take into
account not only current interactional needs, but also the constraints of the social
structures within which the interaction takes place. ‘Footing’ and ‘face’ are useful
concepts for the study of identity in interaction because these theoretical constructs can
reveal how speakers position themselves and others in interactions.
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Identity is often seen as emerging from the twin concepts of similarity and
difference (Woodward 1997). However, based on my research, and in the context of the
call-in show, where the moderators make a conscious attempt to portray Tulu speakers as
belonging to common social and cultural worlds, I feel that the more accurate term to use
would be adequation as used by Bucholtz and Hall (2005). As Bucholtz and Hall write
(2005: 599), the term adequation emphasizes the fact that in order for groups or
individuals to be positioned as alike, they need not, and in any case cannot, be identical,
but must merely be understood as sufficiently similar for current interactional purposes.
Thus differences irrelevant or damaging to ongoing efforts to adequate two people or
groups will be downplayed, and similarities viewed as salient to and supportive of the
immediate project of identity work will be foregrounded. Bucholtz and Hall echo Barth
(1969:14) who writes that some cultural features are used by the actors as signals and
emblems of differences, others are ignored, and in some relationships, radical differences
are played down and denied. One common attribute between Tulu speakers who come
from different class and caste backgrounds is the Tulu language, which is the vehicle for
the linguistic expression of their cultural rituals and practices. It is this linguistic and
cultural aspect that is highlighted on Pattanga. There are no referrals made to the
different castes or social classes that people come from or to the different dialects that
they speak (though I did see one episode featuring a guest who spoke the Shivalli
Brahmin dialect of the language). The moderators and the callers to the show speak in the
Common dialect and the Common dialect is presented as the unmarked dialect. The
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commonalities between the various communities that make up the group of Tulu speakers
is stressed on and the differences between them are either glossed over or ignored.
Language ideologies
According to Kroskrity (2004: 501), language ideologies represent the perception
of language and discourse that is constructed in the interest of a specific social or cultural
group. The moderators of the show project the notion of a common “Tulu culture.” Such
an act of projecting a group as a cohesive one with common attributes is an important
political act in the region. The act of representing Tulu speakers as a cohesive group,
based on language and cultural practices, has important ramifications for the status of the
language and for the status of its speakers. A projection of a group of people as a viable
group, speaking a common language, enables their representatives, either self-appointed
or democratically elected, to be able to bargain for certain privileges and concessions for
the group. For example, in the Indian multilingual context, a group that is, apparently,
cohesive and which also, apparently, speaks the same language, has a better chance of
getting its existence and its language recognized.  As Woolard & Schieffelin write, the
equation of one language/one people is an ideological red herring, particularly in settings
where multilingualism is more typical and where a fluid or complex linguistic repertoire
is valued. Exported through colonialism to become a dominant model around the world
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today, the nationalist ideology of language structures state politics, challenges
multilingual states, and underpins ethnic struggles to such an extent that the absence of a
distinct language can cast doubt on the legitimacy of claims to nationhood (1994: 60-61)
Irvine and Gal (2000) describe the process of selectively ignoring variation as
relying on a semiotic process called ‘erasure’. Erasure is the process whereby differences,
which are regarded by the dominant ideology of a group to be inconsequential, are either
discounted or disregarded. The dominant ideology renders some persons or activities
invisible, for example, a social group or a language may be imagined as homogeneous, its
internal variation disregarded (2000: 38).  For example in the following excerpt from an
episode of the show, the moderator (GS) refers to the “people of Tulunadu”. He also
encourages viewers to call in and write to the show about the subject of Babbuswami
(Kori Babbu). Viewers are asked to think and write about how the people of Tulunadu
have faith in Babbuswami:
‘The people of Tulunadu’
1. GS: Kori Dabbune  ee   namma Tulunadu du wah rithidu  nambwere
              Kori Dabbu.of this our       Tulunadu  in what way.of  faith
              in what way do people in Tulunadu have faith in Kori Dabbu?
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 2. wah rithidu   awene  mechondu   baidere
              what way.of  of.that  show           come
              in what way do they demonstrate that belief?
3. panpinene aah wole baredu            kadaple
           saying       that letter writing.after  send (hon)
           that way, write and send us letters
4.             elenjida  Pattanga.da kattedu                kodi karedu   oonthle
          next.of   Pattanga.of meeting.place.in  tip     legs.in  stand
          for  the next Pattanga episode, wait impatiently
5. nikula     yankula Pattanga padga
         you.and   us.and   Pattanga  will.put
        you and us will have a discussion (Pattanga)
6. initha      Pattangada kattedu                    yankul aagathond
        today.of  Pattanga.of meeting.place.from we       take.your.leave
        from today’s Pattanga meeting place, we take your leave
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The fact that only Hindu Tulu speakers worship Babbuswami and that he is the
deity of a small portion of Hindu Tulu speakers who usually belong to lower-caste
communities (Upadhyaya & Upadhyaya 2002: 115), though his worshippers come from
various Hindu castes, is neither acknowledged nor mentioned. The umbrella term ‘the
people of Tulunadu’ is used to label an otherwise disparate group of people. They are
projected as a cohesive group and differences between group members are ignored.
Group identity is built through referencing commonalities, and differences that may be
prejudicial to identity building are consciously overlooked. As Bucholtz and Hall write,
social grouping is a process not merely of discovering or acknowledging a similarity that
precedes and establishes identity, but, more fundamentally, of inventing similarity by
downplaying difference (2004: 371).
Bourdieu (1991: 224) writes that struggles over identity are very often sought to
he overcome through demonstration. Demonstration, according to Bourdieu is the act
through which a group, that has been ignored, makes itself visible for other groups and
for itself. As Bourdieu writes, to exist socially, means also to be perceived, and to be
perceived as distinct. Thus, the call-in show Pattanga becomes the forum where such
demonstrations of group identity take place. The show becomes the locus for the creation
and negotiation of identity.
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Bourdieu (1991), viewed linguistic practices as a form of symbolic capital,
convertible into economic and social capital, and distributed unequally within any given
speech community (linguistic stratification). The value of a particular language variety in
a symbolic market place derives from its legitimation by the dominant group and by
dominant institutions like schools and the media. Woolard (1985), in her study of the
Catalan language spoken in Spain, pointed out that symbolic domination is grounded in
the wide acceptance of the value and prestige of a particular linguistic variety, rather than
in numerical disparities between majority and minority communities. In any given
context, there may be several alternative market places that assign different values to
particular linguistic varieties. In local markets, local linguistic variants may be seen as
solidarity-based linguistic practices and as a form of opposition to symbolic domination.
In Spain, for example, Catalans continue to dominate the economic structure of Catalonia
and own and manage large parts of the private sector. Woolard argues, that it is this
economic basis that gives Catalan its local authority, even though the Castilian language
was imposed by state institutions.
Thus, in the linguistic market place of the South Kannara region, the Kannada
language is the institutionally imposed language. It is the language of the schools, courts,
commercial and non-commercial organizations and of the media, but Tulu is the language
of regional economic dominance. It is the language spoken by the landowners and local
businessmen and is also the language used in local rituals and practices. It is this sense of
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a local language as the vehicle for local tradition that is suggested, projected, and
exploited in the interactions on the show. A local language and, in particular, one dialect
of that language (the Common dialect) is the symbolic material out of which a local
identity is sought to be constructed.
The cultural conception of a homogenous Tulu-speaking community is interest-
laden and represents the constructions of educated elites like the moderators of the call-in
show who, by the very fact of being on television in a local language and in a dialect
spoken by the majority of the local population, obtain the required legitimation and
collusion. As Bourdieu (1991:113) writes, the language of authority never governs
without the collaboration of those it governs, without the help of the social mechanisms
capable of producing this complicity. There are thus two hegemonic10 processes taking
place here. At one level, the Tulu language itself is subordinated in the area by the
Kannada language, and its associated cultural forms are devalued and ignored by
dominant institutions like schools and the mainstream media. At the other level, an elite
group of Tulu speakers who speak the Common dialect of the language, use their access
to a local private television channel to create and sustain the idea of a group of people
who largely speak the same dialect and, largely, share the same cultural forms and
traditions, while at the same time, largely ignoring class, caste, and dialectal variations
within the group. Kroskrity (2004: 509) writes that when language is used in the making
                                                 
10 I use the Gramscian notion of ‘cultural hegemony’ here to refer to the legitimation of the cultural authority of the dominant group.
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of ethnic identities, the unity achieved is underlain by patterns of linguistic stratification
which subordinates those groups who do not command the standard.
The following diagram illustrates how the elites of a group speaking a minority
language with access to a media outlet, try to overturn the cultural and institutional
hegemony of a dominant language, only to reproduce the same hegemonic practices in
order to carve out their own linguistic space.
Illustration 5: Reproducing linguistic hegemony
                  Kannada Tulu Common dialect
                     Tulu Other Tulu dialects
Thus, a dialect associated, not with the highest-caste Brahmins, but one that is
associated with the non-Brahmin communities in the region is projected as the default
dialect. This move has a lot to do with the socio-economic situation that prevails within
the region. As education, at least for male upper and middle class Tulu speakers, has
become widespread, and non-Brahmin Tulu speakers are no longer dependent on
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agriculture as their sole source of livelihood, their dependence on the Brahmin priests as
intermediaries for gaining access to institutions and scriptures has decreased. Non-
Brahmin Tulu speakers, from the higher castes, now have greater economic power in the
region. Their dialect of the language is associated with socio-economic advancement and
solidarity. Thus, it is both the highest-caste dialect (the Brahmin dialect) and the lowest-
class dialect (the dialects spoken by the Adivasis) that are the marked dialects. While
there are attempts to mention the Brahmin dialect by occasionally having a guest on the
show that speaks that dialect, the dialects associated with the Adivasis are completely
ignored.
Interactions on the talk show
In this section, I look at specific elements of the interactions on the show that
point towards a conscious attempt at group-identity construction by the moderators of the
talk show Pattanga. Some of the linguistic acts through which a common Tulu identity is
sought to be constructed are:
1. Locating the caller at a familiar place in ‘Tulunadu’ – talking about the
place and its significance and points of interest.
2. Projecting the show as “your Pattanga da katte” (your meeting place).
2.1. Recurrent referrals to ‘Tulunadu’ and “our Tulunadu.”
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3. Referrals to the audience as ‘friends’ – exhortations to the audience come
forward and put their views forward.
3.1. Praising the caller for his/her Tulu.
4. The use of kin terms like ‘akka’ (sister), ‘amma’ (mother), ‘anna’ (older
brother)
5. Evoking shared traditions
I will now look at each of these discursive practices in turn.
1. Locating the caller at a familiar place in ‘Tulunadu’
When the callers call in to the show, the moderators make it a point of asking
callers’ names and asking them the name of the place they are calling from. Tulu
speakers often have the name of their village or region as their last name. Often, when the
caller tells the moderators where she or he is calling from, the moderators will say
something about the place or link the place to the topic they are currently discussing. For
example in the following excerpt, the topic of the show is how the names of certain
places came about.
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C2 refers to the second caller, a man, to this episode of the show. GS and NS are
the two moderators of the show. The moderators had been speaking, earlier, to a previous
caller about a place called Bollar. C2 is calling in from Bollar:
Indexing place- I
1. GS: (picking up phone) hello?
2. C2: aah, namaskara N.S
aah greetings   N.S
greetings, N. S.
3. NS /GS: namaskara
 greetings
4. C2: T. Bollar patheruni
T. Bollar  is.speaking
this is T. Bollar speaking
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5. NS: aah, Bollar,   eerna  ooruda                kaithedu  ulla yankul
aah, Bollar   your   native.place.of    close.in    are  we
aah, Bollar, we are close to your native place
6. C2: Bollar panaga, Bollar kudonji alpa  Arikere Bail pandudu   oondu
Bollar means   Bollar another there Arikere Bail named      is
Bollar means, in Bollar, there is another place called Arikere Bail
7. NS: aah Gurjerekereda     tirth
aah  Gurjerekere.of  below
aah below Gurjerekere
In the above excerpt, the moderators remark that they have just been talking about
a place close to Bollar (the place that is also the caller’s last name). In this way the broad
topic of the show is linked to the individual caller’s social identity and the interaction is
constructed as an affiliative activity that has relevance to the lives of the callers to the
show who have lived in the region for a long time. The persons who live in the region
are, thus, made to feel part of a group who are connected by living in the same region and
by sharing names that have historical roots in the region. Such an act of naming on the
show also makes a clear distinction between the people who are originally from the
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region and the recent migrants to the region who do not have such a historical or
geographic connection to the region.
In another example from the same excerpt, one of the moderators of the show
says that he is from the place that the caller (C2) is talking about, thus further reinforcing
the affiliative and collaborative aspect of the show:
Indexing place – II
1.NS:  Baindurdu    onji  guwelle  ithindu
      Baindur.in    one  well        was.there
     in Baindur, there used to be a well
2.C2: awe lekha, Bollar Levelle
    that like     Bollar Levelle
    that’s like Bollar Levelle (name of place)
3. GS: athu alpla ne       ithe   Kankanadi   panpundu athe?
          but   there only   now  Kankanadi    they.say    right
          but there only, now they call it Kankanadi, right?
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 4. Kankanadi  panda  encha  bathindu awu?
      Kankanadi  saying  how   came       that
      how did the name, Kankanadi, come about?
5. C2: woh?
           which one?
6. GS: Kankanadi
             Kankanadi
7. C2 : Kan..ka..nadi (laughs), Kankanadi panda (laughs)
             Kan..ka..nadi  (laughs)  Kankanadi means (laughs)
            Kan.ka..nadi (laughs), Kankanadi means ..(laughs)
8. GS and NS: (laugh)
9. NS: athu meru (referring to GS) la     ithe  Levelle  daar
             no    he                                also   now  Levelle  person.from
             no, now he is also a Levelle (name of place) person
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10. GS: andhu
             yes
11. NS: ithe onji Levelle bathindu onji, well, Baindur well, bokonji..
             now one Levelle came      one,  well, Baindur  well, another...
            now, we spoke about Levelle, and one well, Baindur well, another...
In line 9, the moderator NS tells the caller that his co-moderator, GS, is from the
place that the caller C2 is talking about.  Thus, it is not just the callers who belong to the
region; the moderators point out that they too are part of the region. Thornborrow (2001),
in her study of public participation broadcasting, describes how the public identities
speakers build for themselves draw on a range of discursive practices to construct
situated, local identities in order to convey their authenticity. The moderators of the talk
show authenticate their own identities as belonging to ‘Tulunadu’ and, thereby, legitimize
their position and authority to represent others in the community.
Often, also, the callers to the show are people the moderators know. For example,
in the following interaction, the caller to the show C1, after greeting NS, asks him
whether he remembers coming to see his land:
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Evoking relationships
1. NS: phone bathindu hello
           phone  has.come hello
           we have a phone call, hello
2. C1: hello, N.S  aah?
       hello  N.S  is it
       hello, is that N.S?
3. NS: andhu
       yes
4. C1: namaskara, yaan   S.S   pathernu
           greetings      I       S.S    am.speaking
          greetings, I am S. S speaking
5. NS: aah  namaskara
           aah  greetings
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6. C1: nenepu            oonda     yaana boomi  tuyere  baidini eeru?
       remembrance  is.there   my     land     to.see   came   you (hon)
       do you remember, you came to see my land?
7. NS: aandh aandh panle
       yes     yes     speak (hon)
       yes, yes, tell me
The caller, C1, introduces himself as someone who is known to NS and asks NS
whether he, (NS), remembers having visited him. NS  acknowledges that he does
remember C1. Only then does the caller proceed to put forward his opinion about the
topic being discussed. The callers to the show are thus people who, very often, know the
moderators personally and make it a point to evoke their relationship with them when
they call in. These interactions take place with viewers from all over the region watching
and, once again, reinforce the idea of the show as being a meeting place where people can
drop in (in this case, call in) and chat. These interactions, at the same time, also project
the moderators as being accessible and available to the Tulu speakers who call in.
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2. Projecting the show as “your Pattanga da katte” 11
The television show is often projected as being a show for the Tulu-speaking
viewers of Tulunadu. The moderators recurrently emphasize that the show belongs to its
viewers and that they should feel free to call in to their ‘Pattanga da katte’ (the meeting
place where you can chat). In the following excerpt of a conversation from another
episode discussing place names, the moderators of the show, after thanking the caller, go
on to tell the viewers what they will be discussing in the forthcoming Pattanga episode.
In this case, the next episode was going to be about the stories associated with Kori da
Babbu or Kotte da Babbu (Babbuswami).
C1 refers to the caller; NS and GS refer to the two moderators of the show:
Your Pattanga da katte’ (your meeting place)
1. GS: dikshaka bandule Pattangada  katte                 oondu..
            viewer     friends Pattanga. of   meeting.place  this.is
viewer friends, Pattanga is your meeting place
                                                 
11 The place where you can come and chat; ‘katte’ refers to a structure of earth or stones to sit upon, usually, under a large tree where
people come together to chat; a meeting place.
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2. nikulna Pattanga.da katte               yankul
your     Pattanga.of  meeting.place we
            the meeting place where you can come and chat, we..
3. NS: ithe Kori Dabbu  panaga dikshekeregu Kori Babbuna   vishaydu
           this Kori Dabbu   I.mean viewers.to      Kori  Babbu.of subject.of
this Kori Dabbu, I mean, viewers on the subject of Kori Babbu
4. enchina pattanga  padoli
           what      pattanga  can.they.put
           what pattanga (discussion) can they have?
5. GS: aah
6. NS: wah     namunedu wole  bareoli     panpina anchina  onji vicharopu
           which  way           letter  can.write saying   of.that    one  thought
           what kind of letters can they write (to us)?
7. GS: aah
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8. NS: Kori Dabbugu   samanda panpina   oorulu woh?
           Kori  Dabbu.of  relation   having     places  which
           what are the places that have significance for the story of Kori Dabbu?
9. GS: hmm
10. NS: aitha     onji patti     malthidu       kadapoli
           of.that   one  letter  after.making  can.send
           on  that subject, you can send a letter
11. Kori da Babbu panpin    anchina pudar encha
          Kori of Babbu  they.say  that       name  how
          why is Kori Babbu called Kori Babbu?
12. GS: pudar daaye bathindu
             name  why   came
           how did the name come about?
13. NS: Kotteda..
             manor.house.of
             of the manor house
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14. GS: Kori Dabbuna   karmikada  phalla dada
             Kori  Dabbu.of exploits.of  results  what
              what were the results of Kori Dabbu’s exploits?
15. NS: aah
16. GS: Kori Dabbune   ee    namma Tulunadudu wah  rithidu   nambwere
              Kori Dabbu.of  this  our       Tulunadu.in  what way.of  faith
              in what way do people in Tulunadu have faith in Kori Dabbu?
  
 17. wah rithi.du   awene  mechondu   baidere
              what way.of   of.that  show           come
              in what way do they demonstrate that belief?
18. panpinene aah wole   baredu           kadaple
           saying       that letter  after.writing  send
           that way, write and send us letters
19. elenjida       Pattangada  kattedu                   kodi karedu      oonthle
          day.after.of Pattanga.of  meeting.place.in    tip     legs.in      stand
          for  the next Pattanga episode, wait impatiently
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20. nikula     yankula Pattanga  padga
         you.and   us.and   Pattanga  will.put
        you and us will have a discussion (Pattanga)
21. initha      Pattangada  kattedu                     yankul aagathond
        today.of  Pattanga.of  meeting.place.from  we     take.your.leave
        from today’s Pattanga meeting place, we take your leave
22. NS: solmelu
             thank you
In the above excerpt, viewers are addressed as ‘friends’ (line 1):
1. GS: dikshaka bandule Pattanga da katte                 oondu..
            viewer     friends discussion of  meeting. place this.is
viewer friends, Pattanga is your meeting place
They are addressed as the ‘people of Tulunadu’ and are encouraged to send in
letters and call in to the next episode of Pattanga (lines 16-18):
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2.1. Recurrent referrals to ‘Tulunadu’ and “our Tulunadu” :
16. GS: Kori Dabbune   ee   namma Tulunadudu wah rithidu    nambwere
              Kori Dabbu.of  this our       Tulunadu.in  what way.of  faith
              in what way do people in Tulunadu have faith in Kori Dabbu?
  
 17. wah rithidu   awene  mechondu baidere
              what way.of   of.that show         come
              in what way do they demonstrate that belief?
18. panpinene aah wole  baredu           kadaple
           saying       that letter  after.writing  send
           that way, write and send us letters
There is a referral to Tulunadu ‘the land where Tulu is spoken’ (line 16) and the
audience is told to think, write, and call in about how the ‘people of Tulunadu’
demonstrate their belief in the spirit deity, Kori da Babbu. A shared sense of place -
‘Tulunadu’ (the land where Tulu is spoken) - and a shared oral tradition – the stories and
narratives related to a local deity (Babbuswami) are stressed on and used in this
interaction to encourage viewers to call in to the show. The show is projected as a
common informal forum for the people from the community to call in and voice their
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opinions. Viewers are recurrently told that the show is for them and is conducted by
people who are like them.
It is also interesting to note that audience members, at the end of each episode of
the show, are called upon by the moderators to write letters to the show (lines 10, 18).
10. NS: aitha     onji patti   malthidu         kadapoli
           of.that   one  letter  after.making  can.send
           on  that subject, you can send a letter
18. panpinene aah wole  baredu           kadaple
           saying       that letter after.writing  send
           that way, write and send us letters
As mentioned earlier, Tulu does not have a script in current usage, so viewers
would have to write in using, usually, the Kannada language. So, while the moderators
are encouraging viewers to share their Tulu oral knowledge, they are also, at the same
time, asking them to write down their thoughts and send it to them in another language.
Thus, even though it is Tulu oral traditions that are sought to be emphasized on the show,
the institutional dominance of Kannada in the region still plays a role and cannot be
easily ignored.
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3. Referrals to the audience as friends – exhortations to the audience come forward
and put their views forward.
In the following interaction, once again, viewers are referred to as ‘friends’ and
are encouraged to call in to the show. There is also a referral to how viewers who have
called in have spoken beautifully, and there is frequent referral to the beauty of the Tulu
language:
1. NS: ini     panda Tanamanigana   kathe bathendu
         today  say     Tanamaniga.of   story  came
             today, the story of Tanamaniga was heard
2. GS: aah
3. NS: nannala       aath           Babbuswamina kathe
        even.more   so.much    Babuswami.of  stories
there are so many more Babbuswami stories
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4. mastu deekshare ini     phone malthedu      ini     tikiji            pandedu uller
             many  viewers   today  phone after.making today did.not.find saying  they
many viewers today are saying that they could not get through the phone
5. ithe Gulabiakkana              onji     phone    bathenetu aathra
            now Gulabi.elder.sister.of  one     phone    came        because
because of Gulabi elder sister’s call
6. aarna        kathenu encha nadutu           unthayere la   manas barpiji
her (hon)  story      how   in.the.middle  to.stop    even mind does.not.come
one did not feel like stopping her story in the middle
7. baari porludu         panonthere
very  beautifully    she.was.saying
she was saying it so beautifully
8. GS: anchanda barpina          Pattangada   katedela
        so            forthcoming   Pattanga.of   meeting.place.in.also
so,  also in the forthcoming episode in the Pattanga meeting.place
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9. kotteda              Babbu   Korida        Babbu    Kodida       Babbu
            manor.house.of  Babbu   chicken.of  Babbu    chicken.of  Babbu
Babbu of the big house, Chicken Babbu, Chicken Babbu
10. undetha vishesha   mahitinu      veekshaka bandulu korle
            this.of   special      knowledge   viewer      friends  give
on his subject, viewer friends, give us your special knowledge
11. tayar  aadhu upule
            ready  after    be
be ready
Viewers are, once again, referred to as ‘friends’ and are told to call in and share
the knowledge they possess (line 10):
10. undetha vishesha   mahitinu      veekshaka bandulu korle
            this.of   special      knowledge   viewer      friends  give
on his subject, viewer friends, give us your special knowledge
There is acknowledgement that the knowledge sought to be presented on the show
is held by people from all sections of the community. The oral traditions of the region
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that people have knowledge of by virtue of living in the region are given prominence and
are upheld as knowledge that is valuable. Callers are often praised for their contributions
and the way in which they have been speaking is usually commented on positively (lines
6-7):
3.1. Praising the caller for his/her Tulu
3. NS: nannala       aath           Babbuswamina kathe
        even.more   so much    Babuswami.of  stories
there are so many more Babbuswami stories
4. mastu deekshare ini     phone malthedu ini     tikiji            pandedu uller
             many  viewers   today  phone  did        today  did.not.meet saying  they
many viewers today are saying that they could not get through the phone
5. ithe Gulabiakkana              onji     phone   bathenetu aathra
            now Gulabi.elder.sister.of  one     phone    coming.in   because
because of Gulabi elder sister’s call
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6. aarna        kathenu encha nadutu           unthayere la   manas barpiji
her (hon)  story.to  how   in.the.middle  to.stop    even mind does.not.come
one did not feel like stopping her story in the middle
7. baari porludu           panonthere
very  beautifully.in  she.was.saying
she was saying it so beautifully
The very fact that Tulu can be seen as being ‘beautiful’ and, that too, in a context
out of the home, represents a novel way of looking at the Tulu language in the region
because of the association of Tulu as being a language that is learned at home and not in
formal contexts in school. There is a recurrent stress on the beauty of the language and
what seems to be a move to change the way the Tulu language is being viewed by its
speakers.
There is thus a conscious attempt to project the Tulu language as a language
capable of expressing beautiful thoughts. The recurrent referrals to the beauty of the
language are made irrespective of whether the speaker has been expressing himself or
herself in remarkably different or striking ways. In most cases, the Tulu that the speaker
has been using is unremarkable and is usually the language that the speaker would use in
normal, everyday conversations. In other words, there seems to be a conscious move to
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valorize the Tulu language in the eyes of its speakers. As Kroskrity writes (2004: 508), a
member’s notions of what is “true,” “morally good,” or “aesthetically pleasing” about
language and discourse are grounded in social experience and often demonstrably tied to
political-economic interests. These notions often underlie attempts to use language as the
site at which to promote, protect, and legitimate those interests.
4.  The use of kin terms
     (‘akka’ (older sister), ‘amma’ (mother),  ‘anna’ (older brother))
The moderators and the guests on the show, very often, use kin terms such as
‘amma’ (mother), akka (older sister) or ‘anna’ (older brother) to address the callers to the
show, as, for example, in the following excerpt:
NS and GS are the two moderators; C1 refers to the first caller (a young woman) to this
episode of the show, and A refers to her (C1’s) mother.
 “Amma”
1. NS: eer             Babbusamida  kola   tuthar aah
you (hon)  Babbusami.of  ritual  seen  aah
have you seen the Babbusami ritual?
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2. C1: andhu andhu nama illagu     mithidu appundu
yes     yes     our  house.of    top.of     happens
yes, yes, it happens (in the field) above our house
       3.             panaga namma Babbusamigu wonthe bodithina touch aayena illadakul
                        means  we     Babbusami.to    little     wants touch happens house.members
I mean, we are Babbusami’s kin members
4.  NS: ithe  awul pulya kande      aanaga
            now there early morning   when.happens
now, when it is dawn there
5.  C1: aah
6. NS:   Tanimaniga   gaddi paduna tuthar         aah
               Tanimaniga   lines  putting  seen (hon)  have.you
               have you seen Tanimaniga making lines (using the sword)
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7.  C1: aah andhu tuthe         awu
aah yes    I.have.seen that
aah, yes, I have seen it
8.             Tanimaniga gaddi paduna toodu nether pura barpundu
Tanimaniga lines    put      seen   blood   all    comes
blood comes out when Tanimaniga uses the sword
9. NS: aah encha onthe onthe nivana      korpara                    aitha?
aah  how  little  little description  give.can.you (hon) of.that
aah, how, can you give us a small description of that?
10. C1: aah
11. NS: wah     namuneda oopundu indhu?
which   way.in      happens  this
in what way does it happen?
12. C1: aah awu dadda panda uhm...(voice in the background talking to caller)
aah  that what means uhm..
aah that what I mean uhm.. ...(voice in the background talking to caller)
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13.             aah awu Babbu.. awu Tanamanigala   Babbula
aah that Babbu   that  Tanamaniga.and Babbu.and
aah, Babbu, Tanamaniga and Babbu
14.             per    parpina   barpina namma illade       ge
milk to.drink    come    our       house.in   it.is.said
it is said, come to our house to drink milk
15. NS: aah
16. C1: anchandu    onji chur   toodu          yanklegu awu gothindu
that.is.why  one little   after.seeing  we.to      that   know
that is why, having seen it, we know about it
       17. onji chuur aah yaan Ammagu korpe
one little   aah  I       Amma.to will.give
I will give (the phone) to Amma (my mother) for a little bit
      18.  NS: aah  korle        korle
aah give(hon) give (hon)
aah give it, give it
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 19.  A:            hello
 20. NS: amma namaskara
amma greetings
amma (mother) greetings
21. A:              namaskara awe panaga yeyna gothunde
greetings    that means  what   you.know
greetings, you know what happens
22.  awe yeregla aapuji athe awu bele    mithu konayeregu
that  no.one  cannot right that work bring  up.to
no one can do the work of bringing the stone up right?
23. Babbuweregla          aapuji
Babbu(hon).to.even  cannot
even Babbu cannot (lift it)
24.NS: aah
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25. A:  bokka gadi paadyere bele  malpyere ugeledu
then    line  to.put      work  to.do        in.the.well
then, to do the work, in the well
26. aal padnaji mula kontu japdawalu atha ugelegu
                  she fifteen  yards cloth  lets.down right  well.in
she lets down fifteen yards of cloth into the well right?
The daughter (C1) who has called in to the show, hands the phone over to her
mother A (line 17) thinking that her mother would be better able to tell the story that the
moderator (NS) has asked her (the daughter) to narrate:
17. onji chuur aah yaan Ammagu korpe
one little   aah  I       Amma.to will.give
I will give (the phone) to Amma (my mother) for a little bit
18.  NS: aah  korle        korle
aah give(hon) give (hon)
aah give it, give it
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The moderator (NS) then, in turn, addresses the mother (A) who comes on the
phone as ‘Amma’ (mother) (line 20):
20. NS: amma namaskara
amma greetings
amma (mother) greetings
21. A:              namaskara awe panaga yeyna gothunde
greetings    that means  what   you.know
greetings, you know what happens
Kinship terms are emphasized, and the moderators project themselves as people
who are linked to their viewers by language, culture, and kin relations, and the show as
being a forum, much like a meeting place, where family members can come together and
have a discussion. Of course, the dynamics of a call-in show are very different. Women
and younger members, for example, who would not in normal circumstances, speak up in
front of male members or older male members, do call in to the show because their
dialogue is mediated through a telephone line and there is no face-to-face interaction.
It is not just a shared oral tradition that is evoked on the show. The people living
in the region also share a set of cultural practices associated with different stages and
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facets of their lives. These traditions and practices are also discussed and commented on,
as in the following excerpt from a conversation that discusses the tradition of a
grandfather seeing his great-grandson for the first time with a lamp made of gold:
5. Evoking shared traditions
NS is the moderator; PK is a guest on the show who is a speaker of the Shivalli Brahmin
dialect of Tulu; C1 is a caller to the show.
1. NS: eer           yekadu           onji baaleda      vishaya pandara athe
you(hon) a.little.earlier one  child.of       topic     told        right
a little earlier, you were talking about a  child
2. PK: andh
yes
3. NS: ee    ajeregu aah aah
this  grandfather.to aah aah
this grandfather to aah, aah…
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4. PK: andh ondhu bangarda deepadu
yes  this       gold.of  lamp.with
yes, with a lamp made of gold
5. NS: pullinu         toopina krama
grandson.to  seeing   ritual
the ritual of seeing the grandson
6. PK: pulli  athu
                       grandson   not
not the grandson
7. marri                    marri                 marri magganu     tupina krama
great-grandchild great-grandchild great-grandson.to seeing ritual
the ritual of seeing the great-grandson
8. oondu awe gothi upodu athe   iregu?
                        this    that  know must   right  to.you (hon)?
you must know about that right?
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9.  C1: encha panle
                      how   you (hon) tell
          how is it done, tell me
10. PK: aa onji marri magani     marri magga      panda
aa one great-grandson   great-grandson means
a great-grandson  means
11. C1: hmm
12. PK: onji
one
13. NS: pullina magge
                        grandson.of  son
            grandson’s son
14. C1: pullina         magge
grandson.of  son
 grandson’s son
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15. PK: pullina magga
grandson.of  son
 grandson’s son
16. NS: pulligu        magge puttunda  aah ee
grandson.to son      if.born     aah this
if a son is born to a grandson
17. PK: solajjere
great-grandfather
18. NS: sollajjere
great-grandfather
19. PK: andh
yes
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20. NS: wah namune du ee   balenu   tuyere        popere    indh
which way    in  this child.to  see (hon)   go (hon) it.is.said
in which way does he (the grandfather) go and see the child?
21. PK: awe encha       krama panaga
that  like.this   ritual  means
it is a ritual like this
22. ameregu          sooru.tha magga adhu upodu
grandfather.to  first.of    son      be    should
it should be the grandfather’s first son
23. aa    soorutha maggaku  soorutha magge putunda
that  first.of   son.to        first.of    son      born.if
if that first born son has a first son
24. ayenu   ajji              bangarda deepodu    tupina   kanodu
                        him.to   grandfather gold.of  lamp.with seeing   eyes.with
the grandfather looks at  him with a lamp made of gold
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25. namma onji sampadpraya oondu
our      one   tradition        is
it is one of our traditions
26. C1: sarri
correct
27. PK: ancha      deepa namma jeevanada halwara vyawasthedu deepa barpondu
like.this   lamp   our       life.of      every    situation.in      lamp  comes
like this, in every situation in our life, a lamp comes in
28. even  taipunagala  deepa  bode        bodu
even  when.dying  lamp  necessary  need
even at the time of death a lamp is needed
29. mithudla        tirthudla              deepa
top.from.also bottom.from.also lamp
at the beginning and at the end there is the lamp
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30. NS: eddegula      bodu
good.to.also needed
it is needed for the good
31. PK: patkegula  bodu
bad.to.also needed
it is needed for the bad
PK comments on how the practice is one of ‘namma’ (our) traditions (line 25):
24.  PK: ayenu   ajji              bangarda deepodu    tupina   kanodu
                        him.to   grandfather gold.of  lamp.with seeing   eyes.with
the grandfather looks at  him with a lamp made of gold
25.→ namma onji sampadpraya oondu
our      one   tradition        is
it is one of our traditions
26. C1: sari
correct
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In Tulu, the first person plural distinguishes two pronominal forms: the exclusive
[y\¯kul¨] ‘we (not you)’ and the inclusive [¯\ma] (namma) ‘we (and you)’. It is
interesting here that PK uses the inclusive form of the pronoun so as to include all the
people who are watching the program along with those with whom he is having the
conversation at the television studios. The people watching the show are thus also made
to feel part of the conversation and to feel that they are a part of a community of speakers
who share common traditions and practices.
PK goes on to talk about how the lamp plays an important role in the life of a
Tulu speaker because a lit lamp is also kept near a person when that person dies (lines 27-
29):
27. PK: ancha      deepa namma jeevanada halwara vyawasthedu deepa barpondu
like.this   lamp   our       life.of      every    situation.in      lamp  comes
like this, in every situation in our life, a lamp comes in
28. even  taipunagala  deepa  bode        bodu
even  when.dying  lamp  necessary  need
even at the time of death a lamp is needed
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29. mithudla        tirthudla              deepa
top.from.also bottom.from.also lamp
at the beginning and at the end there is the lamp
NS, the moderator, and PK, the guest, echo each other’s lines poetically when PK
completes, in line 31, what NS has started off saying in line 30:
30. NS: eddegu  la   bodu
good.to  also needed
it is needed for the good
31. PK: patkegu la bodu
bad.to    also needed
it is needed for the bad
Once again, shared traditions and practices are indexed that would motivate
callers to call in and talk about their experiences and versions.  Thus, the notion of the
Tulu speaker as belonging to a local community that shares certain common practices is
sought to be projected.  In summary, thus, the moderators make it a point to highlight
those aspects of Tulu life and traditions that most viewers of the show have in common.
They locate themselves and the callers as belonging to ‘Tulunadu’ and recurrently remind
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them that the show is their space where they can drop in and chat. The audience is
referred to as ‘friends’ and they are recurrently reminded to call in and write to the show.
Callers are often praised for their contributions to the show and the Tulu they speak is
often commented on positively. By using kin terms like ‘sister, mother, brother,’ the
moderators make viewers feel part of a larger family of Tulu speakers who share a
common language, live in the same region, and share certain common rituals and
traditions.
Conclusions
This chapter demonstrates that, a certain dialect of a language can be used by the
elites speaking that dialect, who have access to a media outlet, to try and change the way
a language is perceived.  Interactions on a television call-in show are used to project Tulu
speakers as belonging to a cohesive group and internal variations within the group, in
terms of social class, caste, and spoken dialects, are largely ignored. The Tulu language is
projected as being capable of expressing beautiful thoughts and the perception of Tulu as
a language that is spoken only in family settings is sought to be changed.
This chapter reveals the role language ideology can play in the construction of
identity and how interactions can reflect social structures, attitudes, and stances.  It also
illustrates how by seeking to overturn the cultural and institutional hegemony of the
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Kannada language, Tulu speakers, who speak the Common dialect, use the same tactics
of hegemony to promote their own political and linguistic interests. More importantly,
this chapter demonstrates the role played by the interactional use of language in the
construction of this hegemony. Interactions are not only the site where hegemonic
practices take place; they are also the site where these practices can become, potentially,
legitimized. When such interactions take place on a media outlet that is watched by
people from all over the region, such practices have the potential of becoming widely
recognized, familiar,  and upheld as valid.
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Chapter 4: The Narrative Construction of Tulu Identity
In this chapter, I look at how the moderators of and the callers to the talk show
Pattanga employ several discursive and interactional resources to construct a Tulu
identity, within several disparate narratives, and in the course of several interactions.
Data for this study are drawn from recordings of episodes from the show from 2005 to
2007 and from a live recording of the show in the studios during fieldwork in the Tulu-
speaking South Kannara region. In this chapter, I specifically look at how the moderators
of and callers to the call-in TV show Pattanga use narratives in the building of a Tulu
cultural identity and how these narratives are also used in the building of social identities
My approach, in this chapter, is based on the view that narratives are a fruitful site for the
study of the emergence of identity in interactions and for the study of how narratives can
be used, not only to perpetuate, but also to change social relations and statuses.
Narratives, as Johnstone (1990) writes, do not merely mirror social reality; they create it
and perpetuate it; the social world is created through talk, along with other forms of
action.
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Tulu narratives
The narratives on the call-in show Pattanga are both personal and non-personal
narratives. Most of the non-personal narratives are based on the paddanas or ritual
narratives that are performed during the bhuta kolas or the ritual worship of the spirit
deities who are worshipped by Hindu Tulu speakers in the region. These narratives are
legends about the origin of the spirit and its supernatural powers. They describe the
heroic deeds of the spirit, talk about how the spirit protected the devotees when pacified
by rituals and offerings, and also of how displeasing the spirit brought calamity on those
who offended the spirit (Upadhyaya & Upadhyaya 1984: 25). Claus (1989:56) refers to
the paddana as an example of a “multi-story” tradition. The paddana tradition contains
the stories of, perhaps, dozens of heroes who are often linked with one another by
participation in one another’s stories. Moreover, writes Claus (1991:136), since many of
the characters in the stories are worshipped and remembered through their stories, the
tradition also carries the weight of religious dogma.
These paddanas or ritual narratives are orally transmitted from generation to
generation and different versions of these narratives exist in different parts of the region.
They are performed in two contexts:
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1. In the context of a village ritual known as the bhuta kola. In this context, men
from specific castes narrate the stories of the bhutas or spirit deities. The
singing leads to a state of possession during which the singer then portrays the
spirit in a costumed dance, and the singing shifts to the first person as the
spirit tells his or own story (Claus 1991: 136-137).  Sometimes women
relatives of the male impersonator sing the paddanas when he is applying his
makeup and preparing to dance.
2. The second context in which the paddanas are performed is in the rice fields
by teams of women who are transplanting the rice. A woman of any caste
(except Brahmin-caste women who do not work in the fields) leads the
singing followed by the other women who repeat the verse together (Claus
1991).
 In the ritual context, paddanas relating to the specific spirit being worshipped are
sung during the bhuta kola or ritual worship by the spirit impersonator or by members of
his family in order to prepare the impersonator to identify with the spirit as a prelude to
the possession-dance by the impersonator (Upadhyaya & Upadhyaya 1984: 25). The
impersonator wears a costume, a mask, and a crown, and during the ritual, becomes the
intermediary between the spirit and its worshippers. The impersonators sing the paddanas
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and perform a costumed dance-drama, acting out the major incidents of the spirit’s life
while in a state of possession (darshana) (Claus 1989:60).
Each spirit has its own sphere of influence. Tulu speakers consider these spirits as
their guardian angels and conscience keepers. “The aim of a Tuluva is to live in harmony
with these spirits associated with their family or village or region and offer them
periodical oblation.”  “These spirits, in turn, protect them, talk to them, and warn them as
and when necessary” (Upadhyaya & Upadhyaya 1984: 3). Paddanas can be of varying
lengths. Some paddanas can take the whole night or even ten nights to narrate. Others
can be narrated in less time. They are narrated in free verse forms or in prose forms to the
accompaniment of the beating of a small drum called tembere. The three main stories that
are discussed in the following interactions from the talk-show Pattanga are those relating
to the spirit deities Babbuswami, Jumadi, and Guliga. These stories have been outlined in
Ch. 2 of this study.
The talk show Pattanga provides a new context where stories from these
paddanas are narrated. The show provides a medium through which participatory oral
transmission of the stories surrounding the various spirit deities takes place. Unlike the
actual ritual context, where the audience is a passive witness to the narratives being
performed during the ritual, the show provides a new role for the audience as
collaborators and critiquers. Very often, the narratives on the show are jointly constructed
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by audience members and the moderators, and the content of the various versions of the
narratives are, often, questioned and challenged. Such stories that have long been part of
the oral folklore of the region are used by the moderators of the call-in talk show to
encourage people to watch and call into the show.  As Bauman writes “tradition, long
considered a criterial attribute of folklore, is coming to be seen less as an inherent quality
of old and persistent items or genres passed on from generation to generation, and more
as a symbolic construction by which people in the present establish connections with a
meaningful past and endow particular cultural forms with value and authority” (1992:
128).
Before analyzing the narratives on the TV talk-show, however, it will be helpful
to look at the findings and insights from earlier and current research on narratives.
Research on narratives
Early research on narrative discussed two basic dimensions of narrative:
temporality and point of view (Labov and Waletzky 1967 [1997]; Goffman, 1974).
Narratives depict a temporal transition from one state of affairs to another (Ochs &Capps
1996: 23) and are always told from a certain standpoint. Labov and Waletsky defined
narrative as two or more temporally conjoined clauses that represent a sequence of
temporally ordered events. They distinguished two functions of narrative: (1) referential
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and (2) evaluative. The referential function of narrative indicates the way in which
narratives refer to a sequence of events. The temporal sequence of narrative proceeds
from its referential function. The evaluative function of narrative reveals the attitude of
the narrator towards the narrative by emphasizing the relative importance of some
narrative units are compared to others (Labov and Waletzky 1967 [1997]). Narrative,
according to Labov and Waletzky, also serves an additional function or personal interest
determined by a stimulus in the social context in which the narrative occurs. In their
framework, any sequence of clauses, which contains at least one temporal juncture, is a
narrative. Labov (1972: 360) defines a minimal narrative as a sequence of two clauses,
which are temporally ordered (italics in original) such that a change in their order will
result in a change in the temporal sequence of the original semantic interpretation.
Similarly, De Fina (1999:16) defines narrative as “any discourse unit centered on the
telling of past events”. This definition, however, does not take into account genres like
science fiction, for example, where the narrative describes future worlds and events.
Since Labov and Waletzky’s work, the definition of what constitutes a narrative
has become increasingly broad. Narratives have been studied in areas as diverse as email
messages (Georgakopoulou 2006), family discourse (Ochs & Taylor 2001), and
workplace settings (Holmes 2006). In this chapter, I further broaden the definition of
narratives. I do not define narratives as discourse units that only involve the recounting of
past events because, based on my data, I recognize that there is a certain timelessness
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about narratives. Narratives not only index past events, but also relate them to events in
the present or in the future.  For example, in the following conversation, the caller to the
call-in show Pattanga (C4), is talking about an event involving the spirit deities Guliga
and Babbuswami that has happened in the past, but is also relating this event to events
that happen recurrently (the caller’s watching of the rituals associated with these spirit
deities; people talking about the stories surrounding the deities), and an event that is to
occur in the future (the ritual associated with the worship of these spirit deities that has
been organized on a future specific date):
Building narrative authenticity
C4 refers to the fourth caller to this episode of the show; NS and GS are the two
moderators of the show
1.C4:  aah portugu Gulige  ge
                        that time.in  Guliga   it.is.said
      at that time, to Guliga, it is said
   2..            dada malpwe  umbe    soojidu       wote maltude
what  did        he         needle.with  hole made
       what does he (Babbuswami)  do? He made a hole with a needle
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    3.            Babbu bonda                 korpe     ge
                         Babbu tender.coconut   gave       it.is.said
and Babbu gave the tender coconut (to Guliga), it is said
   4.    NS:  aah aah
5.    C4:   aah bondude                    aayena  badao  bajol  telidini
                        that tender.coconut.with  his        hunger thirst  was.quenched
      his thirst was quenched with that tender coconut
6.             panpina matha       ithe mulpa matha    kelao   mastu     kadetu
      say        everyone  now here   everyone many  a.lot.of   places
       they say, now here, everyone, here, everyone, in a lot of places
7.             ondu      mulpa
                         is.there  here
                         the (story) is there
8.      NS/GS:  andh andh
       yes, yes
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9. C4:        Juma.. Babbuna kola   yelanji                      la      nette oondu
         Juma...Babbu.of ritual day.after.tomorrow even here  is
         Juma..Babbu ritual is going to be held even day after tomorrow
10.    yenkul yepala tupa
         we       always watch
         we always watch (the rituals)
11.     anda  paddanotu       ancha       panpe aaye
         but     ritual.song.in  like.that   says    he
         but in the ritual, that is what he says
In the preceding excerpt, lines 1-5 represent a straightforward telling of the
narrative with phrases that are all in the past tense. Lines 6 and 7, however, deviate from
the past to locate the story in the present:
6.             panpina matha       ithe mulpa matha    kelao   mastu     kadetu
      say        everyone  now here   everyone many  a.lot.of   places
       they say, now here, everyone, here, everyone, in a lot of places
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7.             ondu      mulpa
                         is.there  here
                         the (story) is there
The speaker talks about how the story she has been narrating is part of the
knowledge of many people in a lot of places. She then goes on to take her narrative to the
future, when she says, in line 9, that her story is going to be enacted in a ritual that is to
take place the day after tomorrow:
9. C4:        Juma.. Babbuna kola   yelanji                      la      nette oondu
         Juma...Babbu.of ritual day.after.tomorrow even here  is
         Juma..Babbu ritual is going to be held even day after tomorrow
 
In line 10, she builds her credibility as someone who watches the rituals and,
therefore, has knowledge of the story she has been narrating:
10.     yenkul yepala tupa
          we       always watch
          we always watch (the rituals)
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 Once again, in line 11, she goes back to refer to the story she has been narrating.
She says that her version of the story is also the one that is performed in the ritual,
thereby, further reinforcing the credibility of her version of the narrative:
11.  anda  paddanotu       ancha       panpe aaye
       but     ritual.song.in  like.that   says    he
       but in the ritual, that is what he says
 Narratives, thus, are not just straightforward recountings of past events. They
make evaluations about the present, predictions about the future, and are, for the narrator,
a form of self-authentication, a means of building one’s credibility. To define narratives
only as discourse units that describe past events is thus not a comprehensive definition.
Narratives are used for various purposes other than just telling a story. They are often
used as interactional tools to hold the floor or to make or illustrate a point. They are used
for entertainment, for instruction, to display ones skill in language, and are also used as a
form of self-authentication.
The study of narratives
Narratives are useful discourse units to study the emergence of identity during
interactions. Some of the properties of narratives that lend them to this analysis are:
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a. They are ubiquitous
Conventionally, people tell stories all the time. As Bruner (1987:12) writes, “we
seem to have no other way of describing “lived time” save in the form of a narrative.” Of
course, paintings and other visual means can also be used to describe “lived time,” but
inter-human verbal interactions seem to require a narrative to recount events.  Johnstone
(1990:5) writes that narrative discourse plays a crucial role in human life in two ways.
We use narratives to structure our experience of the past and give it meaning, and we use
it as a comfortable, familiar resource in conversation.
b. They display consistent linguistic patterns
According to Polanyi (1982:509), consistent linguistic patterns are a feature of the
surface structure of everyday stories, and a careful study of the transcripts of everyday
storytelling can lead one to construct theories based on what systematically does occur in
such texts.
Labov and Waletzky (1967) [1997] and Labov (1972) have described narratives
as fairly regular discourse units. Narratives begin with an abstract that indicates the point
of the story. The abstract is followed by an orientation that gives background information
about the person (s) involved and the time and place where the events took place.  The
events are recounted in temporal order and usually have a complicating action. The
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narrator’s evaluation of the events is presented in evaluation clauses. Finally, a narrative,
in Labov and Waletzky’s framework, may or may not be followed by a coda that
provides a transition from the world of the narrative to the present world of the
interaction.
 However, Labov and Waletzky’s framework has been criticized (most notably by
Schegloff 2003) as relying largely on elicitation and not taking into account the
interactional nature of storytelling. In Labov and Waletzky (1967) [1997], the interviewer
asks a leading question such as: “Were you ever in a situation where you thought you
were in serious danger of getting killed?” In response to the question, the interviewee
goes on to tell his or her ‘danger of death’ narrative.  Researchers, following the
Conversational Analysis (CA) approach, however, believe that sentences and utterances
are designed and shaped to occur in particular sequential and social contexts and that
their sense as actions derives, at least in part, from such contexts (Drew and Heritage
1992). Ordinary storytelling is, according to Schegloff, a co-construction, an interactional
achievement, a joint production, a collaboration (2003: 105). Similarly, C. Goodwin
(1981) writes that the constructional features of stories are shaped by an orientation to the
recipient(s), the relationship between the teller and the recipient(s), the relationship
between the recipients, the number of recipients, and what the recipients are supposed to
know. Schegloff points out that the recipient(s) is an irremediable component of a story’s
telling and their presence and conduct enters into the story’s telling. He writes that there
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is nothing interactional about Labov and Waletzky’s data at all other than the eliciting
question. Thus the presence of an ‘evaluation’ in Labov and Waletzky’s framework,
according to Schegloff, may well reflect the formative effect of the elicitation session and
the eliciting inquiry as the occasion for the telling. When stories come up “naturally,”
such summings-up by the teller are often not present or may be articulated by the
recipients (2003: 108). Thus, when stories are disengaged from the details of the context
of their telling and from the details of their uptake by their recipients, we cannot know
what distinctive features of structure or interactional enactment they occasion.
Storytelling abstracted from its interactional setting, occasioning, and uptake, is an
academically hybridized form (Schegloff 2003: 108-109).
In summary, while narratives display common linguistic properties, each narrative
is interactionally unique and is context, situation, and audience specific. A narrative,
therefore, cannot be studied without taking into account the occasion of its telling, the
sequential conversational context of the narrative, and the relationships between the
narrator and the recipients of the narrative.
c. Narratives are rooted in the culture they emerge from
“Stories are socially and culturally situated” (Schiffrin 1996: 168). According to
Schiffrin, when we tell stories, we verbally place our past experiences in, and make them
relevant to, a particular “here’ and “now,” a particular audience, and a particular set of
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interactional concerns and interpersonal issues. Johnstone (1990: 5) writes that our sense
of place and community is rooted in narration. A person is at home in a place when the
place evokes stories, and, conversely, stories can serve to create places. A community of
speakers, she writes, is a group of people who share previous stories, or conventions for
making stories, and who jointly tell new stories.
d. They are sites where group and individual identity is constructed and
negotiated
De Fina (1999:18) writes that narratives are constitutive of the self as an
individual and as a member of a group and, therefore, can reveal the different identities
that individuals and groups embrace. Similarly, Schiffrin (1996:167) writes that the
ability of narrative to verbalize and situate experience as text (both locally and globally)
provides a resource for the display of self and identity.
Narratives are thus fertile sites for the study of the ways in which individual and
group identity is created and negotiated. The following sections look at how this process
of identity construction takes place in the narratives produced on the call-in show.
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The narrative construction of Tulu identity
Based on the assumption that narratives are useful units for the study of the
emergence of identity in discourse, I look at how identities in narratives are negotiated
and contested. As Riessman (1993: 2) writes, with reference to personal narratives,
individuals construct past events and actions to claim identities and construct lives. My
aim in this chapter is not to look at the content of the narratives, but to look at how the
narrative was told interactionally in the way that it was; what were the interactional
elements of the conversation that led to the narrative having that particular form, and
what were the circumstances both within the conversation and in the social and cultural
context outside the conversation that led to the narrative being constructed in the way that
it was.  Goodwin, M  (1982: 799) writes that the fact that stories can be part of larger
speech events embedded in social processes extending beyond the immediate social
encounter, can be consequential for the construction of a story by a speaker and its
interpretation by a hearer. She points out, for example, in her study of a gossip-dispute
activity called “he-said-she-said” among urban black preadolescent children, that the
friendship alignment between girls are relevant to the structuring of gossip stories (1982:
810). Narratives, thus, cannot be analyzed in isolation from the social processes and
events in which they are embedded.
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I take the position that the essence of the narrative is not to be found in the
descriptions of past events, but in the structure of the interactions in which the narratives
are embedded. In other words, I look here at the situational and contextual emergence of
identity during interactions and through the telling of narratives. Sacks (1992) showed
that identities are interactional achievements rather than a priori categories that exist
apart from particular interactions. Identities, according to De Fina et al (2006: 3), are seen
not as merely represented in discourse, but rather as performed, enacted and embodied
through a variety of linguistic and non-linguistic means. Language socialization studies
of American families with young children at dinnertime, for example, study how
storytelling and the reporting of the day’s events are jointly produced at the dinner table.
It is not only the activity of eating, but also the activity of co-narration that constructs
family roles and relations and constitutes individuals as a family. “The acts that construct
a narrative are also acts that construct a family” and “the identity of the family is an
outcome of jointly constructed actions” (Ochs 1993: 295).  Ochs and Taylor’s study of
the “Father knows best” dynamic in dinnertime narratives also demonstrates how gender
asymmetry can be jointly constituted and re-created interactionally through every day
narrative practices.  Their study suggests that children and adults (in their roles as
spouses and parents) come to understand family and gender roles through differential
modes of acting and expressing feelings in narrative activity (2001:432).
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Narratives do not merely represent events that have occurred, but also contain
interpretations of these events by the narrator and reflect her/his relationship with the
listeners, the context of the interaction, the preceding form of the interaction, and the
social statuses of the participants. This view is different from the view held by Labov and
Waletzky, who look at narration as “a relationship between clauses rather than an
interaction among participants” (Langellier 1989: 248). My approach, on the other hand,
stresses on the interactional and interpersonal context of the narrative. As Schiffrin
(1996:169) writes, not only do we respond in anticipation of how we wish to be
understood, but we verbally locate ourselves in relation to discourse contexts, thereby
defining ourselves through what we say, how we say it, and to whom we say it. I look, in
this study, not only at how a community of Tulu speakers is constructed through co-
narration on the television show Pattanga, but also at how narratives on the TV show can
be used to bring about changes in social roles, statuses, and expectations.
Storytelling is essentially a social act. It is used to build relationships, to convey
certain attitudes, evaluations, and roles. “People use stories to create new social
relationships as they tell about old ones, and to create and perpetuate models of
appropriate social roles in their community” (Johnstone 1990: 6). Ritual Tulu narratives
are usually narrated in specific ritual contexts, by specific ritual narrators or by women in
the fields during specific harvest times. By telling these Tulu narratives on a television
show, I claim that the narratives are used, through interactions, to politically and
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culturally define a Tulu identity and to create local, non-situation specific versions of the
narratives that emerge from collaborative activity. Baquedano-Lopez (2001) describes
how the telling of the narrative of Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe (Our Lady of
Guadalupe) in doctrina classes composed of Mexican immigrants at a Catholic parish in
Los Angeles serves as a locus of identity construction. Classroom interaction draws
children into crafting narrative renditions of the apparition of Nuestra Senora de
Guadalupe, which encourage identification with the place of the apparition and the
Virgin Mary. These classroom narratives describe the sociohistorical setting of colonial
Mexico as a setting of past oppressive experience, which might reflect doctrina
children’s lives as ethnic minorities in the United States (2001:348). Baquedano-Lopez
compares these doctrina narratives with the narratives in catechism classes at the same
parish that illustrate a different ideology about Our Lady of Guadalupe and of ethnicity
and points out how narratives can be used to collaboratively redefine the setting of a story
in relation to the present participants and the present context. Like the narrative of
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, the narratives on the television show Pattanga are
collaboratively told and socially organized.  Viewers who call in to the show call in as
tellers of the narratives, but during the course of interactions with the moderators of the
show, who also tell narratives, they also become listeners and collaborators in the
construction of the narrative. Jacoby & Ochs (1995: 171) refer to co-construction as the
joint creation of a form, interpretation, stance, action, activity, identity, institution, skill,
ideology, emotion, or other culturally meaningful reality. Interactions are, thus, the basis
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of the human construction of meaning and identity.  Narratives, both singly and jointly
constructed, are used on the call-in show to construct and negotiate social identities.
Using dominant narratives
The following examples illustrate how the moderators of the show Pattanga and
the callers to the show collaboratively construct narratives and how such collaborative
renditions are discursively employed in the construction of a Tulu identity. By ‘dominant
narratives,’ I refer to stories that are widely known and that are part of the cultural
knowledge of people living in a certain geographical area, like, for example, the
following story about Agolimanjanna.
Agolimanjanna
Agolimanjanna was a legendary local strongman who was reputed to eat a lot.
Agolimanjanna stories are often told to children, and people still talk about the feats of
strength performed by him. The story goes that, Duggu, his mother, had no children for a
long time. She offered prayers to the goddess Ullalthi of Bappanadu and was blessed
with a male child named Manjanna. It is said that Manjanna used to eat one ‘Agoli’ of
rice (a measurement equivalent to 44 pounds of rice) at one sitting. He was supposed to
derive his super powers from the heaps of rice he used to eat. He was therefore called
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Agoli Manjanna. Agolimanjanna is not worshipped as a bhuta or spirit deity after his
death, as are some other local heroes, but his deeds and conduct are still remembered,
and there are places in the region such as Manjanna Gudda, a hill, that are named after
him.
The following interaction is from an episode discussing the history of some of the
region’s place names, NS and GS, the two moderators of the show, are responding to
what a caller to the show has just been saying about the name of a pond while the caller
listens. GS talks about a story associated with Agolimanjanna:
1. NS: adege Gouraidand  indu         pudar
       there  Gouraidand  it.is.said   name
       there the name is Gouraidand
2. GS: malla kerena       awu Gujarakere?
        big   pond.is.it     that  Gujarakere
        is Gujarakere a big pond?
3. NS: malla kere
       big     pond
       big pond
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4. GS: malla kere
        big   pond
        big pond
 5. daaye yaan kende  pannaga  Agolimanjanneda   kathedu barpundu
why     I      asked   meaning  Agolimanjanna.of  story.in  comes
the reason I ask is that in the Agolimanjanna story
 6. Agolimanjanne    appene         nenepadu            banaga
Agolimanjanna    mother.of    while.thinking     while.coming
when Agolimanjanna is coming along thinking about his mother
7. Karlada   bakeru     kangana   athodu
Karla.of   big.field  courtyard should.have.become
the big field of Karla should have become the courtyard
8. Kodinjada kalludu      odigere athodu 
Kodinja.of stone.with  curry   should.have.been made
the curry should have been made with the stone of Kodinja
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9. Gujara kere per      athodu
Gujara pond milk  should.have.become
Gujara pond should have become full of milk
10. yena appe     Doggu   balasodu
my  mother  Doggu   should.have.served.a.meal
my mother Doggu should have served me a meal
11. GS:  yaan magge Manjannay  tinthodu
      NS: yaan magge Manjannay  tinodu
              I      son       Manjanna      should.have.eaten (NS: should.eat)
              I, son Manjanna, should have eaten (NS: should eat)
12. GS: panthe  ge
       he.said  it.is.said
       it is said that he said that
13. NS: aah
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14. GS:            paanda         aathu malla kere    addu        upodu
       that.means    that    big    pond   happened  must.have.been
       that means that there must have been a big pond there
15.          Agolimanjane adde poddu awu keretu     meeyondu ithina anchina
      Agolimanjana there going  that pond.in  bathing       was    that.way
Agolimanjana went there and in that pond used to bathe
16. awu onji kathela  aadh          upereye         yawo
that  one  story    happened   was                perhaps
that story took place perhaps
In the above excerpt, the moderator GS brings the story of Agolimanjanna into
the conversation while talking about the historical reasons for the name of a pond. He
says that the pond could be one where Agolimanjanna used to take a bath, so it had to be
a big one (lines 14-15):
14. GS:            paanda         aathu malla kere    addu        upodu
       that.means    that    big    pond   happened  must.have.been
       that means that there must have been a big pond there
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15.          Agolimanjane adde poddu awu keretu     meeyondu  ithina anchina
Agolimanjana  there going  that pond.in  bathing       was   that.way
Agolimanjana went there and in that pond used to bathe
In lines 7-10, GS recites the popular verse about Agolimanjanna:
7. Karlada   bakeru     kangana   athodu
Karla.of   big.field  courtyard should.have.become
the big field of Karla should have become the courtyard
8. Kodinjada kalludu odigere athodu 
Kodinja.of  stone   curry      should.have.been made
the curry should have been made with the stone of Kodinja
9. Gujara kere per      athodu
Gujara pond milk  should.have.become
Gujara pond should have become full of milk
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10. yena appe     Doggu   balasodu
my  mother  Doggu   should.have.served.a.meal
my mother Doggu should have served me a meal
NS and GS both say the last line of the verse together with a small variation in
tense (line 11), thereby demonstrating a shared knowledge of the narrative:
11. GS: yaan magge Manjannay  tinthodu
      NS: yaan magge Manjannay  tinodu
              I      son       Manjanna  should.have.eaten (NS: should.eat)
              I, son Manjanna, should have eaten (NS: should eat)
By referencing the story of Agolimanjanna, GS uses the shared knowledge of
Tulu speakers of a certain narrative to create connections between a current local place
name and a legendary tale that most viewers of the show have knowledge of. Ochs and
Capps (1996) write that adherence to a dominant narrative is community-building in that
it presumes that each member ascribes to a common story. Narrative here, thus,
constitutes a crucial resource for socializing identities and constituting membership in a
community (Ochs & Capps 1996). The shared knowledge of a certain narrative is used to
attempt to create common ground between disparate groups of people. By evoking the
well-known story of Agolimanjanna, GS, the moderator, seeks to connect with the
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viewers of the show who also share knowledge of the story by virtue of living in the
region. As Johnstone (1990) writes, shared knowledge of a community’s stories is part of
what creates a sense of community in a group. In this particular instance, the stories serve
to highlight what people in the community have in common and also serve to take
attention away from their differences, in terms of social class and caste. Narratives are
not only used to mobilize a disparate set of people into a loosely cohesive group, but they
are also used to highlight community achievements, as can be seen in the following
excerpt from the show:
Highlighting community accomplishments
The following conversation is taken from an episode discussing the festival of
lights (deepothsava), which is a big Hindu festival in the region. In this episode, NS is the
only moderator on the show. He is joined on the show by PK, a speaker of the Shivalli
Brahmin dialect of Tulu. C1 is a caller to the show who has been asking PK about the
significance of using certain oils for lighting lamps placed before deities.
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The bronze lamp pole
1. NS: incha       bethe        bethe        yenneda vishayla
like this    different  different   oil.of     subject.also
on the subject of different oils
 2. aa nette    Janapada      Shatapada        bookudu oondu (holding up book)
aa in this  people.songs hundred.songs book.in    is.there
it is there in this book of people’s hundred songs(holding up book)
 3. C1: ande?
is that right?
 4. NS:        aithu     eeregu   bodithinatu  mahiti         oondu
             in.that   you.to    want.until    knowledge  is.there
             in there, you will find whatever you want
5.                  bokka   ee     yedmeda   yenne dai    shresta                    panpini vishaydela
then     this  gingelly.of  oil     why  the.most.important  telling subject.also
on the subject of why gingelly oil is the most important oil
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6.                   Pu. Srinivasa   Bhatre   Janapada     Shatapadodu..
Pu. Srinivasa  Bhat       people.songs hundred.songs.book.in
Pu. Srinivasa Bhat (the author) in the people’s hundred songs book
7. C1: andh
                        yes
8. NS: bodu ithinatu mahiti          korpere
want until      knowledge  gives
gives you as much information as you want
9. C1: hello hello
10. NS: eer     bokka eer       Kadre minni     baidara?
       you    then   bokka  Kadre perhaps  have.come
      you, have you, perhaps come to Kadre12?
11. C1: aah?
      what?
                                                 
12 Name of a place (also known as Kadri) where the Kadri Manjunath Temple dedicated to Lord Shiva is located on the
Kadri Hills near Mangalore city. The temple is renowned for its tall, wooden deepa sthamba  (‘lamp pole’) with a
bronze covering.
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 12. NS: Kadregu?
       Kadre.to
       to Kadre?
 13. C1: aah baide       baide
       aah came.(I)  came (I)
       I’ve come, I’ve come
14.  NS: aitu        onji  kanchida deepa tutara         eer?
       in there  one  bronze.of lamp  have seen  you (hon)
      in there, have you seen a bronze lamp?
15. C1: tut.. tutte
       see...seen (I)
       see... I have seen
16. NS: ee jathrada      sandarbodla  ee    avenu awe  deepo nu pothawere
        this festival.of ritual.in.also this   that    that  lamp  of   light (they)
        during the festival rituals also, they light that lamp
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17.      deepa ne mithudu     tirth   pothaunia tirthdu         mithu pothaunia
       lamp  of top.from     down light down.from   up     light
       do they light the lamp from top to bottom or from bottom to top
 18. panlege  Kadradu
      tell (us)  Kadri.in
      tell us, in Kadri
19. C1: awe mithudu    tirthe   barodu        athe?
       that top.from  down  should come  no
       shouldn’t they come from top to bottom?
20. NS: dayegu?
       why?
21. C1: awe ijinda          pothayere  aapuji
              that otherwise   light          cannot
        it otherwise cannot be lit
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22.  tirth deepa  pothayere apuji
       down lamp light          cannot
        the lamp cannot be lit at the bottom
23. NS: aah doombu        ge         aa onji   dantha kathe
       aah  long.ago  it is said   that one  legend story
      it is said in a legend that long ago
24. PK: hmm
25. NS: tirthu du       mith wori         pothavondu poyye
       bottom from top    one man  lighting       went
      one man started lighting from bottom to top
 26. NS: aa?
             aa?
27. C1: hmm
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28. NS: awe baari aa yethorada deepa stambo awe
       that very aa  high.of     lamp   pole      that
       that is a very high lamp pole
29. PK: ithinetu
       among (lamp poles)
      among lamp poles
30. NS: ithinetu                               saadarna     namma jilledu
       among (other lamp poles)  estimate (I) our       region.in
       among the other lamp poles in our region, I estimate
31. PK: andh, andh
       yes yes
32. NS: baari yethora da onji kanchi da deepastomba awe
    very   high     of one bronze of lamp pole      that
       that is a very high lamp pole made of  bronze
33. C1: saari
             correct
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34. NS: tirthudu        mithu ponaga          bokka tirthu    japyere aayeji
        bottom.from top     while.going  then    bottom climb    could.not
       while going from bottom to top, then (he) could not climb down
35. athu           urri   ithindu
       that much  heat  was there
       there was that much heat
36. daada malpuni indh          gothu           aayeji
      what  to.do      so.it.was    knowledge  did.not.happen
      (he) didn’t know what to do
37. deveregu kai     mugiye
god.to     hand  folded
he prayed to god
38. apaga devere kuntu pathyere
then    god     cloth   held.out
god held out a cloth
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39. ee    laagi  pandidh koontu patheyere panpina onji kathe
you  jump said        cloth    held.out   saying    one story
the story goes that god held out a cloth and said, you jump
40. aanda aayegu laagyere daira      bathiji
but     he.to    jump      courage  did.not.come
but he didn’t have the courage to jump
41. aaye kereku lagye
he     pond.in  jumped
he jumped in the pond
42. awul kallu   aaye          panpina anchina onji kathe la    oondu
there stone he.became it.is.said like.that one story also is.there
there he became a stone, it is said, in a story it is there
43. C1: hmm
44 . NS: baari shresthavai ithina ehtora da..
        very best            is       height of
       (it) is the highest...
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45. C1: hello hello (trying to call attention to himself and to his question)
46. NS: kanchi da deepa
       bronze of lamp
       bronze lamp
47. C1: nellikai       da
      gooseberry  of
     gooseberry of
48. NS: aah
49. C1: awe  ithe   yera        pandere
       that now someone said
        someone now said that
50. nellikaida      yenna awe Mahalakshmigu
     gooseberry.of oil    that  Goddess Mahalakshmi.to
    gooseberry oil Goddess Mahalakshmi
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51. baari onji ishtavai onji yenna ge          awe
     very   one liking    one  oil     it.is.said that
     likes very much, it is said
In the above excerpt, even though the caller is seeking information about certain
oils, NS, the moderator, interjects in Line 10 with a seemingly unrelated question to the
caller about whether he (the caller) has ever been to a place called Kadre. When the caller
answers in the affirmative, NS then asks him whether he has seen a lamp that is in the
temple there:
10. NS: eer           bokka eer               Kadre minni     baidara?
       you(hon) then   bokka (hon) Kadre perhaps  have come
       have you, perhaps come to Kadre?
11. C1: aah?
      what?
12. NS: Kadregu?
       Kadre.to
       to Kadre?
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13. C1: aah baide       baide
       aah came (I) came (I)
       I’ve come, I’ve come
14.  NS: aitu        onji  kanchi da deepa tutara         eer?
       in there  one  bronze  of lamp  have seen  you (hon)
      in there, have you seen a bronze lamp?
15. C1: tut.. tutte
       see...seen (I)
       see... I have seen
NS’  questions  to the caller  (lines 17, 20) have pedantic overtones:
16. NS: ee jathrada      sandarbodla  ee    avenu awe  deeponu pothawere
        this festival.of ritual.in.also this   that    that  lamp.of   light (they)
        during the festival rituals also, they light that lamp
 17.      deepa ne mithudu     tirth   pothaunia tirthdu         mithu pothaunia
       lamp  of top.from     down light down.from   up     light
       do they light the lamp from top to bottom or from bottom to top
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 18. panlege        Kadra du
      tell (hon)     Kadre  in
      tell us, in Kadre
19. C1: awe mithudu    tirthe   barodu        athe?
       that top.from  down  should come  no
       shouldn’t they come from top to bottom?
20. NS: dayegu?
       why?
21. C1: awe ijinda          pothayere  aapuji
              that otherwise   light          cannot
        it otherwise cannot be lit
22.  tirth deepa  pothayere apuji
       down lamp light          cannot
        the lamp cannot be lit at the bottom
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NS’ questions are a build-up to his actual narrative where he tells a story of how a
man tried to light the lamp the wrong way. NS while narrating the story, talks about how
the lamp pole the man is climbing and lighting is the biggest lamp pole in the region
(lines 28, 30, 32):
28. NS: awe baari aa yethora da deepa stambo awe
       that very aa  high      of  lamp   pole      that
       that is a very high lamp pole
29. PK: ithinetu
       among (lamp poles)
      among lamp poles
30. NS: ithinetu                               saadarna     namma jilledu
       among (other lamp poles)  estimate (I) our       region
       among the other lamp poles in our region, I estimate
31. PK: andh, andh
       yes yes
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32. NS: baari yethora da onji kanchi da deepastomba awe
    very   high     of one bronze of lamp pole      that
       that is a very high lamp pole made of  bronze
PK, the guest on the show, agrees with him (in the above lines 29, 31). The caller,
who is interested in talking about oils, does not participate in this particular stretch of the
conversation much, except to make minimal responses. In line 26, NS tries to elicit a
response from the caller because the caller, unlike the guest PK, has not even made the
expected minimal response when NS signals that he is beginning his narrative in lines 23
and 25:
23. NS: aah doombu    ge             aa onji   dantha kathe
       aah  long.ago  it.is.said   that one  legend story
      it is said in a legend that long ago
24. PK: hmm
25. NS: tirthu du       mith wori         pothavondu poyye
       bottom from top    one man  lighting       went
      one man started lighting from bottom to top
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 26. NS: → aa?
             aa?
27. C1: hmm
In a non-face-to-face medium such as a call-in show, minimal responses such as
hmm become more important because the speaker has no way of visually judging whether
the listener is still participating in the conversation. The listener, in turn, cannot convey
his/her participation via gestures such as head nods. Schegloff (1982: 78) writes that
back-channel responses such as uh huh, mm hmm, yeah, and head nods at best claim
attention and/or understanding, rather than showing it or evidencing it (italics in original).
Such responses “exhibit on the part of its producer an understanding that an extended unit
of talk is underway by another, and that it is not yet, or may not yet be (even ought not
yet be), complete” (1982: 81). These responses, thus, according to Schegloff, embody the
producer’s understanding that extended talk by another is going on by declining to
produce a fuller turn in that position.  The narrator expects his/her audience to
demonstrate their understanding of the recounted events, and, as in the above narrative,
the narrator provides spaces, in the form of pauses, for listener responses during the
telling of the narrative.
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Sacks (1992) describes a participant’s signaling that she or he is beginning a
narrative as a ‘story preface’ that announces that there is a story coming.  A story, in
some ways, he writes (1992: 18), is an attempt to control the floor over an extended series
of utterances. Sacks’ approach can be contrasted with what Labov and Waletzky (1967)
[1997] described as the abstract of a narrative. Unlike Labov and Waletzky’s framework
where the narrative is almost a formulaic construction with certain required and certain
optional elements, Sacks defines the narrative in interactive terms. Narratives in Sacks’
view are thus important conversational tools and are, very often, told in order to achieve
certain conversational goals.
In terms of the sequential organization of conversation, thus, that one is ‘telling a
story’ is an important thing for others to recognize. Polanyi (1985:200) describes
signaling understanding as one of the “constraints on the recipient of a conversational
story”. One of these constraints, she writes, is to refrain from taking a turn except to
make remarks demonstrating that the story is being followed and understood or asking
questions that relate directly to what is being told about the storyworld. Another
constraint, according to Polanyi (1985: 200), on the listener of the narrative, is that at the
end of the telling, he or she needs to demonstrate understanding by making comments
demonstrating that the point of the story has been understood. In the above excerpt,
however, the caller C1 does not even acknowledge NS’ narrative and goes on to take up
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the topic (in line 47) that he originally started off with without making any reference to
NS’ narrative:
44 . NS: baari shresthavai ithina ehtora da..
        very best            is       height of
       (it) is the highest...
45. C1: hello hello (trying to call attention to himself and to his question)
46. NS: kanchi da deepa
       bronze of lamp
       bronze lamp
47. C1:→ nellikai       da
      gooseberry  of
     gooseberry of
48. NS: aah
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49. C1: awe  ithe   yera        pandere
       that now   someone said
        someone now said that
50. nellikaida       yenna awe Mahalakshmigu
     gooseberry.of oil     that  Goddess Mahalakshmi.to
    gooseberry oil Goddess Mahalakshmi
51. baari onji ishtavai onji yenna ge          awe
     very  one liking       one  oil     it.is.said that
     likes very much, it is said
NS’ eagerness to tell the story despite the caller’s interest in asking a specific
question, and the pedantic tone he uses with the caller, demonstrate his awareness that the
interaction and his narrative is not just being heard by the caller he is addressing, but also
by other Tulu speakers who are watching the show. The talk that surrounds the main core
of the narrative stresses on those parts of the narrative that talk about how the lamp pole
is the highest one, thereby indexing salient accomplishments and achievements by the
community in general.  The talk that follows a narrative, thus, very often, contains
elements that the narrator wishes to highlight or stress on. Labov and Waletzky (1967
[1997]) define these elements as the evaluation of a narrative. It is that part of the
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narrative which reveals the attitude of the narrator towards the narrative by emphasizing
the relative importance of some narrative units as compared to others. According to
Robinson (1981: 64), evaluation is what distinguishes a narrative or story from a report.
For example, the account given by a policeman of a traffic accident and the account given
by one of the drivers involved in the accident to his family will be very different. The
policeman’s description will focus on referential information, while that of the driver will
probably focus on the narrator’s thoughts and feelings and on attributions of negligence
or incompetence on the part of the other driver involved. In the above excerpt, NS main
purpose of telling his narrative seems to be to draw attention to the height of the lamp-
pole and to point out how high the lamp-pole is as compared to other lamp-poles. The
narrative form is used as a framework by NS to emphasize certain discourse elements, in
this case, the unusual height of the lamp-pole and, thereby, showcase the achievements of
the community. A shared sense of place and the achievements of those who live in that
place are thus used to create and build cultural identity. As Polanyi writes, speakers tell
stories in conversation to make a point – to transmit a message, offer some sort of moral
evaluation or implied critical judgment – about the world the teller shares with other
people (1985:187).
Narratives are jointly constructed on the talk show. The callers, the moderators,
and the guests on the show interactively construct the narratives. This interactive
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construction can be seen in the following extract from the episode that discusses the feats
of the spirit deity Babbuswami:
MK refers to the guest, an expert on the Babbuswami stories, who has written a
book on Babbuswami, GS and NS are the two moderators of the show:
Co-constructing narratives
1. MK: maya   rupodu  aa   bondonu            dethedu
    magic  form.in that  tender.coconut  taking
  in (his) magic form, he (Babbuswami)  took out the coconut
2. NS: aah
3. MK: awenu Jumadige korpe
    that    Jumadi.to  he.gave
    that, he gave to Jumadi
4. NS: aah
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5. MK:  ee    netu     sothundu pandidu aanda
     you  in.this  defeat      become  if
     if you get defeated in this
6. ee    yanna kaval aadh      oonthondu
you  my     guard become  should.stand
 you should become and stand as my guard
7. NS: aah
8. MK: yaan sootheda      panda    nina kaval andh        oondude
          I       defeated.if   I.mean  your guard  become   stand
        if I get defeated, I will become and stand as your guard
9. sapatandh aapunde    ge            akulege
vow          happened  it.is.said   them.to
it is said that a vow was made between them
10. NS: aah
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11. MK: ancha      sapathu ayenegu  athra
          like.that  vow       exists      because
        because that vow took place
12. ee    onji   bonda               malthudu korneg athra
that  one   tender.coconut  make       gave    because
because (he) gave the tender coconut
13. aye  parnaga             la      bondada                 neer       ajuji
he   when.drinking  even   tender.coconut.of  water    did.not.dry
even when he (Jumadi) was drinking, the water of the tender coconut did
not  dry up
14. NS: aah
15. MK: aajondu       uppunaga    aai sothwey           lastuge
          that.is.why  happening   he  gets.defeated   in.the.end
          that is why, he gets defeated in the end
1
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16. NS: sothudu aai  pardu      pardu    boorwey
   defeated he  drinking drinking falls
    defeated, he falls drinking
17. MK: boorwey   anchadu      upunaga aidu bokka
          (he) falls   that.is.why  exists     that  after
         he falls, that is why after that
18. ai inchidu  matre Panjurli Kori Dabbuna wotige uppuni
he here.of  only   Panjurli Kori Dabbu.of  with     is
here, only Panjurli13 is worshipped with Kori Dabbu
19. NS: aah
20. MK: anchigu    Jumadi uppuni
           there.of  Jumadi   is.there
          there, Jumadi is worshipped there
                                                 
13 Panjurli is a totemistic spirit, symbolized by the mask of a wild pig, that is worshipped as a family diety as well as
in public shrines (Upadhyaya & Upadhyaya 2002)
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21. NS: aah Udupida anchi
             aah Udupi.of  there
             aah, after Udupi14
22. MK: Udupida anchi  aah
           Udupi.of there    aah
           after Udupi..aah
23. MK: Udupida anchi sadarna        Suratkal da anchi Jumadi yecha  uppuni
          Udupi.of there  (I) estimate  Suratkal  of  there Jumadi more   is.there
          I estimate that, after Udupi, after Suratkal15,  Jumadi is worshipped
more there
 24. Kori Dabbuna   wotige
      Kori  Dabbu.of  with
     with Kori Dabbu
                                                 
14 One of the region’s main towns; a major pilgrim center.
15 Another town, close to Mangalore city.
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In the above extract, the expert MK and the moderator NS jointly construct the
narrative.  MK is the main teller of the narrative, but the moderator NS also adds to the
narrative. For example, in line 16, NS is the one who tells of the outcome of the narrative
where Jumadi, who is trying to finish the water of the tender coconut that Babbuswami
had given him, is so tired that he falls down defeated:
15. MK: aajondu       uppunaga    aai sothwey           lastuge
          that.is.why  happening   he  gets.defeated   in.the.end
          that is why, he gets defeated in the end
16. NS: sothudu aai  pardu      pardu    boorwey
   defeated he  drinking drinking falls
    defeated, he falls drinking
In line 21, NS helps MK’s narrative along by adding to the names of the places
MK is talking about that have been impacted by the result of the incident:
20. MK: achigu    Jumadi uppuni
           there.of  Jumadi   is.there
          there, Jumadi is worshipped there
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21. NS: aah Udupida anchi
             aah Udupi.of  there
             aah, after Udupi
22. MK: Udupida anchi  aah
           Udupi.of there..aah
           after Udupi..aah
Thus, while MK is the main teller of the narrative, NS also fills in some details of
the narrative. Narratives, on the show, can thus be jointly constructed by participants
based on their knowledge of local places, stories, myths, and legends associated with
these places. As Jacoby & Ochs (1995: 178) write, any present moment is paradoxically
both responsive to its immediate interactional sequential environment and is the complex
product of a history of conversations and interactional moments (and their consequences)
experienced individually and collectively over time.  Demonstrating one’s knowledge of
local stories is one of the reasons why viewers are drawn into calling in to the show and
they, in turn, contribute to the construction of the on-going narrative.
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Creating new social roles through narrative
Narratives reflect social hierarchies, but they also create them. They can be used
to perpetuate the social status quo, but can also be used to bring about social change. Gal
(1989:353), for example, notes that speakers may use “the microstructures of interaction”
to reproduce and transform their social identities One of the consequences of the show is
that the narratives are now being produced by people who do not normally produce them.
The majority of the callers to the show are people who do not, in usual ritual contexts,
because of caste and gender reasons, produce some of the narratives that they do produce
on the show. The narratives are now, thus being produced by persons who do not ritually
perform them, but who have knowledge of them based on their presence at these rituals.
People from different castes and class backgrounds call into the show and put
forward their views. In a situation where there is little, if no, intermingling between the
various castes and classes, the show creates a new forum that makes an inter-caste and
inter-class dialogue possible. The TV show, through the mediation of technology, enables
people from different backgrounds to have a dialogue with each other.  It provides a
forum for people in the community to call in and narrate their version of a certain folktale
or song or myth.
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Women, who do not usually speak in public forums, except in specific ritual
contexts, call in frequently. Narratives are also, very often, contested on the talk show.
The talk show format gives people from the community the opportunity to call in and
contest versions of a shared narrative; narratives that would not be normally contested in
ritual settings. Women also feel emboldened enough to challenge the versions of the
narratives, as can be seen in the following interactions. In the following two excerpts, the
stories related to the spirit deity Babbuswami are being discussed. NS  and GS, the
moderators, are joined on the show by a guest, MK, who is an ‘expert’ on Babbuswami
and has written a book on that spirit deity.
Contesting Narratives
Jumadi and Babbuswami
1. MK: deva Jumadi
             god  Jumadi
            the god is Jumadi
2. NS: aah Doddana   guddedu
         aah Dodda.of   forest.in
         aah, in the Dodda forest
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3. MK: Doddana gudde Doddana gudde du Babbuswami
Dodda.of forest  Dodda.of  forest in  Babbuswami
 Dodda forest, in the Dodda forest, Babbuswami
4. inchine   bathedu kolendu uppunaga
like.this  coming sitting    was
         had come and was sitting casually
5. akulna  jathi   janakulna wotige kulondu uppunaga porthugu
their.of  caste  people.of  with    sitting     was         at.that.time
he was sitting with people from his caste
6. NS: aah
7. MK: Jumadi barpe   ge           adege
          Jumadi  came   it.is.said  there
              it is said that Jumadi came there
8. NS: aah
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9. MK: Jumadi bathedu ..      uh..Jumadi bathedu           kenaga..
         Jumadi  after.coming uh  Jumadi  after.comimg when.asked
         Jumadi, after coming, asked
10. baajol aapundu          kenwey
thirst   is.happening   he.asked
I am thirsty, he said
11. NS: aah
12. MK: bajol     aapundu     kenaga
 thirsty  happening  when.asked
 when he said that he was thirsty
13. nik  enchina bodu  ancha      kenaga           ancha
you  what     want   like.that  when.asked   like.that
“what do you want”, when asked like that
14. bonda                 aaye    onji korpe
tender.coconut   he        one  gives
he (Babbuswami) gives him a tender coconut
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15. awe  aal     uppuna       kudurdu                    nadthina
that  which was.there   small.river.island.in  planted
                 that was planted in a small river island
Jumadi or Guliga?
In this excerpt, the caller, a woman, (C4), who calls in, disagrees with what MK,
the expert, has been saying in the previous extract. She says that the main character in the
story is Guliga and not Jumadi:
1.NS: aah Jumadi aah     phone barondu oondu
          aah  Jumadi aah   phone  coming   is
         aah , Jumadi..aah, we have a phone call
2.NS: hello
3.C4: hello
 4.GS: aah?
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5.GS: namaskara
          greetings
6. C4:  aah Namaskare
            aah  greetings
7. GS: aah yer?
             aah who is it?
8. C4: yaan Udupidu    Gulabi
             I       Udupi.from  Gulabi
            I am Gulabi from Udupi
9.GS: aah panle
          aah tell (us)
        aah, tell (us)
10. NS: Gulabi akka
           Gulabi elder.sister
             elder sister Gulabi
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11. C4: aah
12.NS: Doddana  guddeda  kathe  MK panondh ither
            Dodda.of  forest.of  story   MK saying    was
            MK was telling the story of the Dodda forest
13.C4: aah
 14. athu Doddana guddeda yank       gothiji
     no    Dodda.of  forest.of  to.me   knowledge.is.not.there
    no, I don’t know the Dodda forest story
15. anda aar pandere Jumadige Gulige per   korini pandindh
     but    he  said       Jumadi.to Guliga milk gave   he.said.that
 but he (referring to MK) said that Jumadi gave milk to Guliga
16. NS: per ath     bonda
             milk not   tender.coconut
             not milk, tender coconut
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17.C4: andh bondaa
            yes   tender.coconut
            yes, tender coconut
18.NS: aah
19.C4: anda yechina kadetu   uppuni Jumadi  bokka
             but  most      stories.in exist     Jumadi then
            but in most stories, Jumadi, then
20. inde Kori Babbu Gulige
     this  Kori Babbu Gulige
     Kori Babbu and Guliga
21.NS: aah
22.GS: aah
23.C4: wotigu banaga                          Gulige
            together when.they.were.coming Guliga
            when they were coming together Guliga
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24. bajolodu      aayegu  yelu samudrada neer  parondula
                      thirsty.with  him.to    seven seas.of    water even.if.he.drank
he was so thirsty, that even if he drank the waters of seven seas
25. aayegu bajol tadeji                   ge
     him.to  thirst did.not.get.over  it.is.said
     it is said that his thirst was not quenched
26.                  aah portugu Gulige  ge
                        that time.in  Guliga  it.is.said
       at that time, Guliga, it is said
27. dada malpwe  umbe     soojidu       wote maltude
what  did        he          needle.with  hole making
      what does he (Babbuswami) do? He made a hole with a needle
28. Babbu bonda                 korpe   ge
                        Babbu tender coconut  gave      it.is.said
and Babbu gave the tender coconut (to Guliga), it is said
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29. NS: aah aah
30. C4: aah bondude                     aayena   badao bajol telidini
                        that tender.coconut.with   his         hunger thirst quenched
       his thirst was quenched with that tender coconut
31. panpina   matha       ithe mulpa matha     kelao   mastu    kadetu
     they.say everyone  now here   everyone many  a.lot.of   places.in
      they say, now here, everyone, here, everyone, in a lot of places
32. ondu      mulpa
                        is.there  here
                        the (story) is there
33. NS/GS: andh andh
      yes, yes
34. C4:            Juma.. Babbuna     kola   yelanji                      la       nette oondu
       Juma... Babbu.of   ritual  day.after.tomorrow  also   here  is
       Juma..Babbu ritual is going to be held even day after tomorrow
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 35.                   yenkul yepala tupa
       we       always watch
       we always watch (the rituals)
 36. anda paddano.tu     ancha       panpe aaye
      but    ritual.song.in like.that   says   he
      but in the ritual, that is what he says
In the above excerpt, the woman caller, C4 , says that the person to whom
Babbuswami gave the tender coconut was not Jumadi, but Guliga. She points out that in
most of the stories she has heard, the characters in the story are Guliga and Babbuswami
(also known as Kori Babbu):
19.C4: anda yechina kadetu   uppuni Jumadi  bokka
             but  most      stories.in exist     Jumadi then
            but in most stories, Jumadi, then
20. inde Kori Babbu Gulige
     this  Kori Babbu Gulige
     Kori Babbu and Guliga
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She says that it was not Jumadi, but Guliga to whom Babbuswami offers the
tender coconut. She disagrees with the expert MK and points out that it is Guliga and not
Jumadi who drinks the tender coconut in the actual rituals, which she claims to see very
often (line 35):
35.                   yenkul yepala tupa
       we       always watch
       we always watch (the rituals)
36. anda paddano.tu     ancha       panpe aaye
      but    ritual.song.in like.that   says   he
      but in the ritual, that is what he says
The caller here seems to want to communicate that the knowledge that she has
either by watching the rituals or by sharing stories with other people in the community, is
far more valuable and has more authenticity than that of a so-called expert who has
written a book:
31. panpina   matha       ithe mulpa matha     kelao   mastu    kadetu
       they.say everyone  now here   everyone many  a.lot.of   places.in
       they say, now here, everyone, here, everyone, in a lot of places
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32. ondu      mulpa
                         is.there  here
                         the (story) is there
 In other words, the caller seems to claim her knowledge as being more rooted in
the socio-cultural traditions of the region. As Bauman writes, here the narrator
contextualizes the narrative itself, weaving a complex web of verbal anchorings for her
discourse that link it to a range of other situations and other discourses, endowing it with
traditional authority in the process (Bauman 1992: 131).
The TV show thus gives an opportunity to persons, like the women from the
community, for example, whose cultural knowledge has hitherto not been acknowledged
or appreciated, to put forward their views. The TV show also provides an opportunity to
address the question of who is the most authentic bearer of cultural knowledge. Is it the
expert who has written a book on the subject or is it the person who has been surrounded
her entire life by the stories the expert writes about? Prevailing attitudes in the
community, related to who is the most authentic bearer of cultural knowledge, can be
seen in the following interaction from the same episode where the moderators ask the
woman C4 what she does for a living. The moderators do not seem ready to acknowledge
that C4 could have gleaned all her knowledge from just watching the rituals:
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1. NS: yank eer..          daada maltondu ullar
       I         you(hon)    what  do           you(hon).do
            I, you.. what do you do?
2. C4: aah woh?
       aah, what?
3. NS: eeth          vishay    eeregu     encha  gothundu ?
       so.much   subject   you(hon) how   do.you.know
             how do you know so much about the subject?
4. C4: yankul yepala   aitha      kola    tupa    ye
       we      always   of.that   ritual  watch  (discourse marker - hon)
       we always watch the rituals
5. GS: aah
6. NS: athu kola           mastu   janna     tupere
       but  the.rituals   many   people   see
                        but many people watch the rituals
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7. Daughter of C4 (to whom C4 has handed the phone): hello
8. NS:        anda  eeth   porludu      aah   netta     mahiti         sampalipodu  oondhu anda
             then  so      beautifully    aah  of.this   knowledge   gathered        is           then
      but, you have gathered this knowledge so beautifully
9.       eer            onthe  adyaana   malthedaar                  netha
                  you(hon)    some  study       you(hon).have.done    of.this
                  so you must have done some study of it
10. Daughter of C4: hello
11. NS:     hello
12. D of C4: ijji yaan  aarna        magalu     patherune
                         no  I       her(hon)   daughter   speaks
                       no, I am her daughter speaking
13. NS: aah
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14. D of C4:     aregu        pura  oondheta bagge    mastu oondhu oondh
                         she (hon)  all    of.this     subject    a.lot    is          this
    she knows a lot about this subject
15.     education daala ijji
     education nothing is.there
                            she doesn’t have any education
16. NS and GS:  aah
17. D of C4:      aandala  mastu  anubhav     oondhu
                    but        a.lot     experience  is.there
                             but she has a lot of experience and
 18.                      puratela bagge       aregu      gyaana        oondhu
                            of.all      subjects   she(hon)  knowledge   has
    she has knowledge of all subjects
19. NS:   wora arenu  lethondu pattangada kattedu               lethondu balle
           once her.to  bring      Pattanga.of meeting.place.in bringing come(hon)
               bring her once to the meeting place of Pattanga
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20. GS: lethondu balle
         bringing  come
              bring her
21. D of C4 : aawe aawe (laughs)
                      okay, okay (laughs)
22. GS: iregu                solmelu
        to.you (hon)     thanks
thanks
23. inchi   ithina       Pattanga eer    nana la       eeth         padodu
             here    today’s     Pattanga you  even.more   so.much  should.put
just like today’s Pattanga, you should contribute again
24. NS: Sasuralda     tammona.da    wonas nikulege kaathondu oondu
         Sasural.of   felicitation.of    meal   you.all    waiting     is
the felicitation meal is waiting for you all at the Sasural restaurant
25. D of C4: aah
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In the above excerpt, NS, the moderator, does not seem ready to acknowledge that
C4 could know so much about the topic without going through a formal education. He
does not believe C4 when she says that she obtained her knowledge by watching the
rituals (line 6), even though, C4 tells him that she knows the stories because she always
watches the ritual performances of the stories (line 4):
3. NS: eeth          vishay    eeregu     encha  gothundu ?
       so.much   subject   you(hon) how   do.you.know
             how do you know so much about the subject?
4. C4: yankul yepala   aitha      kola    tupa    ye
       we      always   of.that   ritual  watch  (discourse marker - hon)
       we always watch the rituals
5. GS: aah
6. NS: athu kola           mastu   janna     tupere
       but  the.rituals   many   people   see
                        but many people watch the rituals
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 NS still does not believe C4. He indicates that people who watch the rituals do
not, necessarily, have the knowledge that C4 possesses, and says that C4 must have
formally studied the stories to be able to talk so knowledgeably about them (lines 8 and
9):
8. NS:        anda  eeth   porludu      aah   netta     mahiti         sampalipodu  oondhu anda
             then  so      beautifully    aah  of.this   knowledge   gathered        is           then
      but, you have gathered this knowledge so beautifully
9.        eer            onthe  adyaana   malthedaar                  netha
                   you(hon)    some  study       you(hon).have.done    of.this
                  so you must have done some study of it
 C4, when asked a direct question about what she does, seems to realize that she
has been displaying knowledge that may not be valued because it has been acquired in
non-formal settings and hands the phone over to her daughter who, unlike her, possibly,
has had the benefit of receiving a formal education. C4’s daughter also seems to sign into
the prevailing ideology when she says that her mother does not have any education, but
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has knowledge of all subjects, despite that fact, because of her experiences (lines 14, 15,
17, 18):
14. D of C4: aregu        pura  oondheta bagge    mastu oondhu oondh
                     she (hon)  all    of.this     subject    a.lot    is          this
she knows a lot of this subject
15. education daala ijji
 education nothing is.there
she doesn’t have any education
16. NS and GS:   aah
17. D of C4: aandala  mastu  anubhav     oondhu
               but        a.lot     experience  is.there
but she has a lot of experience and
 18.                   puratela bagge       aregu      gyaana        oondhu
                         of.all      subjects   she(hon)  knowledge   has
 she has knowledge of all subjects
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The television show, thus, seems to be paving the way for changing attitudes
towards how certain types of knowledge are valued or devalued. The people who call in
to the show do not, generally speaking, have formal knowledge of the topics they are
discussing. The show provides a platform where these kinds of traditional knowledge can
be given an outlet and could, potentially, change the way different kinds of knowledge
are valorized in the community. Because the caste one is from has traditionally being
linked to the amount of education one could or might have received (the Brahmins are the
most educated, for example), the show is also challenging the traditional views of who
can or who cannot possess knowledge.
The TV show is also, potentially, changing the way the language is being
perceived by its users. This conscious attempt to change the way Tulu is perceived can be
seen in the way in which the caller who has been narrating a story is praised for her Tulu
in the following interaction:
Valorizing Tulu
NS and GS are the two moderators of the show; C4 refers to the fourth caller, a woman,
on the show.
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‘Beautiful’ Tulu
1. NS: aah Gulabiakka
aah Gulabi.elder.sister
            uh   Gulabi (name of caller)  elder sister
2. C4: aah
3. NS: baari porludu                    Tanimanigena  kathenu  pandaru
           very  beautiful.manner.in  Tanimanige.of  story.to you.said
        you narrated the story of Tanimanige very beautifully
4. C4: aah
5. NS: Sasuralda   tamane        wonasu  malpyere  eeru
           Sasural.of  felicitation  meal       to.do        you
         to the felicitation meal at the Sasural restaurant
6. eerna illadakul            pura   barodu
yours  home.members all      should.come
you should come with your family members
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7. C4: aawe (laughs)
           okay (laughs)
8. NS: aah?
9. NS: baari porluda   Tulu
           very  beautiful.of    Tulu
            your Tulu is very beautiful
10. C4: (laughs)
11. NS: bokka  aa   onji  kathe  aa    pilli  kerna
             then     that one  story  that  tiger killing
            especially that story (you narrated) of the tiger being killed
12. GS: baari porludu                     pandere
             very  beautiful.manner.in   she(hon).said
             she said it very beautifully
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13. yelu    eel          yelu  pagelu        pandala        awe  mugiyandu
     seven  houses    seven mornings  even.if.told that  will.not.get.over
even if we tell the tale at seven houses for seven  mornings, it will not
get over
14. anchadu     anchadu    eerene      ardhodu         untaya
that.is.why that.is.why you(hon) in.the.middle we.stopped
that is why, that is why, we have stopped you in the middle of your story
15. yankulna  porthu   karidindh
our           time      is.over
our time is over
In line 9, NS, the moderator tells the caller that her “Tulu is beautiful.”  GS, the
other moderator, also comments on how the caller had told her tale very beautifully (line
12):
9. NS: baari porluda   Tulu
           very  beautiful.of    Tulu
            your Tulu is very beautiful
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10. C4: (laughs)
11. NS: bokka  aa   onji  kathe  aa    pilli  kerna
             then     that one  story  that  tiger killing
            especially that story (you narrated) of the tiger being killed
12. GS: baari porludu                     pandere
             very  beautiful.manner.in   she(hon).said
             she said it very beautifully
In actual fact, there is nothing remarkably beautiful about the way in which the
caller has used language in her narrative, so for NS and GS to remark that her Tulu is
beautiful, indicates a conscious attempt to promote the idea of Tulu as being a language
that is capable of being beautiful. The caller C4, in her narrative, has used language that
she would use in normal day-to-day conversations with other Tulu speakers.  There
seems to be thus, on the show, through the use of narratives and by commenting on the
narratives produced on the show, a conscious effort to stress on the beauty of the
language and also what seems to be a move to change the way Tulu is viewed by its
speakers.
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Golato (2005) writes that complimenting and responding to compliments are
social acts and that there is an interconnectedness between (a) the linguistic form an
utterance takes, (b) the sequential context in which it is placed, and (c) the action it is
performing (2005: 203). A compliment, she writes, is a form of assessment, and the
preferred response is an agreement with the assessment. However, engaging in self-praise
is a dispreferred activity, so compliment recipients have been usually reported as
responding to compliments with turns that have some agreeing and some disagreeing
features (Pomerantz 1978). In her German data, however, Golato (2005) found that
Germans regularly accept compliments. Giving and receiving compliments are thus
culture-specific activities and depend on the context in which the compliment is given. In
the above Tulu conversation, C4 responds to NS telling her that she has narrated her story
very beautifully by not disagreeing with the compliment, but by making a minimal
response (line 4):
3. NS: baari porludu                    Tanimanigena  kathenu  pandaru
           very  beautiful.manner.in  Tanimanige.of  story.to you.said
        you narrated the story of Tanimanige very beautifully
4. C4: aah
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Later, C4 responds to the moderators telling her that her Tulu is beautiful by
laughing (lines 9, 10):
9. NS: baari porluda   Tulu
           very  beautiful.of    Tulu
            your Tulu is very beautiful
10. C4: (laughs)
C4, thus, does not disagree with the moderators’ compliments, but does downplay
them by not specifically responding to them. The moderators, on the other hand, perform
specific actions by extending the compliments. Their compliments to C4 have the effect
of making the Tulu-speaking audience, who is watching this interaction on their
television sets, potentially, think about Tulu as being a language that is capable of being
beautiful and that is capable of expressing beautiful thoughts. The moderators’
compliments to C4 whose knowledge, like that of many of the Tulu speakers watching
the show, has been obtained from witnessing the rituals and not formally obtained, has
the effect of encouraging more people to call in to the show and share their thoughts and
views. Compliments here, thus, serve two purposes: (a). changing attitudes towards the
language and (b) encouraging more viewers to call in to the show.
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The manner in which compliments are used on the show to encourage and
motivate people to participate and call in to the show can also be seen in the following
extract from the show. The following is the extract from the narrative about the killing of
the tigers that GS and NS have been commenting on as having being beautifully told by
C4:
The Tiger Killing
1. C4: podu magaleda     panpe
           goes daughter.to  he.tells
he goes and tells his daughter
2. magga incha incha           panpere    arasulu
                        child   like.this like.this    they.say   the.kings
child, this is what the kings are saying
3. yaan dada malpoli pandindh
I       what can.do  he.says
 what can I do, he says
4. NS/GS: aah
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5. C4: aikh aar         panpere aaye              panpe aal                  panpal
so     he(hon) says       he(non-hon) says    she(non-hon) says
so, he says, he says, she says
6.                     amma nik    pingarada                   paaledu putdina magal     yaan ulle
  father  you   betel-nut.blossom.of  bark.in  born     daughter  I       am
father, I am your daughter who was born in the betel- nut flower bark
7.                    yaan nina yel janna         aanulna shaktinu   yaan padonde
                         I     your seven persons boys.of strength.of  I      have.put.on
 I have the strength of your seven sons
8. ee dala          podiochi yaan kerpa     indh panpal
                         you nothing  fear          I      will kill  so she says
                         fear nothing, I will kill (the tigers), she says
9. NS/GS: aah
10. C4: yaan kerpe pandindh molu  ulaide pandidu kadapwol
I      will kill saying   she     inside  tells      sends
she sends word that she will kill (the tigers)
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11. NS/GS: aah
12. C4: aah pillin kerve indh           anda  akulene  dada korwar
aah  tiger kill.if so.she.said then   them.to  what will.you.give
aah, if I kill the tigers, what will you give (me), (she asks the king)
13.  NS/GS: aah
14. C4: aanaine      kerwe anda yanna rajasthanodu ardha paal korpe
boy.exists  kills   if       my     kingdom.of  half   share  I.will.give
if a boy kills ( the tigers), I will give him half the share of my kingdom
15. NS/GS: aah
16. C4: ponnadithinal keriyol keriyal indh     aana
girl.exists       kills    kills      he.says if
if a girl kills (the tigers)
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17. alene   yanna pattada    rani     malthondwe
her.to    my     throne  queen   will.make
I will make her the queen of my kingdom
18. NS/GS: aah
19. C4: aikh mere incha      dangrasarwer athe
so    he     like.this   beats.a.drum right
so,  he publicizes the event (literally beats a drum)  like this right?
20. NS/GS: aah
21. C4: aath anaga                 mol ratredu ammagu nuppu padwolu
that  after.happening she  night.in father.to  rice    puts
after that, in the night, she gives her father rice to eat
22. NS/GS: aah
23. C4: wonas malpadu bala..jepdawodu panpal     ayeda
dinner  done  come...should.sleep she.says to.him
after dinner, you should sleep, she says to him
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24.  NS/GS: aah
25. C4: ee yaan barande    yaan banaga        kanchida kori           kelepundu
you I     until.come I      when.come  morning.of chicken  will.crow
until I come back, when I come back, the morning rooster will crow
26. NS/GS: aah
27. C4: tekidina         nandabathi.. pothidina nandala tekundu
extinguished  lamp      ....    lit           lamp       will.go.off
the extinguished lamp..  the lit lamp will turn off
28. aadha muta illada      baakil gepyere balli
that    until  home.of  door  open     should.not
until that time, you should not open the door of the home
29. pidai baryere balli             pandedu mol seeda              popol
outside come should.not    telling    she  straightaway goes
telling him that he should not come outside, she goes straightaway
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30.  NS/GS: aah
31. C4: podu  aa    jodu   pillikelune  mol  kerpalu
going that  twin   tigers.to      she  kills
she goes and kills the twin tigers
32. NS/GS: aah
As can be seen in the above narrative, the acts of the daughter before she leaves to
kill the tigers are told in great detail. However, the actual act of killing the tigers is not
described at great length. The moderators, however, stress on how the story about the
tigers being killed is told very beautifully and praise the caller for how she narrated the
incident. There seems to be thus, on the show, a conscious effort, through the extending
of compliments, to stress on the beauty of the language and also what seems to be a move
to change the way Tulu is viewed by its speakers.
That narratives are recognized as a powerful linguistic means of rallying people of
the community together can be seen in the following extract, where the moderators try to
elicit narratives from audience members:
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Eliciting Narratives from the ‘people of Tulunadu’
C1 refers to the caller, NS and GS refer to the two moderators of the show:
1. GS: Dikshaka bandule Pattangada   katte
           viewer     friends   Pattanga.of  meeting.place
          viewer friends,  Pattanga meeting place
2. oondu nikula pattangada katte               yankul..
 this is  your   Pattanga.of meeting.place we
this is your Pattanga meeting place, we..
3. NS: ithe Kori Babbu  panaga dikshekeregu
            this Kori Babbu   I.mean    viewers.to
            this Kori Babbu, I mean
4. Kori Babbuna vishaydu
   Kori  Babbu.of subject.of
   viewers on the subject of Kori Babbu
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 5. enchina pattanga     padoli
     what      discussion  can.they.put
     what Pattanga (discussion) can they have?
6. GS: aah
7. NS: wah namunedu wole  bareoli     panpina anchina onji vicharopu
           which  way.in  letter   can.write saying   like.that one thought
           what kind of letters can they write (to us)?
8. GS: aah
9. NS: Kori Babbugu   samanda panpina   oorulu woh?
           Kori  Babbu.of  relation   having     places  which
           what are the places that have significance for the story of Kori Babbu?
10. GS: hmm
11. NS: aitha     onji patti   malthidu kadapoli
           of.that  one  letter  making   can.send
           on  that subject, you can send a letter
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12.     Kori da Babbu panpin    anchina pudar encha
          Kori of Babbu  saying  that       name  how
          why is Kori Babbu called Kori Babbu?
13. GS: pudar daaye bathindu
             name  why  came
           how did the name come about?
14. NS: Kotteda..
             manor.house.of
             of the manor house
15. GS: Kori Babbuna karmikada phalla dada
             Kori  Babbu.of exploits.of  results  what
              what were the results of Kori Babbu’s exploits?
16. NS: aah
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17. GS: Kori Dabbune ee namma Tulunadudu wah rithidu   nambwere
              Kori Dabbu.of this our     Tulunadu.in what way.in  believe
in what way do people in Tulunadu have faith in Kori Dabbu
              
18.         wah rithidu   awene  mechondu baidere
              what way.in   of.that show     come
              in what way do they demonstrate (that belief)?
 19.      panpinene aah wole  baredu            kadaple
           saying       that letter  after.writing   send
           that way, write and send us letters
 20.   elenjida  pattangada kattedu                   kodi karedu      oonthle
          next.of   Pattanga.of meeting.place.in    tip     legs.in      stand
for  the next Pattanga episode, wait impatiently (literally, stand on your
toes)
  21. nikula       yankula   pattanga padga
         you.and     us.and    Pattanga  lets.put
        you and us will have a discussion (Pattanga)
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   22.  initha      pattangada kattedu                     yankul aagathond
          today.of  Pattanga.of  meeting.place.from we     take.your.leave
          from today’s Pattanga meeting place, we take your leave
   23. NS: solmelu
             thank you
In the above extract, audience members are exhorted to send stories relating to the
spirit deity Kori Babbu. The moderators give audience members ideas as to what kinds of
stories they can send and discuss on the show. There is thus a conscious attempt to get
audience members to contribute their stories and tell their narratives on the show. In other
words, there seems to be the recognition that shared narratives are an important means to
galvanize people to call in, write in, and watch the show. There is awareness that
narratives that are widely known in the region can be a powerful way of drawing people
into watching the show and inviting their participation.
Conclusions
This chapter demonstrated how narratives can be used to build the cultural
identity of a disparate group of people by using folklore and stories that have been passed
down orally from generation to generation. As we have seen, in the various interactions
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in this chapter, narratives are used by narrators and listeners in various ways. They can be
used to connect the present with a meaningful and symbolic past, they can be used to
build narrative credibility, they can be used to galvanize people around a common story,
and they can be used to highlight community achievements.  Narratives can create new
social roles and can also change the way in which certain knowledge and experiences are
acknowledged and valued. Narratives can also be used to change the way a language is
viewed by its speakers and non-speakers.
The chapter thus demonstrated that narratives can not only be used to index a
traditional past and use this tradition to bring together a group of people who are,
currently, only loosely united by the fact of living in a certain place, but can also be used
to authenticate, valorize, and glorify the present and be used as a useful interactional
resource in the creation and building of group identity.
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Chapter 5: Language and the construction of a Tulu social and cultural world
Introduction
Language is not just a way of expressing thought. It is also a cultural practice. The
use of certain linguistic elements can be indexical of attitudes, stances, and statuses.
Speakers in conversations, exploit these linguistic resources to achieve their
communicative needs. In this chapter, based on the view that the culture of a group of
people and the social interactions between group members mutually constitute each other,
I look at how social roles, statuses, attitudes, stances, identity and meaning choices are
created and negotiated through language. These social, cultural, non-linguistic elements
are often visible in moment-to-moment linguistic constructions such as, for example,
through lexical choices, in the use of certain forms of address, and affective and
epistemic stances16. In other words, I look at how participants on the call-in show
Pattanga “employ language to build the social and cultural worlds they inhabit” (Duranti
and Goodwin 1992: 2).
                                                 
16 By affective stance, I refer to a mood or disposition towards the focus of a conversation or narrative (Ochs &
Schieffelin 1984). By epistemic stance, I refer to the degree of certainty or knowledge expressed by a speaker (Chafe
and Nichols 1986).
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I begin by looking at the specific elements of features of the Tulu language that
play a role in the construction of a Tulu social and cultural world. I then go on to looking
at how these elements are used by speakers to de-construct and to de-center local
ideologies of gender, caste, and social class. As Ochs writes (1993:297), far from
arbitrary, these linguistic structures are linked to social identities rationally, because of
systematic cultural expectations linking certain acts and stances encoded by these
linguistic structures to certain identities.
Indexicality of linguistic forms
Duranti and Goodwin (1992: 44) refer to indexicality as being central to the
organization of language. According to them, indexicality is precisely what constitutes
language as an essentially context-bound, interactively organized phenomenon.
According to Ochs (1996: 411), a linguistic index is usually a structure that is used
variably from one situation to another and becomes conventionally associated with
particular situational dimensions such that when that structure is used, the form invokes
those situational dimensions. One of the ways in which indexicality can be shown as
being used in practice is through the use of deictic markers.
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Tulu Deictic Markers
Table 8: Tulu deictic markers (Common dialect)
[mul¨]– here [\w\lu] – there
[i], [u¯∂¨] – this [a], [aw¨] – that
[a:†¨]– so much, that much [I:†¨] – this much
[\l†a] – of that place [\l†\∂¨] – thence
[ape] – yonder [ipe] – this side
[bokka] – then
[i†´] – now [\paga] – then, at that
time
[inça] – like this, thus [\nça] – like that
[i¯i] – today [kod´] – yesterday
[muranˆ] – day before
yesterday
[y´Æ´] - tomorrow
[a met¨] – on that side [i met¨] – on this side
[\¯çˆ] – that side, beyond [i¯çˆ]  – this side
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Deictic markers in Tulu are used, not only to indicate location or temporality, but
are also used as creative resources in conversations. For example, in the following
interaction, in which the participants are discussing the spirit deity Babbuswami, one of
the moderators (NS) make a reference to a place associated with Babbuswami and asks
the guest on the show (MK), an expert on the stories associated with Babbuswami, a
question about the place:
1. NS:  bokka onji kudrugu         onji Babbu pudar oondu athe?
 then   one  river.island.to one Babbu name  is        right
there is a river island that is named after Babbu
2. awe encha bathini?
that  how  came
how did that ( name) come about?
3. MK: Babbu pudar panda aaye  gaala           padondu ithina    jaage
Babbu name  means he     fishing.line putting   existing place
Babbu name means, it was the place with which he was the most familiar
(literally, where he used to fish)
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4. NS aah..wolu   awe  jaage   sadarna?
aah..where that  place   approximately
aah..approximately, where is that place?
5. MK: Babbruna...
Babbu.of
Babbu’s
6. NS: aa    metu         badakayedu Udupi  jilletu
that  direction  north.in        Udupi  district.in
on that side, in the north, in the Udupi district
7. MK: Udupi Udupi jille       ne
Udupi Udupi district  only
it is in the Udupi district only
In the above excerpt, NS and MK are talking about a place where one of the
stories associated with Babbuswami is supposed to have taken place. NS, in line 4, asks
MK where exactly that place is located:
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4. NS aah..wolu   awe  jaage   sadarna?
aah..where that  place   approximately
aah..approximately, where is that place?
5. MK: Babbruna...
Babbu.of
Babbu’s...
6. NS: aa    metu         badakayedu Udupi  jilletu
that  direction   north.in          Udupi  district.in
on that side, in the north, in the Udupi district
However, before MK can answer NS’ question, NS says, in line 6, that the place
is in that direction (away from his location) towards the north, where the Udupi district is
located. By saying, “aa metu badakaye du” (in that direction, in the north), NS clearly
indicates that he is not from that district. MK, on the other hand, in line 7, indicates that
the district is not far away, by using the limiting marker ‘ne’ (only):
7. MK: Udupi Udupi jille       ne
Udupi Udupi district  only
it is in the Udupi district only
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MK, by using the marker ‘ne’ (only) communicates that he is probably from that
area, or lives close to that area, or visits the area frequently, as against NS, who has
clearly communicated, by his use of deictic markers ‘aa metu badakaye du’ (in that
direction, in the north) that he is not from the Udupi district.  Hanks (1992: 54) refers to
the differences between the positions of NS and MK as a case of an Indexical difference:
NS  and MK  stand in different actual relations to the place at the moment of the
exchange, and they therefore code it differently. According to Hanks, these rudimentary
details of usage make up what might be called an implicit playing field for interaction – a
set of positions in deictic space, along with expectations about how actors occupy these
positions over the course of talk. In their deictic systems, writes Hanks, languages thus
provide irreplaceable resources for this process.
The location of the exchange plays an important role in the use of these deictic
markers. The Tulu-speaking region can be divided into two parts depending on one’s
proximity to two of the region’s largest urban areas – the port city of Mangalore in the
south and the pilgrim town of Udupi in the north. One’s location in the region is, often,
measured in terms of one’s distance from these two urban areas. The participants in the
above interaction (NS and MK) are talking at the studios of the television channel
Namma TV that are located close to Mangalore city and are far away from the Udupi
region that is referenced in the interaction. NS is, therefore, justified in using the deictic
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markers “in that direction, in the north” because the region he is talking about is far away
from the location where the conversation is taking place and far away from the region he
is from (he is from Kadri, which is close to Mangalore city). For MK, however, the
geographical distance of the Udupi district from his location when he was having the
conversation at the studios of Namma TV, is not an emotionally salient distance because
he is either from the Udupi district or lives close to it. His attitude towards the district is
thus encoded in the marker he uses to refer to it. The background knowledge of these
markers that NS and MK and the viewers of the TV show share are part of the indexical
qualities of the deictic markers.  As Bourdieu (1984: 133) writes, a certain linguistic
expression can perform an action only to the extent to which there is a system of
dispositions already shared in the community.
Similarly, in the following conversation, the moderator NS uses a different set of
deictic markers to indicate the place he is from:
GS and NS are the two moderators of the show; C3 is the third caller to this episode of
the show:
1. GS: hello
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2. C3: aah Sudesh   pandhindh                      Kavoorudu
aah  Sudesh  that.is.how.I.am.called   Kavoor.from
aah, this is Sudesh from Kavoor
3. GS: aah namaskara
aah greetings
4. NS: Sudeshere      gatti     patherle
Sudesh (hon)  strong  speak (hon)
Sudesh, speak loudly
5. C3: (louder) aah namaskara oondhu Babbuna vishay athe patheruni
aah greetings     this       Babbu.of  topic   right speaking
aah, greetings, we are speaking on the topic of Babbu right?
6. GS/NS: andhu andhu
yes, yes
7. C3: oondhu Babbuswami nalpada kola  dalpa
this        Babbuswami near.of ritual  close.to
near the Babbuswami ritual
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8. Rahulegela   Guligegla          kola   nadapunde athe?
Rahu.to.and  Guliga.to.and  ritual takes place right
the Rahu and Guliga ritual also takes place right?
9. NS/GS: aah
10. C3: aa   Rahulegela    Guligegla      Babbuswami  devogla
aah  Rahu.to.and Guliga.to.and Babbuswami  god.to.and
Rahu and Guliga and god Babbuswami
11. dala    samandha      oondu daala         terpawoli aa?
any    relationship    is         anything   show can
can (you) tell me if there is any relationship between them?
12. NS: aah oondhu onji udaarnegu
aah this        one example.for
aah, let me give you an example
13. C3: aah
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14. NS: ithe  Kadridu Mallikatte
now Kadri.in  Mallikatte
now, in Kadri, in (a place called) Mallikatte
15. C3: andh andh
yes, yes
16. NS: Mallikattedu Kori Babbu   saana oondu
Mallikatte.in  Kori Babbu  shrine  is
in Mallikatte, there is a Kori Babbu (Babbuswami) shrine
17. C3: aah
18. NS: ithe   ee    kode         rathre  Kori Dabbu kola ithindu
now  this  yesterday  night  Kori Dabbu ritual was.there
now, just last night, the Kori Dabbu ritual took place
19. C3: andhu
yes
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In the above interaction, NS through his use of the deictic marker ‘ithe’ (now), in
lines 14 and 18, communicates that he is from the place he is talking about. The marker
also demonstrates his familiarity with the place and also that he, probably, participated or
knows of people who participated in the ritual he is talking about.
14. NS:→  ithe  Kadridu Mallikatte
now  Kadri.in  Mallikatte
now, in Kadri, in (a place called) Mallikatte
15. C3: andh andh
yes, yes
16. NS: Mallikattedu Kori Babbu saana oondu
Mallikatte.in  Kori Babbu  shrine  is
in Mallikatte there is a Kori Babbu shrine
17. C3: aah
18. NS: → ithe   ee    kode         rathre  Kori Dabbu kola ithindu
now  this  yesterday  night  Kori Dabbu ritual was.there
now, just last night, the Kori Dabbu ritual took place
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Thus deictic markers can indicate not only one’s geographical or temporal
proximity to a given place or time, but can also indicate one’s affective and epistemic
stance towards the place or event that took place. This changing field of deictic reference
is demonstrated by NS’ use of two different deictic markers in the above two interactions.
In the first conversation, he indicates his geographic and emotional distance from the
place he is talking about. In the second conversation, he indicates, by his use of deictic
makers, his emotional proximity to and knowledge of the place he is referencing. The
indexical framework of a conversation is, thus, constantly changing and this dynamism is
reflected in the distribution of deictic markers. As Hanks writes (1992: 53):
A basic property of the indexical context of interaction is that it is dynamic. As
interactants move through space, shift topics, exchange information, coordinate
their respective orientations, and establish common grounds as well as non-
commonalities, the indexical framework of reference changes.
Deictic markers are thus context-bound elements whose understanding depends
crucially on the interactional context in which they are used and whose meaning depends
on their use in a particular community. “The interpretation of deictics depends a great
deal on language and the constitution of social life” (Keating 1998: 10).
Honorifics are another set of linguistic elements that are dependent on the context
of their use and their use conveys more information than is merely encoded in their
linguistic reference.
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Tulu honorifics
Tulu honorifics are marked both on the subject and the verb. For example:
i. aal                    Udupige   poyal
she (non-hon)  to.Udupi  went (non-hon)
she (non hon) went to Udupi
ii. aar                Udupige    poyer   
she( hon)      to.Udupi   went (hon)
she (hon)went to Udupi
Honorifics in Tulu are used to refer to or address persons whose social status (in
terms of caste and social class) is higher than one’s own, whose age is greater than one’s
own, or to a person or persons whom one does not know very well.  They are also, often,
but not always, used while speaking to pre-adolescent children. According to Duranti
(1992), however, the use of honorifics cannot only be predicted on the basis of the
referent or addressee, but is also related to the kind of activity, kinds of social
relationships, and social personae who are involved in an interaction or who are referred
to in an interaction. The choice of honorifics is thus both context-defined and context-
defining. Duranti writes that it may be helpful to consider honorifics as indices of
particular roles and relationships among participants in the speech event that could be
activated at a given point in the interaction. He demonstrates, for example, how in
Samoan respect vocabulary, respectful words are used to create contextually relevant
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status relations, irrespective of whether the person is of high or low status, depending on
the needs of the interactional moment and for strategic purposes such as flattery.
Similarly, Irvine (1974) in her study of greetings among Wolof speakers in West Africa,
reports on how speakers use greetings to impose higher status on addressees for social
purposes such as eliciting financial support.
Honorifics, thus, also function as ‘contextualization cues’ that trigger a certain set
of expectations, attitudes, and inferential processes associated with the kind of referent or
activity they index (Gumperz 1992: 88).  For example, in the following interaction from
an episode of the show that discusses the story of a woman called Tanamaniga who is,
often, referred to as the sister of the spirit deity Babbuswami, a caller to the show, (C4),
tells the story of Tanamaniga meeting a minister from a place called Bailangadi who
covets her. NS and GS are the two moderators of the show. C4 starts her narrative by
recounting how Tanamaniga was born and by describing Tanamaniga’s idyllic childhood.
Tanamaniga and the minister from Bailangadi
1. C4: ancha..    aaye                 tankwe                       athe
like.that   he (non hon)   nurtures (non hon)   right
like that he (Tanamaniga’s father) (non hon)  looks after (the girl
child) right?
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 2. aaye               tankina   awe balle begga malle aapundu
he (non hon)  nurtured that  child soon  big     becomes
that child who he (non hon) nurtured, soon grows up
3. tarayda               balikedu        bullewol                 aal
coconut.tree.of  nurturing.of   flowers (non hon)  she (non hon)
she (non hon)  blooms (non hon)  nurtured by  the coconut trees
4. NS/GS: aah
5. C4: baari porluda      onji baale aapwalu
very beautiful.of one  child becomes (non hon)
she  (Tanamaniga) becomes (non hon) a very beautiful child
6. NS/GS: aah
7. C4: aath portudu ee mokul.. Bailangadida
that time.of  this  them..  Bailangadi.of
at that time,  in  Bailangadi
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8. NS/GS: aah
9. C4: Bailangadida mantri    uller               athe?
Bailangadi.of minister  is.there (hon) right
the minister of Bailangadi is there(hon)  right?
10. GS: andh andh
yes    yes
11. NS: aah
12. C4: aaye               molena mith Manigana mithu kannu dipe
he (non hon) her.of    on   Maniga.of  on     eyes   keeps(non hon)
he (non hon)   eyes (covets) (non hon) Maniga (Tanamaniga)
13. GS: aah
14. C4: kannu deena   porthugu
eyes  keeping  time.at
at the time when ( he) is eyeing her
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15. NS/GS: aah
16. C4: aal panpolu            eer            punchudu   ithina  sarpe
she says(non hon) you (hon)  ant.hill.in   living  snake
she says(non hon), you (hon) are a snake17 that lives in an ant hill
17.                    yaan kesar     neerdu     ithina ponnu
I       muddy   water.in   living girl
I am a girl who lives in muddy water
       18. NS/GS: aah
       19. C4: yanna mithu eer             incha        ee   rithidu
me      on      you (hon)  like.this    this manner.in
you (hon), in this manner
 20.                        tuyere balli          indh            aal           panpol          ge
            see     should.not in.this.way she(non hon) says(non hon) it.is.said
                       should not look at me, she(non hon)   says (non hon), it is said
                                                 
17 Snakes are worshipped in the Tulu-speaking region.
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21. NS/GS:     aah
22. C4:      panaga           badaodu    ithina sarpe  kesar    neer    la     parpundu
                             while.saying  hunger.in  being   snake muddy  water even drinks
                              if a snake is hungry, it will drink even muddy water (he says)
23. NS/GS: aah
24. C4: nina                    porlunu      toodh yaan marl aaye
your (non hon) beauty.of   seeing I      mad  became
seeing your(non hon) beauty, made me mad
25.               ini      ninan                       bodpuji
                    today  you.of (non hon)   will.not.let.go
today, I will not let you (non hon)   go
       26. pandh   aaye               haata      katwe
saying  he (non hon) stubborn ties
 he (non hon)  says stubbornly
27. NS/GS: aah
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28. C4: aikh molu                 yanna  kaitu      ondu tarkat..tarkathi
so    she (non hon)    my.of  hand.in  is       sic......sickle
in my hand, is a sickle, she(non hon) ( says)
29. NS/GS: aah
30. C4: ee     kathidu      yaan mooji gire   padwe
this  sickle.with  I       three  lines  will.put
with this sickle, I will make three lines
 31.                        ee      gire    dandtudu inchi      bathar               indh                  anda
these  lines  crossing  this.way you.come (hon)  saying.like.this   if
if you(hon) cross these lines and come this way
       32.                        eerna          gudugu                 eer           ponaga
your (hon) chicken.coop.to  you(hon) when.going
when you (hon) go to your house
(literally, chicken coop; used when one wants to derogatively refer
to a person’s house)
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        33. eeregu         kai     upandu        kaar upandu
you.to (hon)  hand  will.not.be   leg   will.not.be
you(hon) will not have a hand nor a leg
34. VS: aah
35. C4: onji kaithu        onji kaarudu  povadu aao
one hand.with  one leg.with   go        have.to
(you) will have to go back with one hand and one leg
       36.                        pura janakul  telpwere    iregu
all    people   will.laugh  to.you.will (hon)
all the people will laugh at you( hon)
37. NS/GS: aah
38. C4: indh pandidh aal                  aayeda                shartha padwal
this saying    she(non hon) him.to(non hon) vow    puts(non hon)
saying this, she(non hon) makes(non hon) him (non hon)   a vow
39. NS/GS: aah
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40. C4: aikh ini       ninan         budiye yaan
so    today   you (non hon)  leave    I
so, today, I’ll let you(non hon) go (he says)
41. NS: aah
42. C4: nanna             uh..  ini       ath     yelle
from.now.on  uh... today  if.not  tomorrow
from now on, if not today, then tomorrow
       43.                        anda la  ninan                 yaan budpuji
even if  you (non hon)   I       will.not.let.go
I will not let you (non hon)   go
44. NS/GS: aah
45. C4:   ninan    uh..oondh malpande
you.to (non hon) uh..this   without.doing
I will not let you (non hon)
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 46.             haal  malpande        budpineiji  indh
spoil without.doing leave.not so.saying
 go without having you
47.  NS/GS: aah
48. C4: aiku yanan mey   motudu   indh         aanda
so    my     body  touching so.saying  if
if (you) were to touch my body (she says)
 49.                      ee   nina                 appena     banjidu       kodawara    putodu
          you your(non hon) mother.of stomach.in once.again should.be.born     
          you (non hon) would have to be born again in your mother’s
         stomach
50. GS:            aah
51. C4: kodawara putodu batha                      da     la
again       born     if.came (non hon)  then even
even if you were born (non hon) again
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52.                        yanna mey    mutyere   nik                awandhu           pandindh
my      body   to.touch   you(non hon)  will.not.be.able so.saying
you (non hon) will be not be able to touch my body
      53.                       aal shartha padhudu         barpal aayeda
she  vow     after.putting  comes to.him (non hon)
she makes him (non hon) a vow and comes back
54.  GS: aah
55. C4: bathidina udene daala     malpyere  aayeji
coming    this   nothing  to.do         could.not
there was nothing he (the minister) could do
      56.                         molene enchandala        kalleyodu      panpina
            her.to   in.whatever.way should.pluck saying
            in some way, I will have to have her
57. umbeyagu mantrigu
him.to (non hon) minister.to
 the minister (non hon)
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58. NS/GS:            aah
59. C4: hata                tojundu aayena                  mith
stubbornness showed him.of (non hon)   on
became obsessed with him (non hon)
60. NS/GS: aah
61. C4: aalna   mith
her.of  on
with her (non hon)
62. GS: panle
tell us
63. C4: hata         toji          kudle           aaye                dada malpwe
stubbornness showing   as.soon.as he (non hon)  what  does
as soon as he gets obsessed, what does he (non hon) do
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64.                          seeda     podu   arasugu duur        korpe
straight going  king.to  complain  gives (non hon)
(he) goes straight to complain (non hon) to the king
65. NS/GS: aah
In C4’s narrative, the honorifics she uses to refer to the minister, Tanamaniga, and the
honorifics that she uses while quoting the speech of the two characters in her narrative, exhibit
clear patterns. To refer to Tanamaniga, C4 consistently uses the non-honorific form throughout
her narrative:
16. C4: aal panpolu            eer            punchudu   ithina  sarpe
she says(non hon) you (hon)  ant.hill.in   living  snake
she says(non hon), you ( hon) are a snake that lives in an ant hill
17.                    yaan kesar     neerdu     ithina ponnu
I       muddy   water.in   living girl
I am a girl who lives in muddy water
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She conveys Tanamaniga’s initial respect for the minister, by saying that
Tanamaniga refers to him as ‘a snake that lives in an anthill’. Snakes are worshipped in
the Tulu-speaking region, and anthills are regarded as their sacred abodes. The social
class, and the caste status differential between Tanamaniga and the minister are also
clearly laid out when Tanamaniga refers to the minister as a snake (sarpe), but to herself
as a girl ‘who lives in the muddy water’ (yaan kesar neerdu ithina ponnu). C4 starts off
her narrative by referring to Tanamaniga as a child who grew up in idyllic surroundings
in a coconut grove, and as someone innocent to the ways of the world. Her use of the
non-honorific forms while referring to Tanamaniga and Tanamaniga’s father are
consistent with this point of view:
1. C4: ancha..    aaye                 tankwe                       athe
like.that   he (non hon)   nurtures (non hon)   right
like that he (Tanamaniga’s father) (non hon)  looks after (the girl
child) right?
 2. aaye               tankina   awe balle begga malle aapundu
he (non hon)  nurtured that  child soon  big     becomes
that child who he (non hon) nurtured, soon grows up
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3. tarayda               balikedu        bullewol                 aal
coconut.tree.of  nurturing.of   flowers (non hon)  she (non hon)
she (non hon)  blooms (non hon)  nurtured by  the coconut trees
4. NS/GS: aah
5. C4: baari porluda      onji baale aapwalu
very beautiful.of one  child becomes (non hon)
she  (Tanamaniga) becomes(non hon)   a very beautiful child
C4 starts off her narrative by referring to the minister using the honorific form of
the verb:
7. C4: aath portudu ee mokul.. Bailangadida
that time.of  this  them..  Bailangadi.of
at that time,  in  Bailangadi
8. NS/GS: aah
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9. C4: Bailangadida mantri    uller               athe?
Bailangadi.of minister  is.there (hon) right
the minister of Bailangadi is there (hon) right?
However, as her narrative progresses, and she develops the flawed character of the
minister, she no longer uses honorifics to refer to him:
12. C4: aaye               molena mith Manigana mithu kannu dipe
he (non hon) her.of    on   Maniga.of  on     eyes   keeps(non hon)
he (non hon)  eyes (covets) (non hon)  Maniga (Tanamaniga)
In her narrative, when C4 directly quotes Tanamaniga talking to the minister,
however, she puts the honorific forms to refer to the minister in Tanamaniga’s speech:
30. C4: ee     kathidu      yaan mooji gire   padwe
this  sickle.with  I       three  lines  will.put
with this sickle, I will make three lines
 31.                        ee      gire    dandtudu inchi      bathar               indh                  anda
these  lines  crossing  this.way you.come (hon)  saying.like.this   if
if you(hon) cross these lines and come this way
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       32.                        eerna          gudugu                 eer           ponaga
your (hon) chicken.coop.to  you(hon) when.going
when you (hon) go to your house
(literally, chicken coop; used when one wants to derogatively refer
to a person’s house)
        33. eeregu         kai     upandu        kaar upandu
you.to (hon)  hand  will.not.be   leg   will.not.be
you (hon) will not have a hand nor a leg
34. VS: aah
35. C4: onji kaithu        onji kaarudu  povadu aao
one hand.with  one leg.with   go        have.to
(you) will have to go back with one hand and one leg
36.                        pura janakul  telpwere    iregu
all    people   will.laugh  to.you.will (hon)
all the people will laugh at you (hon)
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Later, in her narrative, C4 changes the tone of Tanamaniga’s speech. Tanamaniga, who
has earlier referred to the minister as ‘a snake who lives in an anthill,’ now refers to the
minister’s house derogatively as a chicken coop (gudu) (in line 32 above). Tanamaniga, from
this point forward, does not use honorifics while talking to the minister:
48. C4: aiku yanan mey   motudu   indh         aanda
so    my     body  touching so.saying  if
if (you) were to touch my body (she says)
 49.                      ee   nina                 appena     banjidu       kodawara    putodu
          you your(non hon) mother.of stomach.in once.again should.be.born
          you (non hon) would have to be born again in your mother’s
          stomach
50. GS:            aah
51. C4: kodawara putodu batha                      da     la
again       born     if.came (non hon)  then even
even if you were born (non hon) again
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52.                         yanna mey    mutyere   nik                awandhu           pandindh
my      body   to.touch   you(non hon)  will.not.be.able so.saying
you (non hon) will be not be able to touch my body
As can be seen from the patterns of honorific usage in the above narrative, the use of
honorifics does not only depend on the referent. In the same narrative, among the same
participants, honorific uses changes according to speaker attitudes and the context of the
narrative. Honorific usage, in an interaction, can be dynamic and, very often, depends on the
context of the interaction. In the above narrative, honorific usage depends on the attitude of the
speaker towards the person she is talking to or the person she is talking about. In other words, the
speaker’s affective stance or disposition towards the focus of her narrative determines her use of
honorific. Thus honorifics are not merely ways in which speakers mark relative social status
through grammatical choices. They are conscious linguistic choices that speakers make during
the course of an interaction that can be indexical of speaker attitudes and stances. As Keating
(1998: 39) writes, the relationships conceptualized and expressed in language are not fixed and
enduring, but negotiated turn by turn between speakers in everyday conversations as well as in
other contexts. Honorifics can be used as a creative resource in conversations, not only to mark
social relationships, but also to communicate other kinds of meanings. Keating (1998), for
example, demonstrated how speakers in Pohnpei (Micronesia) can lower their own or other’s
status or raise another’s status by choosing specific honorific vocabulary. “Situational and
contextual factors, as well as topic and stance (e.g. confrontational and epistemic), can influence
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choice of honorific register, and participant identity or role is not always a reliable guide”
(Keating 1998: 5).
Thus in a highly focused community context (Le Page and Tabouret-Keller 1985) i.e. in a
community where language and norms of use have evolved over long-accumulated convention, a
linguistic system can be used to express complex constructs. In the case of Tulu honorifics, these
honorifics can be indexed to the community’s and/or the narrator’s moral values or epistemic
stances.
Another way in which speakers convey their epistemic stances is through the use of
‘contextualization cues’ (Gumperz 1992).
Contextualization cues
‘Contextualization cues’ (Gumperz 1992) are certain lexical and grammatical
strategies that speakers use in their utterances that point towards or evoke their socio-
cultural world. Contextualization cues are verbal and non-verbal features that allow
speakers and listeners to achieve intersubjective understanding of an interaction by
indexing certain shared cultural knowledge.  Contextualization is a dynamic process that
develops and changes as participants interact. Contextualization cues carry information,
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and meanings are conveyed as part of the interactive process. Speakers contextualize
what they are saying in order to signal implicit meaning. Contextualization cues,
according to Gumperz (1996:366), represent speakers’ ways of signaling and providing
information to interlocutors and audiences about how language is being used at any one
point in the ongoing stream of talk.
I look at some specific attributes of the Tulu language that make it possible for
speakers to use its expressive potential for their cultural expressions like songs, poetry,
and myths.  For example, the -ge  discourse marker in Tulu is used for two
communicative purposes. It can be used to indicate reported speech or to indicate the
speaker’s emotional distance from the subject of the conversation. To illustrate this
duality I will give the example of the conversation I had with a woman who lives with
her family in a large household with her brother and his family. However, recent
arguments over property had estranged family members. Not knowing about the tensions
within the family, I asked one of the older women in the household about the
whereabouts of her brother’s family. Her response was:
i. akul Udupi pother        ge
they Udupi have gone
they have gone to Udupi
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The use of the marker -ge indicates to me that she is no longer closely involved in
the activities of her brother’s family and that she longer cares about their whereabouts.
The use of -ge in the above interaction is marked. Its use compels the hearer pay more
attention to what is being conveyed. The normal, unmarked form of the interaction would
be without using the -ge marker:
ii. akul Udupi pother
they Udupi have gone
they have gone to Udupi
The marker -ge is also used in narratives as a means to indicate the narrator’s
attitude towards the characters of the story he or she is narrating. In the following section
of a conversation from an episode of Pattanga where the caller is telling the story of the
child Babbuswami finding his guardian’s lost ring, the caller makes recurrent use of -ge
as a cue to achieve some of the communicative goals of her narrative. NS and GS are the
two moderators of the show, C4 refers to the fourth caller, a woman, on the show:
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The Ring
1. C4: Oondh aayena ungila dakedu pothina
             this      his       ring     lost       went
          his ring was lost
2. Kori Kandala Kodenge Bannarena    ungila
Kori Kandala Kodenge Bannaru.of     ring
 Kori Kandala Kodenge Bannaru’s ring
3. NS: aah
4. C4: uggeda    katedu        boordina  ungilonu
           well.of    grove.in     fallen       ring.to
          the ring that had fallen in the grove near the well
5. NS/GS: aah
6. C4: kappe dingudu        kalluda      aaditu       kuludindh    ge
           frog   swallowed    stone.of      under.in    sat               it is said
         was swallowed by a frog that then went and sat under a stone, it is said
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7. NS: aah
8. C4: aah porthudu ee    kaye  kanjida   jokul      pura  ayedu  kenondu upwere
          that  time.in  this   hand  cattle.of children  all     him.to    asking     were
         at that time, the children who look after the cattle were all asking him
9. GS: andh andh kaye kanji maipuna         jokul
            yes    yes  hand cattle pouring        children
          yes, yes, the children who look after the cattle
10. C4: ee    eeth             matha ondhu      panpa atha
           you so much      all        is.there    say     is.it.not
          you can tell us about so many things, right?
11. GS: aah
12. C4: nina   illadu      ini      kajupu dada   malthidu upwere       pandindh
             your  house.in  today  food    what   made       must.have  saying
            in your house (you) were saying what food they must have made today
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13. NS/GS: aah
14. C4: aikh yanna  ullaige pagguda pani parpe
             so     my     house   plant.of   water  drink
             so in my house, I will drink the juice of the plant
15. NS/GS: aah
16. C4: bokka kini   ettida         chutney
             then   small prawns.of  chutney
            then the chutney of small prawns
            
17. panda podi   yettida         chutney panda baari ishta
say     dried  prawns.of   chutney    say     very  like
 I mean, the chutney of dried prawns that I like very much
18. NS/GS: aah
19. C4: yannan illaldu      awey malthedere         panpere  ge
             my       house.in   that   they.have.made   he.said   it.is.said
            in my house, that is what they have cooked, he said, it is said
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20. NS/GS: aah
21. C4: aith bokka panda        eeth            matha ee     balme   panpa atha
            after that    we.mean   this.much   all      you   foretell  say     is.it.not
 you foretell so much right?
22. nina  ulaina                   ungila dakedu pothina niku daane   gothiji
           your  house.inside.of   ring     lost       went     you   why     don’t.know
         the ring of your house got lost, how come you don’t know?
23. NS/GS: aah
24. C4: yaana ullai            yaan eliya balle    pandindh yanada panonde    uller
             my    house.inside I       small  child  saying     to.me    saying      they.are
            in my house, they say that I am a small child
25. NS/GS: aah
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26. C4: aanda yank gothundu awe wolu oondhu  indh
             but     I      know         it    where  is        that.is.how.he.said.it
             but I know where it is; that is how he said it.
27. NS/GS: aah
28. C4: yaan dethudu              korpe pande     ge
              I        will take it out   give   he.said   it.is.said
            I will take it out and give it (to them) he said, it is said
29. NS/GS: aah
30. C4: aikh anchadu nina wotige yankul ithe  barpa
            then  so         you  with     we       now  will.come
             then  so, we will come with you
31. ee   detudu   korwa na?
you take.out give   will.you
will you take it out and give it to us?
32. NS/GS: aah
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33. C4: detudu      korpe   balle   panthe    ge
             take.out   give      come  he.said    it.is.said
           (I) will take it out and give it to you, come, he said, it is said
34. NS/GS: aah
35. C4: balle pandindh.. ugeleda baikal          oondh   athe?
             come saying ...  well.of   cover.stone  this.is   is.it.not?
             saying, come, he asked, “ this is the well cover-stone, is it not?”
36. NS/GS: aah
37. C4: awene depule      udene kallu  lakale
               it         take out    this    stone   lift
take it out; lift the stone
38. ungila  yaan dethudu          korpe indh
              ring      I       will take out   give  that.is.how.he.said.it
           I will take out and give the ring; that is how he said it.
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39. NS/GS: aah
40. C4: yele   janna    jawanere     yele   kadethu untudu awe kallune derpere ge
             seven persons young.men seven sides     stood   that  stone   to.lift it.is.said
 seven young men stood on seven sides and (tried to) lift the stone it is said
41. NS/GS: aah
42. C4: akuleda  derpere aapuji
             they .of   lift       could.not
            they could not lift it
43. NS/GS: aah
44. C4: adaga nikulu .oond aah.. nuppu tinpini pokede
             then     you        this  aah    rice  eat       for.no.reason
            then, you eat rice for no reason
45. NS/GS: aah
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46. C4: nikulu jawanere   athu   anchi   oontule      panpe   ge
             you     young.men  not   there   you.stand   he.said  it.is.said
            you are not young men; stand there he said, it is said
47. NS/GS: aah
48. C4: umbhe taare kaarudu   lakhadu kallun    dakhwe   ge               awene
              he        bare   feet.with lifting    stone.of  throw      it.is.said      it
             with bare feet lifting the stone, he threw it, it is said
49. NS/GS: aah
50. C4: dakhedu     gonkur kappene  pathwe   ge
             throwing     big      frog.to     caught    it.is.said
           after throwing(the stone), he caught the big frog, it is said
51. NS/GS: aah
52. C4: aitha banjida        ullaida      ungila  getudu    korpe   ge
             its    stomach.of   inside.of    ring     took.out  give    it.is.said
            took out the ring from inside its stomach and gave it, it is said
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53. NS/GS: aah
54. C4: awene kenenya Katapadida   arasulol
             this     hearing    Katapadi.of  kings
            hearing this, the Kings of Katapadi (said)
55. NS/GS: aah
56. C4: umbe ini     nana   woridu   poye anda yanklegu oorudu      oondh upandu
                        he     today  more  remains go     then  we.to       in.the.land this will.not.be
            if he lives any more, we will not have any influence in the land
57. NS/GS: aah
58. C4: pandindh mokalege oondh lakedu danthina pura oondh malthedu
             saying     them         this     got.up  what.not all    this     did
            so saying, they arose and started doing all kinds of things
59. NS/GS: aah
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60. C4: aayen kaleyodu     panpineku  ugele  todawere ge
             him    should.kill   for.that        well    they.dig  it is said
           to kill him, they dug a well, it is said
In the above narrative, the caller uses the marker -ge when she is referring to
either what the child Babbuswami said (lines 19, 28, 33, 46):
19. C4: yannan illaldu      awey malthedere         panpere  ge
             my       house.in   that   they.have.made   he.said   it.is.said
            in my house, that is what they have cooked, he said, it is said
28. C4: yaan dethudu              korpe pande     ge
              I        will take it out   give   he.said   it.is.said
            I will take it out and give it (to them) he said, it is said
33. C4: detudu      korpe   balle   panthe    ge
             take.out   give      come  he.said    it.is.said
           (I) will take it out and give it to you, come, he said, it is said
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46. C4: nikulu jawanere   athu   anchi   oontule      panpe   ge
             you     young.men  not   there   you.stand   he.said  it.is.said
            you are not young men; stand there he said, it is said
or to what he did (lines 48, 50, 52) :
48. C4: umbhe taare kaarudu   lakhadu kallun    dakhwe   ge               awene
              he        bare   feet.with lifting    stone.of  throw      it.is.said      it
             with bare feet lifting the stone, he threw it, it is said
50. C4: dakhedu     gonkur kappene  pathwe   ge
             throwing     big      frog.to     caught    it.is.said
           after throwing(the stone), he caught the big frog, it is said
52. C4: aitha banjida        ullaida      ungila  getudu    korpe   ge
             its    stomach.of   inside.of    ring     took.out  give    it.is.said
            took out the ring from inside the stomach and gave it, it is said
 She also uses the marker indh, which means ‘ that is how he said it/did it  ’(lines
26, 38) when she is referring to the child Babbuswami:
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26. C4: aanda yank gothundu awe wolu oondhu  indh
             but     I      know         it    where  is        that.is.how.he.said.it
             but I know where it is; that is how he said it.
38. ungila  yaan dethudu          korpe indh
              ring      I       will take out   give  that.is.how.he.said.it
           I will take out and give the ring; that is how he said it.
 While -ge is both a way of marking an utterance as something that one has not
witnessed or heard first hand, and a way of demonstrating one’s distance or proximity
towards the subject of the utterance, the indh marker refers to the reported manner in
which the subject of the utterance either acted or spoke.
In the caller’s narrative, the child Babbuswami has a conversation with a group of
boys who look after the cattle. Here, the narrator does not use either of the two markers
when she is referring to the speech of the boys (lines 8, 10, 12, 21, 22):
8. C4:  aah porthudu ee    kaye  kanjida   jokul      pura  ayedu  kenondu upwere
          that  time.in  this   hand  cattle.of children  all     him.to    asking     were
         at that time, the children who look after the cattle were all asking him
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10. C4:   ee    eeth             matha ondhu      panpa atha
           you so much      all        is.there    say     is.it.not
          you can tell us about so many things, right?
12. C4: nina   illadu      ini      kajupu dada   malthidu upwere pandindh
             your  house.in  today  food    what   made       must.have    saying
            in your house (you) were saying what food they must have made today
21. C4: aith bokka panda        eeth            matha ee     balme   panpa atha
            after that    we.mean   this.much   all      you   foretell  say     is.it.not
 you foretell so much right?
22.     nina  ulaina                   ungila dakedu pothina niku daane   gothiji
           your  house.inside.of   ring     lost       went     you   why   don’t.know
         the ring of your house got lost, how come you don’t know?
Once again, when she talks about the Kings of Katapadi, the narrator makes use
of the marker -ge (line 60):
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60. C4: aayen kaleyodu     panpineku  ugele  todawere ge
             him    should.kill   for.that        well    they.dig  it is said
           to kill him, they dug a well, it is said
She also uses -ge when she is referring to the frog that swallowed the ring (line 6)
and to the seven young men who tried to lift the stone (line 40):
6. C4: kappe dingudu        kalluda      aaditu       kuludindh    ge
           frog   swallowed    stone.of      under.in    sat               it is said
         was swallowed by a frog that then went and sat under a stone, it is said
40. C4: yele   janna    jawanere     yele   kadethu untudu awe kallune derpere ge
             seven persons young.men seven sides     stood   that  stone   to.lift it.is.said
 seven young men stood on seven sides and (tried to) lift the stone it is said
It can be seen from this narrative that the speaker’s attitude towards the status of
the characters, as compared to her own, are encoded in the language she uses to refer to
them. When she refers to the boy Babbuswami who went on to attain divinity status or
when she refers to the Kings of Katapadi, she makes use of the markers -ge and indh, to
indicate her lack of proximity and her status as someone who cannot always understand
the actions of so-called celestial beings or of Kings. She also uses the marker when she
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refers to the frog and to the seven young men whose actions she cannot predict or cannot
identify with. On the other hand, when she evokes the conversation of the boys, she
indicates that she is far more definite about what they said, and that she largely
understands their motives and actions.  She indicates this definiteness by not using the
markers -ge or indh when she is referring to the boys’ conversation.  Thus the speaker
uses linguistic elements of the language and the shared knowledge of the marked and
unmarked uses of these linguistic elements by the Tulu-speaking audience to convey
more than just the story of her characters.  The encoding of knowledge, authority, and
truth here is, thus, a linguistic as a well as a social phenomenon (Schieffelin 1996: 444).
The elements and patterns of a language and its shared meanings are, thus, used
for communicative purposes. As Hale writes (1992: 36), a language and the intellectual
productions of its speakers are often inseparable. Some forms of verbal art – verse, song,
or chant – depend crucially on morphological and phonological, even syntactic properties
of the language in which it is formed. Sharing what Gumperz and Levinson call ‘the
interpretive schema’ (1996:226) is thus an important element in communication between
individuals. Gumperz and Levinson write that, very often, a communication chasm can
arise between people who share the same language, but not the relevant interpretive
schema.  Gumperz (1996: 369), for example, writes of how speakers of English from the
Indian subcontinent utilize distinct sets of contextualization cues from those employed by
native-born English speakers in England. Indian-English speakers, for example, highlight
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parts of an utterance in a different way using pitch register and/or loudness shifts that
extend over an entire phrase to indicate a rhetorical point, while standard British-English
speakers use syllable accent. In the context of job interviews, for example, Gumperz
demonstrates how this difference in the interpretation of contextualization cues leads to
misunderstandings.
Besides indexing attitudes, stances, and dispositions, indexicality in language can
also communicate certain statuses and gender identities. In this section, I look at how the
format of the call-in show is used by women who call in, not just to tell stories, but also
to use the narrative format as a way to highlight hierarchical gender roles and statuses
within the community. As Ochs (1996: 416) writes, in reproducing historically
accomplished structures, interlocutors may use conventional forms in conventional ways
to constitute the local social situation. For example, they may use a conventional form in
a conventional way to call into play a particular gender identity. In this sense, writes
Ochs, every social interaction has the potential for both cultural persistence and change,
and past and future are manifest in the interactional present.
Gender, caste, and social class identities
Tulu society is divided into hierarchically ranked status groups or castes and the
caste and social class one comes from governs social interactions.  The main criteria on
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the basis of which Tulu society is divided are caste, social class, age, gender, and also
religion (i.e. whether one is Hindu, Muslim, Christian etc.).
Gender
As we have looked at earlier, many Tulu speakers live in matrilineal societies and
follow a system of inheritance to family property known as Aliya Santanakatu in which
succession is followed along the female line.  However, Aliya Santanakatu does not,
necessarily, mean that Tulu women enjoy a higher-status in Tulu society. They do not
speak up in front of older male members and, largely, especially if they are from the
lower classes and castes, do not have the benefit of a formal education. While the literacy
rate for the South Kannara region is relatively high: 78.46 for males and 68.17 for
females (Census of India 2001), the numbers do not reveal that many women in the
region, if they do go to school at the elementary level, do not go onto obtaining a higher
education and, usually, either because of socio-economic reasons or because of  the
demands of their family, drop out after the initial few years.
The call-in show, however, seems to be used by female Tulu speakers as a means
of using a traditional format, that of the paddana or narrative to retell the stories that are
part of the cultural knowledge of Tulu speakers in the region, from their point of view. In
the following excerpt from an episode of the show, for example, the moderators ask the
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female caller, who has called in to the show, to tell them the story of how the woman
Tanamaniga became the sister of Babbuswami. In the story, Tanamaniga, a woman from
the lower Mugera caste, becomes the spirit deity Babbuswami’s sister when she rescues
him from the well into which he had been thrown by his enemies. The caller, however,
instead of narrating that particular story, tells the story of Tanamaniga’s birth and talks of
Tanamaniga’s other feats: of how she killed the tigers etc. and does not mention
Babbuswami at all. Women, I suggest, thus seem to be using the show to put forward
stories from a female-centered point of view and also to bring to the forefront
conventional local constructs of gender and caste.  Let us look at the following
interaction from the show, as an example:
NS and GS are the two moderators; C4 refers to the woman caller, MK refers to
the guest on the show, an expert on Babbuswami stories:
The birth of Tanamaniga
1. NS: akka
sister
2.   C4: aah
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3. NS: irene     ithe   idegu    budpija
you.to  now  here.to   we.will.not.let.go
we will not let you stop at this point
4. C4: iji yaan..
no I...
5. NS: ithe  eer    aah..guweledu  mith barpina kathe
now you aah.. well.from  top   coming  story
now, you, the coming up from the well story
  6. onthe panodu       porludu
little  should.tell  beautiful.in
should, beautifully, tell us a little
7. C4: oh..
what?
8. GS: guweledu  mith barpina kathenu porludu        panodu...
well.from  top  coming  story.to  beautiful.in  should.tell
the coming up from the well story, you should tell (us) beautifully
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9.              Tanimani  tangadi
Tanimani  younger.sister..
the younger sister, Tanimani
10. NS:           baari porluda        Tulu   eerna
very beautiful.of  Tulu   yours
your Tulu is very beautiful
11.GS: tangadi             aadh         yencha tikyolu indh  Babbugu
younger.sister becoming how     did.she.meet  Babbu.to
how did she meet and become Babbu’s younger sister
12.C4: aal   e       aal tangadi aadh...
she  is.it   she sister   becoming...
she? She sister became...
13.             alegu   awe Burrage  yelu   jana        aan    balle        upwere       athe
she.to  that  Burra.to  seven persons  male  children   were.there  right
she...Burra had only seven sons right?
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14.NS: aah
14. GS: aah
16. C4: aanda       aayegu ponnu upuji
even.then  he.to     girl     was.not.there
he did not have a girl (daughter)
17. NS/GS; aah
18. C4: aah porthugu  aaye..
that time.in   he
at that time he..
19. yaan yel    aan   ballelonu    putudu
I      seven son   children.to  gave.birth
(says to himself) I, by siring seven sons
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20. yank yelu ballela      yank beritha  dool  wochina  oondh iji 
I      seven sons.even I      back.of  dust  dusting    this    is.not.there
none of my seven sons is around to even look after me (literally, dust the
dirt off my back)
21.NS/GS: aah
22. C4: dombudu kuldeda nireledu  kulule     appa
sun.in      if.I.sit     shade.in  sit (hon) father
if I sit in the sun, sit in the shade
23.                   indh       panpina ballelu   iji
like.this telling   children are.not.there
even to tell me that, my children are not there
24. NS/GS: aah
25. C4: yel     janna     yel       belegu    pidandond     popere
seven persons  seven  work.to  getting.ready go
all seven of them, get ready to go out  and do seven tasks
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26. yank   gathi     danthina     ancha      aandu        pandindh
to.me  support without      like.that   happened  saying
I am left without any support
27. aaye yethedu  uppunaga
he    worry.in    when.was
when he was worrying
28. ee    ponnu balle punchada  mithudu  pingara                  da paaledu
this  girl    child ant.hill.of  on.top.of  betel-nut.flowers  of  bark.of
this girl child, in the bark of the betel-nut bud, on top of an anthill
29. aaye pajir depyere     poyni  awl
he   grass  taking.out going there
where, he had gone to cut the grass
30.NS: Maaragu
Maara.to
to Maara
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31. C4: andh maratu   aah tikwey..      hmm   tikundu   ee    balle
yes   tree.in   aah  found.him  hmm   found.it  this  child
yes, in the tree, he found this child (misunderstanding that NS is referring
to ‘mara’ (tree), rather than Maara (name of the father))
32. GS: aah
33. C4: aa   ballenu  aaye  konathudu
that child.to  he     taking
he takes (home) the child
34. NS: amerena  pudar encha?
father.of name  what
what is the father’s name?
35. C4: yerna?
whose?
36. NS: Tanimanigana?
Tanamaniga.of
Tanamaniga’s
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37.C4: Tanimanigana Burre
Tanamaniga.of Burre
Tanamaniga’s (father) is Burre
38. NS to MK:  Burre na   Maare na?
  Burre is.it Maare.is.it
  is it Burre or Maare?
39. MK: Maare Maare
40. NS: Maare Maare
41.GS: Maare  indh    barpundu
Maare  saying it.comes
Maare, is what is said
42. C4: aah Maare   kelower         Burre panpere
aah Maare  many.people  Burre say
aah, Maare, many people say Burre
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43. NS: aah
44. GS: panle     panle
tell.us  tell.us
tell us, tell us
45. C4: ancha..      aaye tankwe   athe
like that.. he     nurtures right
like that, he brings up (the child) right?
In the above excerpt, C4 tells the story of Tanamaniga coming into the life of
Burre, who, until then, only has seven sons. C4’s narrative tells of how Burre regrets
having only sons and wants a daughter. His wish was granted when he finds the girl-child
Tanamaniga on an anthill in the bark of the betel-nut flowers.  Even though, C4 has
specifically been asked by both the moderators, NS and GS, to tell the story of how
Tanamaniga became the sister of the male spirit deity Babbuswami by rescuing him from
the well into which he had been thrown by his enemies, C4 tells a story centered around
Tanamaniga and how she was born:
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5. NS: ithe  eer    aah..guweledu  mith barpina kathe
now you aah.. well.from  top   coming  story
now, you, the coming up from the well story
6. onthe panodu       porludu
little  should.tell  beautiful.in
should, beautifully, tell us a little
7. C4: oh..
what?
8. GS: guweledu  mith barpina kathenu porludu        panodu...
well.from  top  coming  story.to  beautiful.in  should.tell
the coming up from the well story, you should tell (us) beautifully
9.              Tanimani  tangadi
Tanimani  younger.sister..
the younger sister, Tanimani
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10. NS:           baari porluda        Tulu   eerna
very beautiful.of  Tulu   yours
your Tulu is very beautiful
11.GS: tangadi             aadh         yencha tikyolu indh  Babbugu
younger.sister becoming how     did.she.meet  Babbu.to
how did she meet and become Babbu’s younger sister?
C4 talks about Burre’s sadness on having only sons and no daughters:
16. C4: aandda       aayegu ponnu upuji
even.then  he.to     girl     was.not.there
he did not have a girl (daughter)
17. NS/GS: aah
18. C4: aah porthugu  aaye..
that time.in   he
at that time he..
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19. yaan yel    aan   ballelonu    putudu
I      seven son   children.to  gave.birth
(says to himself) I, by siring seven sons
20. yank yelu ballela      yank beritha  dool  wochina  oondh iji 
I      seven sons.even I      back.of  dust  dusting    this    is.not.there
none of my seven sons is around to even look after me (literally, dust the
dirt off my back)
21. NS/GS: aah
22. C4: dombudu kuldeda nireledu  kulule     appa
sun.in      if.I.sit     shade.in  sit (hon) father
if I sit in the sun, sit in the shade
23.                   indh       panpina ballelu   iji
like.this telling   children are.not.there
even to tell me that, my children are not there
24. NS/GS: aah
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25. C4: yel     janna     yel       belegu    pidandond     popere
seven persons  seven  work.to  getting.ready go
all seven of them, get ready to go out  and do seven tasks
26. yank   gathi danthina     ancha      aandu        pandindh
to.me  support without  like.that   happened  saying
I am left without any support
C4’s narrative goes into great detail about the difficulties Burre faced by having only
sons. When NS, GS , and the expert MK  challenge C4 about whether the name of
Tanamaniga’s father is Burre or Maare, C4 does not budge, but justifies her usage of
Burre over Maare saying that a lot of people say ‘Burre’:
34. NS: amerena  pudar encha?
father.of name  what
what is the father’s name?
35. C4: yerna?
whose?
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36. NS: Tanimanigana?
Tanamaniga.of
Tanamaniga’s
37.C4: Tanimanigana Burre
Tanamaniga.of Burre
Tanamaniga’s (father) is Burre
38. NS to MK: Burre na   Maare na?
 Burre is.it Maare.is.it
 is it Burre or Maare?
39. MK: Maare Maare
40. NS: Maare Maare
41.GS: Maare  indh    barpundu
Maare  saying it.comes
Maare, is what is said
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42. C4: aah Maare   kelower         Burre panpere
aah Maare  many.people  Burre say
aah, Maare, many people say Burre
43. NS: aah
C4 , through her narrative, which then goes onto to tell the story of how
Tanamaniga repels the advances of a powerful minister, how she kills the tigers who
were troubling the people of the land, and, finally, how she rejects the king’s offer of
marriage, conveys the story of a strong woman called Tanamaniga who has her own
identity, besides merely being the sister of the male spirit deity Babbuswami. Her
narrative is told from Tanamaniga’s point of view and stresses on Tanamaniga’s life and
feats. The narrative gives primacy to Tanamaniga and the stories associated with her
rather than focusing on Babbuswami who is the topic of that particular episode of the
call-in show.
Caste and social class
Caste identity and the taboos that exist against an inter-caste and inter social-class
union come to the fore in the latter part of the same narrative by the same speaker C4.
The next part of C4’s narrative talks about how Tanamaniga kills the twin tigers that
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were troubling the people of the land. The king of the land had promised to give half his
kingdom to the person killing the tigers, if that person was a man, or to marry and make
his queen the person killing the tigers, if that person was a woman. When the king finds
out that Tanamaniga had killed the tigers, he regrets his proclamation. This is how C4
narrates the king’s dilemma between keeping his promise and his reluctance to marry a
woman from a lower caste and social class:
1. C4: yaan eer            panpina pathere oondh    athe
I      you (hon) telling   words   are.there right
you gave your word (Tanamaniga tells the king)
2.                         anchandu    awe nadapodu atha indh
because.of  that  works       right so she said
so it (the marriage) should take place right, she said
3. NS: aah
4. C4: aikh yaan arasu    kulodu     putudu
so    I       kingly  family.in  being.born
I was born into a kingly family (the king said)
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5.                         yaan korpina baasegu        tappuji         appe
I        given    language.to  do.not.miss  woman
I do not go back on my word, woman
6. NS: aah
7. C4: ee    keel             ponnu heena jathi da ponnu pandidu
you  lower.caste girl      lower caste of girl     saying
by saying that you are a lower- caste girl
8.                         yaan budpuji            madmol na singarodu ee balla    panpol
I      will.not.let.go   bride     of  dress.in   you come  she.says (sic)
I will not escape; come dressed as a bride, she (sic) (he) says
9. NS: aah
10. C4: mol                mer           illa      popere
she(non hon) he (hon)   home   go
she.. he goes home
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11.                         illa       podu   bodedida panpere      matha
home  going   wife.to    tells (hon)  everything
he goes home and tells his wife everything
12.  yaan ini      tatudu    poye
I      today  missed   went
today, I made a mistake
13.                         yaan yanna rajostanogu  onji pudar bathendu
I       mine   kingdom.to  one  name  came
my kingdom will get a bad name
14. NS: aah
15. C4: tare    taggau nakka     aandh
head  lower   like.that happened
I have had to lower my head
16. NS:               aah
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17. C4: mugechi   ponnana madme  aapina  kaala bathendu yank indhu
Mugera.of girl.to   marriage happen time came       to.me so.he.said
the time has come for me to marry a girl from the Mugera caste
18. NS: aah
The king’s distress on having to marry Tanamaniga, who is girl from a lower
social status and lower caste, is evident in the conversation he has with his wife. Even
though he has promised Tanamaniga that he will marry her, he tells his wife that his
kingdom will get a bad name because of his actions and that he has had to lower his head.
He bemoans the fact that he has been reduced to having to marry a girl from the Mugera
caste (a lower caste).
The next part of C4’s narrative goes on to talk about how Tanamaniga tells her
kinfolk not to climb down to the king’s house for the wedding, but to stay up where they
are:
1. C4: dibbana       lethondu popol
procession  taking     she.goes
she takes the(wedding) procession and goes
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2.                   molu lethondu podu    adaga          panpal
she    taking     going   at.that.time she.says
while she is taking the (bridal party) at that time, she says
 
3.  nikul tirthagu   podu   dompugu           japyere  balli
you   down.to  going   marriage.tent.in enter     should.not
(to the people from her caste) you should not climb down and step
into the marriage tent
4. NS: aah
5. C4: oondhu budu     manathana shapthada      jaggu
this       mansion sacred        hallowed.of   place
this mansion is a sacred place
6.                  pramanada chavadi
premier.of  porch
it is the highest porch
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7.                   idhe nikul tirth   japyere balli
here  you down  climb   should.not
you should not climb down here
8.                   mithedu untule panpalu
top.in     stand   she.says
stay on top (on higher land) she says
9. NS: aah
10. C4: mithude untule panpina     aalna jathidakulene
top.in    stay    so.saying    her    caste.persons.to
telling her caste persons to stay on top
11.                    pura         mithu untadu     molu tirth    japwalu
  everyone  top     stopping  she    lower  climbs.down
 stopping everyone at the top, she climbs down
12. NS: aah
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Tanamaniga tells her kinfolk to stay on higher land and to not enter the marriage
tent. She then climbs down to the king’s house by herself. Her climbing down to the
king’s house, once again, spatially places her character as being above that of the king,
even though, she is socially from a lower caste. Instead of the king lowering himself by
coming down to Tanamaniga’s level (as the king has earlier regretted that he would have
to do by having to marry Tanamaniga), C4 narrative depicts Tanamaniga as having to
physically lower herself by coming down to the king’s level.
Tulu homes, before the advent of transportation and paved roads, were usually
centered near the river and the most fertile lands and, therefore, the more prosperous
homes, were closer to the river, in the lower river valleys. The King’s home was therefore
likely to be at a lower level. C4, thus, uses local concepts of space to communicate her
stance towards the characters of her story at different nuanced levels.  She talks of how
Tanamaniga has to physically lower herself by entering the King’s home, even while she
praises Tanamaniga’s moral uprightness and bravery, and contrasts it with the King’s
unhappiness on having to marry Tanamaniga because she is from a lower caste.
Her narrative then tells about the interaction Tanamaniga has with the king’s
wife. The king’s wife is depicted as a woman with a strong temperament who prefers to
leave her husband’s house rather than share it with another woman:
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1. C4: jathedu                arasuleda    panpolu
climbing.down  the.king.to   she.tells
climbing down she (Tanamaniga) tells the king
2.              arasule       panthi patheregu tapyere   ijji      athe   indhu
             king (hon)  told    speech.to  missing  is.not  right  in.that.way
king, you cannot go back on your word
3. NS: aah
4. C4: aiku mere       bodedi bathedu yedur panpere
so   she(hon)  wife    coming  front  says (hon)
so, the (king’s) wife comes in front and says
5.  magga eeda muta          ee    tinabandi yanna kanteldu ithindu
 child   until  this.point  this  chain        my     neck.on  was
              child, until now, this chain was around my neck
6. NS: aah
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7. C4: yaana kekilda tinabandine  ee                      katela
my    neck.of  chain.of       you (non hon)   tie (non hon)
now you tie the chain that was around my neck
       8.              rud  naigu    onji   marra ee    sandandu
two dogs.to  one   tree    this  is.not.possible
one tree cannot be used by two dogs
       9. onji pugeledu     jodu panna     sandandu
one shoulder.in   two  ploughs  is.not.possible
one shoulder cannot carry two ploughs
      10.             onji illadu      rudu  atilu       nadapandu
one house.in  two   cooking  will.not.work
cooking by two persons, in one house, will not work
      11.             inidi        bokka yaan ee    bududu    untuji           pandind
today.in   after   I       this  house.in  stay.will.not so saying
after today, I will not stay in this house, she says
       12.NS: aah
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       13.C4: adaga           aal                  panpol
at.that.time she (non hon) says
at that time she (Tanamaniga) says
       14.  eer            untule       appere
             you (hon) wait (hon) mother (hon)
you wait mother
15.             irene         yaan budu      japawoji
you (hon)  I      mansion  will.not.make.you.come.down
I will not make you leave your mansion
16.              irena         nuppune yaan kalepuji
your (hon)  rice.of    I       will.not.take
I will not take away your rice
        17.            eer          untule indh        panpol
                         you (hon) wait   like.that  she(non hon).says
 you wait, she says
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        18. NS: aah
19. C4: untule         pandindh tirth     popol
wait (hon) saying      down   she (non hon).goes
saying, ‘wait’, she goes down
20. NS: aah
21. C4: podu   arasuda   podu   yadur  podu   panpol
going  king.to   going  front    going  she(non hon).says
going in front of the king, she says
22.              appona        nadapoli           athe    indh
in.that.case  it.should.work  right   so.saying
 this should work, right?
23. NS: aah
24. C4: adaga            arasuleda panpolu
at.that.time  king.to     she (non hon).says
at that time, she says to the king
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25.             arasule        eer           yaank   tageku samaana
king (hon)  you (hon) to.me   father   like
king, you are like my father
26. NS: aah
27. C4: pedina            appe     ammagu  samaana
giving.birth   mother  father.to  like
you are like the mother and father who gave me birth
28. NS: aa
29. C4: irena               mith yaan anchina  oondu yenuji
you (hon).of  on    I        like.that  this    do.not.think
I do not think of you otherwise
30. NS: aah
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31. C4:  yaanu eerna         mantrina     hankara      untaire  bodadu   incha      pande
I          your(hon)  minister.of  bad.deeds   to.stop  wanting  like.this  said
I said this only to stop your minister’s bad deeds
32. NS: aah
33. C4: inidu       bokka eerna mantri    eerna illadu       uppyere balli.
today.in  after   you    minister your  house.in   live        should.not
after today, your minister should not live in your house
34.  yanna amme praya poyinaye
my     father  age    gone.person.is
my father is an old man
35. NS: aah
36. C4:  aayagu sayana muta nuppu eer          korodu
he.to    dies     until  rice     you (hon) should (hon).give
until he dies, you should give him rice (food)
37. NS: aah
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38. C4: bokka yankulene ini    athu yelle         yaan onji maayagu         serwe
then    to.us          today or   tomorrow I       one magic.world.to will.join
then, today or tomorrow, I will join the magic world
39. NS:   aah
40. C4:  aah porthudud yank onji  kateda kori
that time.in   to.me one  wild    chicken
at that time, keep for me, one wild chicken
41.  onji chendu  poo       onji tadpeda      agail18
one garland flowers one  winnowing.basket.of   food
a garland of flowers and a winnowing basket of food
42.  yanan nethudu      deele         pandindh aal panpol
me.to thinking.of keep (hon) saying    she goes.away
saying, keep (these things) in my memory, she goes away
                                                 
18 A religious rite wherein rice, vegetables, and, sometimes, meat is served on plantain leaves and offered to spirit
deities, other deities, and departed relatives (Upadhyaya 1988: 41).
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Thus, it is Tanamaniga, who despite being a lower-caste and lower-class woman,
in this context, has the upper hand. Instead of the king rejecting her because she is from a
lower caste, it is she who rejects marrying the king, thereby rejecting the possibility of
advancing to a higher social class, and chooses to enter the magic world where caste,
class and gender divisions do not matter. She chooses to become a spirit deity who is
remembered and worshipped.
The women in the narrative are, thus,  depicted as strong women who do not stand
by and watch events overtake them. The king’s wife decides to leave her husband’s home
if he takes in another wife. Tanamaniga gets her revenge over the minister and also
makes sure that her old father is taken care of. In C4’s narrative, thus, the social
constructs of gender, social class, and caste are overturned.
Goffman (1981: 144) distinguishes between different aspects of the self in
discourse production: the author – the person who designs the utterance; the animator –
the person who speaks the words that may have been designed by someone else; the
principal – the person who takes responsibility for the sentiments underlying the words;
the figure – the character in a story or text. Goffman’s terms provide a productive
framework for the analysis of speakers’ stances with respect to local ideologies and social
constructs through narrative (De Fina et al 2006). Narrators can use these positions to
express evaluations of and to convey their position on a variety of social issues such as
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gender, social class, and caste without openly asserting their views. Bakhtin (1981)
showed, for example, how reporting speech is not just a repetition of what one has heard,
but is an active process of transformation. Narrators can use the voices of their characters
to project their own evaluations and stances. Thus C4 (the animator), in her narrative,
uses a story that is part of the region’s oral tradition to put words in the mouth of the
main character of her narrative Tanamaniga (the figure), so as to put forward her own
attitude and point of view.
Kroskrity (2001), describes how the Arizona Tewa have a “public address” style
that is reserved for crier chiefs to announce upcoming ceremonies etc. He talks of how
this highly stylized genre and traditional linguistic form is creatively used to also achieve
other ends, such as, for example, selling items over a public address system. “If
innovation”, he writes, “even in the form of contextualization, is to be culturally
sanctioned, it must be cloaked in traditional garb” (2001: 405).  Similarly, Abu-Lughod
(1986[1999]) describes how individuals reciting the ghinnawas, a traditional culturally
valued form of Bedouin poetry, are able to express through poetry, sentiments that would
otherwise be condemned as immodest and defiant by Bedouin society.
Tulu women, thus, seem to be using the traditional linguistic form of the Tulu
paddana or ritual narrative, on the non-traditional format of the call-in show, to not only
communicate their interpretations of traditional stories, but also to tell their stories from a
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female-centric point of view and, thereby, bring into focus local social hierarchies and
inequalities.
As we looked at earlier, Gowda (2005: 26) has pointed out that the actual ritual,
with its masks and costumes and spirit impersonators, is an illusory world, and the
protests against injustice and exploitation that are, sometimes, expressed through the
paddanas, are diffused and un-confronted in the day-to-day life of Tulu speakers.  By
retelling the stories of the paddanas from their point of view, in the context of a call-in
television show, however, the callers to the show seem to be overcoming the constraints
of the actual ritual and bringing into focus the hierarchies of caste, gender, and class that
exist in their day to day lives.
Conclusions
In this chapter, I relate the situated use of language to larger social structures of
caste, class, gender, social space, and social attitudes. I illustrate how narratives and
interactions are culturally constructed, socially constituted, and are influenced by
prevailing ideologies. This chapter also attempts to illustrate how language constitutes
and is constituted by culture. The use of indexicals like deictics, honorifics, and
contextualization cues by speakers on the show illustrate how language in use is context
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bound and that contextualization plays a large role in the communication of meaning,
stances, attitudes, and social roles.
A study of the narratives and the interactions on the call-in show point towards
how the callers to the call-in show use language as a resource to evoke their social worlds
and, how also, they attempt to bring attention to and, potentially, change the dynamics
and conventions of that social world. As Bauman and Briggs write (1990:79), there has
been a reorientation from the traditionalist view of folklore as reified, persistent cultural
items – texts, artifacts, mentifacts – to a conception of folklore as a mode of
communicative action. Caste, gender, and social class are themes that recur in the
narratives on the show and the indexing of these social constructs by speakers on the
show illustrate how language can be used as a tool for action and for social change.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Significance of the study
The role of television
This study reveals the power of the media, specifically television, to, potentially,
change the way a language is viewed, not only by its speakers, but also by non-speakers,
by taking the language out of the setting of the home into a more communal and highly
visible media setting. The study also illustrates, through the analysis of the narratives that
are told on the television show Pattanga, the ability of television to highlight, and to,
potentially, change local ideologies related to caste, class, and gender. The study
demonstrates how television can provide a new context where the linguistic and cultural
traditions of a people can be encouraged and disseminated. In the case of a language like
Tulu, which does not have a script in current usage, but which has a rich oral tradition
that has not been adequately documented, television seems to be playing an important
role in popularizing and, potentially, encouraging the maintenance of these oral
traditions. Television also provides a context where these oral traditions can be
questioned and challenged and, thereby, makes these traditions more participatory and
vibrant. Finally, the television show encourages viewer participation from Tulu speakers
of different caste, class, and gender backgrounds and is, therefore, providing a forum
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where intra-group dialog can take place, in a region where such a dialog, because of
caste, class, and gender-related reasons, would not normally take place.
This study also shows how a group speaking a minority language with access to a
media outlet, can try to counter the cultural and institutional hegemony of a dominant
language, only to reproduce the same hegemonic practices in order to create its own
linguistic space. However, while the elites controlling the media outlet have their own
socio-political agenda, that of creating a sense of a cohesive group that speaks a common
language, the viewer-participants of this media outlet use it for their own purposes, in this
case, that of highlighting local social constructs and hierarchies. This study, thus,
demonstrates that hegemonic practices can repeat themselves at different levels and, at
each level, there will, potentially, be those individuals who use these practices to achieve
their own ends.
The role of narratives
The study also demonstrates how narratives can be used by narrators for specific
purposes in interactions. Narratives are not just straightforward recountings of stories or
of events. They are told for specific reasons and are told to achieve certain specific
conversational and social goals. The study reveals the important role played by narratives
in the evocation of a social and cultural world and in emphasizing the hegemonies and
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hierarchies of that world. Thus, Tulu viewers who call in to the show, through their
narratives, bring into focus local hierarchies and inequalities related to caste, class, and
gender. Women callers, through their narratives, tell stories of strong women who try to
question local ideologies and expectations related to gender, caste, and class. The
analysis of the narratives in this study, thus, reveals how narratives can be used as
significant tools in the construction and negotiation of identity, and, also, how they can
be used as forms of social action to draw attention to and to deconstruct current local
ideologies and hierarchies. The narratives on the show are used not only as interactional
tools by the moderators of the show to encourage viewers to identify with a story that is
part of their common cultural knowledge, but are also used as tools by the tellers
themselves to comment on and to attempt to reconstitute a social world that devalues
certain individuals based on their class, caste or gender. The social world, in the
narrative, is, thus, repositioned from the point of view of the narrator.
The study, thus, demonstrates how nonlinguistic elements like identity, gender,
social class, and caste that are indexed in language in interaction can be, potentially, used
to question the legitimization and reproduction of social hierarchies and practices related
to those elements. This study also demonstrates how the analysis of specific interactional
practices within specific linguistic contexts can illuminate the role played by language in
the construction of identities and illustrates how these practices, while being used to
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construct a certain identity and legitimate a certain dialect, can also be used by some
speakers to deconstruct particular local ideologies and practices.
Significance of the study
Theoretical and methodological significance
Although Indian movies and popular TV shows have been the focus of recent
studies (Mankekar 1999, Kumar 2006, Ganti 2004), there have been very few studies of
the use of media in India’s regional languages and in smaller communities. This study, by
looking at the impact of electronic media on a lesser-studied language and on language
attitudes and practices in a small community, contributes to an understanding of the
diversity and processes, linguistic, social, and political that influence media practices in
lesser-studied parts of the world.
Electronic broadcasting in dominant languages through radio and television has
frequently been cited as playing an important role in the language shift of speakers of
minority languages (Dixon 1991; Dorian 1991; Grenoble & Whaley 1998). In contrast,
according to Eisenlohr (2004), recent work on minority language broadcasting has
stressed the potentially helpful effects of using electronic mediation for the maintenance
and renewal of such languages. Such media, he writes, not only encourage language
maintenance and revitalization by providing speakers with opportunities to hear and
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maintain skills in the language, but also transform the way a language is viewed by its
speakers as well as by non-speakers. This study looked at the impact of television on the
language and language practices of a heterogeneous community and revealed that while,
on the one hand, television in this community is transforming the traditional gender and
caste-based ways in which certain groups produce certain narratives, and is, in a way,
democratizing the performance of these narratives, it is also taking these narratives out of
their usual ritual contexts and is transforming the ways in which these narratives are
produced. While television provides a format for potentially changing these narratives, it
also makes these narratives accessible to members of the community. Moreover, it
provides a forum for people from the community to challenge some of the versions of
these narratives; versions, which in ritual contexts, would not be challenged.  The study
thus demonstrates that the locus of a television show, where people who normally would
not have an interaction come together, mediated by technology, is thus an interesting site
to study how linguistic stances and attitudes play out in practice and to study the potential
impact of electronic media on social practices in general and on language practices in
particular.
This study thus opens up areas of further sociolinguistic and anthropological
research in the South Kannara region. While there have been studies of the narrative
traditions of the region (Upadhyaya 1996; Claus 1991; Rai 1985), there have been few, if
any, studies of language use in interactions between people from the region who come
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from a variety of caste and class backgrounds. This study by looking at the interactions
on the first ever Tulu language channel in the region (that, one could, perhaps, surmise,
would be very different from any subsequent Tulu language channels that could,
potentially, come up in the region), would, potentially, lead to a greater awareness of the
language practices and ideologies of the region.
Significance for the Tulu language and people
The interactional and narrative data that forms the basis of this study is rooted in
the oral traditions of the Tulu-speaking people of South India. The study reveals the rich
store of folklore, stories, myths and other oral forms that exist in the region.  Not having a
written form has often been cited as a reason why Tulu has not been recognized as an
official language in the linguistic market of the Indian nation-state. This study by
revealing the richness and vibrancy of Tulu oral traditions, could, potentially, serve
towards changing that view.
The study reveals how language and culture mutually constitute each other. The
social world, in which social actors live, is revealed in talk. The narratives that were the
basis of this study emerge from the reality of caste, social, and gender inequalities in the
region. The study could potentially lead to a greater awareness of these social inequalities
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and also point a way towards how these inequalities could, potentially, be challenged and
changed. As Appadurai (1991: 471) writes, the texts we read and their contexts are
instruments for seeing history and social life, while through their subtexts and structures,
they show us something of social life and history in the modes of the tellings themselves.
It will be interesting to see whether such tellings will lead to newer narratives of protest,
and whether, and to what extent, these narrative tellings will influence and change current
local inequalities and hierarchies.
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